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Ninth-generation winemaker Dominique Portet chose the cool climate of aptly named Coldstream in the Yarra Valley as home to the eponymous winery he founded in 2000. It was the culmination of a tenacious search for grape growing terroir to rival that of his native Bordeaux – but also the start of a new chapter in a winemaking story that has its roots in France in the early 1700s.

Now son Ben – generation 10 – heads the winemaking team, firmly observing the central tenets of this young yet historic estate: respect for tradition, understanding of site and an open mind towards contemporary practices that shape wines that are ever more refined and delicious.

The Dominique Portet winery is set in among the beautiful rolling vineyards of the Yarra Valley. It has a Mediterranean atmosphere and provides a window onto the workings of the vineyard and winery.

WINERY AWARDS

"5 Star Winery"
by James Halliday, Australian Wine Companion

AUDP0006-18
Fontaine Chardonnay 2018 $ 48.00

Grape Variety: 100% Chardonnay
The chardonnay is fruit forward with a hint of oak, Med- bodied, with a good balance of acidity and concentration.

AUDP0001-18
Sauvignon Blanc 2018 $ 53.00

Grape Variety: 100% Sauvignon Blanc
It has aromas of white blossom, lime zest, white stone fruits, dry grass and honeycomb. That same array comes through on a palate that is delightfully light on its feet. There’s textural interest from creamy lees and the barrel-fermented parcel, but the overall impression is of delicacy and finesse. The hallmark limey acidity gives a crackle to the stone fruit, citrus and wet-stone notes, which retain great focus through the beautifully balanced finish.

AUDP0001-19
Sauvignon Blanc 2019 $ 53.00

Grape Variety: 100% Sauvignon Blanc
True to the vintage, the Dominique Portet Yarra Valley Sauvignon Blanc 2019 rises from the glass with beguiling promise. It has aromas of white blossom, lime zest, white stone fruits, dry grass and honeycomb. That same array comes through on a palate that is delightfully light on its feet. There’s textural interest from creamy lees and the barrel-fermented parcel, but the overall impression is of delicacy and finesse. The hallmark limey acidity gives a crackle to the stone fruit, citrus and wet-stone notes, which retain great focus through the beautifully balanced finish.
Fontaine Rosé 2018

Grape Variety: 60% Shiraz, 5% Cabernet Sauvignon and 35% Merlot

The wine is a pretty, light salmon pink in colour. It shows floral perfume and sweet, pretty red fruits on the nose, as well as a slight pepperiness. Merlot and Shiraz combine to give the palate a spicy red-berry intensity, while the Cabernet adds a suggestion of blackberries. It has a gentle, creamy mouthfeel, and fine natural acidity draws out the palate to a pleasing, aromatic finish. This is as refreshing, satisfying and moreish a rosé as you could.

96 points – James Halliday
90 points – James Suckling
Gold – James Halliday

Fontaine Cabernet Sauvignon 2018

Grape Variety: 86% Cabernet Sauvignon, 6% Merlot, 5% Cabernet Franc, 2% Petit Verdot and 1% Malbec

Grapes come from a range of warmer vineyards in the northern and southern end of the Yarra Valley. Soils are rocky and hungry, with a clay base and lots of broken sandstone. These north-facing sites are excellent for Cabernet that has clear, juicy, concentrated fruit with soft, silky tannins.

91 points – James Suckling

Cabernet Sauvignon 2016

Grape Variety: 95% Cabernet Sauvignon, 3% Malbec and 2% Merlot

A layered and alluring on the nose, revealing beautiful vibrancy and bright fresh red fruit with red cherry. Underlying notes of dark berries, zesty blackcurrant and plum provide a lush intensity that is fragrant and delicate, complimented by savoury notes of cedar, liquorice and tobacco. Super fine, chalky tannins offering texture and body suggest this highly aromatic, elegant wine has decades ahead of it, despite the warm vintage. Its vivid palette of flavours ensure this wine is drinking exceptionally well now and will reward cellaring for many years to come, but why wait?

95 points – James Halliday
95 points – The Wine Front

Shiraz Heathcote 2017

Grape Variety: 100% Shiraz

30% whole bunch, 70% whole berry, 15% new oak split between barriques and puncheons. The quality of Heathcote red wines has taken a battering with heat and drought over the past 10 years, so the cool '17 vintage came as a relief. The colour is great, and there’s a savoury/spicy edge to the plum fruit.

94 points – James Halliday
In 1988 Kym, Ang and Bec Tolley joined forces to buy a block of land in Coonawarra and Penley Estate was underway, the amalgamation of a 5th generation wine family Penfold and Tolley. In 2015 Ang and Bec took full ownership of the company. They have made a number of changes, including general manager Michael Armstrong and, even more importantly, appointed Kate Goodman as winemaker. Behind the scenes Ang’s husband David Paxton, one of Australia’s foremost viticulturists, has been working as a consultant, with improvements in vineyard performance already evident.

To create our contemporary Coonawarra wines, we’ve returned to traditional methods of viticulture. We’ve become down to earth (again), hands on and nurturing. It’s a gradual process, one that takes passion, commitment and a lot of hard work. The mark of a good vineyard is its balance – the consistency of the fruit, ripening at the same time. To make this happen, we’ve taken a more natural, holistic approach to vine, incorporating a range of techniques and processes.

For a start, we are returning to hand pruning. While we still use machinery in some of our vineyards, the precision of hand pruning makes a difference to the consistency of the yield and the fruit. Eventually, all our vineyards will be pruned by hand. We have new irrigation and frost protection programmes in place (pretty essential in the frosty Coonawarra) as well as soil cultivation and moisture retention initiatives, because it’s all about the soil and how balanced and nutrient rich it is – we have a programme in place for that too. The worms are loving us at the moment (and so are the good bacteria) – our new viticulture culture is working.

WINERY AWARDS

“One of my two “Australian classified growths”
by Jancis Robinson

5 Star Winery
"Outstanding winery producing wines of exemplary quality"
by James Halliday

~Mythology Series~

AUPE0001-16
Aradia Chardonnay 2016 $46.00

Grape Variety: 100% Chardonnay
Very approachable nose with fresh melon stone fruits with an ever so subtle hint of oak. The palate displays sherbet-like acid with harmonious flavours of melon and grapefruit. The hint of oak enhances the varietal characters without overpowering them and leads to silky soft finish.

AUPE0002-18
Atlas Shiraz 2018 $49.00

Grape Variety: 100% Shiraz
Juicy black fruits with spicy notes of dark liquorice earth. This is a wine with a weighty palate and dense fruit. Concentrated and tannins complement the fruit. Ready to drink now or for enjoying the rewards of cellaring for the next 3-5 years for some secondary fruit characters to shine through.
92 points – James Halliday

Effective March 2020
AUPE0009-17
Genevieve Chardonnay 2017 $ 48.00

**Grape Variety:** 100% Chardonnay

Fresh with citrus, pear and nectarine flavours and while it spent 15 months in French oak (20% new), fruit is most definitely in the driver’s seat. A pleasant chardonnay only, but a good version thereof.

*89 points – James Halliday*
*88 points – Wine Spectator*

AUPE0006-18
Tolmer Cabernet Sauvignon 2018 $ 49.00

**Grape Variety:** 100% Cabernet Sauvignon

Smell - Fragrant and bright on the nose. A purity of blackcurrant, anise and violet fruit - framed by savoury notes of French oak. Taste - Medium bodied; A wine showing intensity, without heaviness. A generous core of juicy fruit with well integrated chalky tannins and a seamless finish. Cellaring - A modern expression of Coonawarra Cabernet that is both ready to enjoy now, or reward some time in the cellar.

AUPE0007-17
Timbrell Cabernet, Shiraz, Merlot 2017 $ 52.00

**Grape Variety:** 65% Cabernet Sauvignon, 20% Shiraz, 15% Merlot

A complex blend of classic grape varieties. Anise, boysenberry and cassis fruit notes fill the nose. The medium bodied palate is concentrated , long and generous. The tannin comes in nice gentle waves and carries the fragrant fruit. An elegant red blend with a supple blue fruited footprint.

*91 points – James Halliday*

AUPE0008-17
Hyland Shiraz 2017 $ 52.00

**Grape Variety:** 100% Shiraz

Lifted and fragrant on the nose with star anise, mulberry and plums. A textural creamy core with savoury mouth coating tannins. Delicious varietal fruit, a great food wine. Ready to drink now or for enjoying the rewards of cellaring for the next 3-7 years for some secondary fruit characters to shine through.

PENLEY ESTATE ~Heritage Series~

Coonawarra - Australia
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AUPE0008-18
Hyland Shiraz 2018 $ 52.00

Grape Variety: 100% Shiraz
A fragrant nose of strawberry and raspberry preserves, mocha, dried flowers, anise and other wild, sweet-smelling herbs and some vanillin oak notes. For all those sweet-smelling aromas, the palate is taut and focused, even lean. Tannins are chalky and drying right to the finish, but juicy berries keep things bright. It’s a lovely medium-bodied style for tannin lovers that could cellar through 2027.

~Estate Series~

AUPE0005-14
Steyning Cabernet Sauvignon 2014 $ 72.00

Grape Variety: 100% Cabernet Sauvignon
Concentrated aroma of black olive, cassis, mulberry leather and dark chocolate. The densely concentrated fruit is supported by cedar French oak. A wine of complexity and length bolstered by brooding savoury tannin.

~High Estate Series~

AUPE0004-15
Helios Cabernet Sauvignon 2015 $ 105.00

Grape Variety: 100% Cabernet Sauvignon
Powerful yet restrained, the combination of dense dark fruits, savoury notes and firm focused chalky tannins results in a pure expression of cabernet sauvignon. A wine with many years of cellaring potential ahead of it. A complex and dense nose full of dark fruits, blackcurrants, black olive and notes of bay leaf. The palate is succulent and juicy driven by a core of structural & balanced tannins. Layered dark fruits intertwined with savoury notes. A touch of bay and salty licorice. This is a wine of incredible vibrancy, richness and complexity. Purity and finesse.

98 points – James Halliday
The Hesketh Wine Company is a small, family owned producer of high quality, yet accessible wines. We work with our own growers and process our own wines like traditional wineries. But rather than attempt to be all things to all people from one region, our approach is to remain focused on the individual strengths of different South Australian growing regions.

Specific vineyards – Each wine is either made from a single vineyard or sourced from a small selection of specific vineyards in each region. Fruit comes from both our own vineyards in Coonawarra and the Barossa Valley, as well as from specialised local growers.

Winery – Hesketh wines are made at our facility in the Barossa Valley by our winemakers Keeda Zilm, Andrew Hardy and James Lienert.

House style – Wines are made to a ‘Hesketh’ style, which is based on balance and complexity but more importantly, 'drinkability'. Wines with generous flavours and aromatics, which also retain a sense of place – wines which reflect the vineyards they are grown in.

### WINERY AWARDS

“5 Star Winery”
by James Halliday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUHK0001-18</td>
<td>Bright Young Things Sauvignon Blanc 2018</td>
<td>$ 38.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUHK0002-19</td>
<td>Lost Weekend Chardonnay 2019</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUHK0003-17</td>
<td>Midday Somewhere Shiraz 2017</td>
<td>$ 40.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUHK0004-17</td>
<td>Twist of Fate Cabernet Sauvignon 2017</td>
<td>$ 40.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After managing a B&B in the south of France, Martin and Vivienne Rawlinson were inspired to establish St John’s Road in 2001, with a vision to produce full flavoured, yet elegant, wines which reflect the essence of the Barossa.

The current owners aim to uphold Martin and Vivienne’s vision of producing wines that are not only true to the Barossa, but also the sub districts and vineyards they are grown in.

The St John’s Road ‘Resurrection Vineyard’ is located in the highly regarded Ebenezer sub-district of the Barossa Valley; an area that has long held reputation to produce powerful and soulful reds. The 20Ha site is Shiraz predominant (>90%) with small pockets of Grenache. Added appeal of this particular vineyard comes from the significant diversity present; a substantial variance in vine age, soil depth, aspect and vine selection has provided the winemaking team with an exceptional palette to work with.

The most elevated point of our Resurrection Vineyard sits at 324m, where the soils are shallow and rocky, producing intensely flavoured fruit from low-yielding blocks. Along the northern boundary a striking 15m soil profile can be viewed overlooking the St Kitts Creek, showcasing the vibrant, red Ebenezer dirt impregnated with ironstone. It is within these deep, rich clay soils that our oldest vines thrive: five acres of twisted, gnarly old Shiraz vines planted during the ‘30s Great Depression. We liken the preservation of these old vines to ‘respecting your elders’, with the individual vines cared for year-round by Warwick (Wazza) Murray.

The gentle roll of the Eastern, to South-Western facing slopes provide varying exposure to light and heat during the day, an element of frost protection, and in sections, early ripening vines. These aspects combined add levels of complexity and difference to the St John’s Road wines, showcasing the diversity apparent within the Barossa growing region.

WINERY AWARDS

“5 Star Winery”
by James Halliday

~ Picture Series ~

AUSJ0001-17
Peace of Eden Riesling 2017
Grape Variety: 100% Riesling
92 points – The Wine Front
92 points – James Halliday

AUSJ0002-17
The Resilient Grenache 2017
Grape Variety: 100% Grenache
Deep ruby with a purple tint and magenta rim. Vibrant, red fruits of raspberry with strawberry sorbet and hints of red licorice and spice. Hints of game and cherry cola. Juicy red fruits, raspberry coulis, blueberries and fresh acidity. Lovely, soft tannins give smoothness and creaminess with some savoury notes of brioche and subtle spices.
93 points – James Halliday
92 points – The Wine Front

Effective March 2020

$ 49.00

$ 52.00
Motley Bunch GMS (Grenache, Mataro and Shiraz) 2016
$ 52.00
Grape Variety: Grenache 37%, Mataro 36%, Shiraz 27%
Dark cherry with flecks of ruby. Aroma: Generous and lifted nose brimming with fruits of the forest, sweet spice and a touch of earth. Palate: Well balanced palate showing both notes of fresh fruit (plums + raspberry) as well as savoury smoked peat and spice tones. Fine line of acidity, firm, grippy tannins and a moreish finish.
91 points – James Halliday

Motley Bunch GMS (Grenache, Mataro and Shiraz) 2017
$ 52.00
Grape Variety: Grenache 37%, Mataro 36%, Shiraz 27%
Grenache provides the sumptuous savoury, spice and fragrance, and a gentle earthiness and leather with age. Mataro or mourvedre contributes deeper flavours and flesh to the palate whilst Shiraz acts as a strong foundation to the blend, giving colour and structure. Colour: Dark cherry with flecks of ruby.
92 points – James Halliday

Blood & Courage Shiraz 2017
$ 52.00
Grape Variety: 100% Shiraz
Vivid purple, red/magenta with a deep, fine, vinous aroma that has a delightful cherry and rose-like floral allure. It’s layered and intense in the palate with succulent cherry and mulberry fruit, creamy chocolate smoothness, a lovely fine oak frame, and a spicy flourish to the finish. Succulent and juicy all the way through.
89 points – James Halliday

The Prophet Shiraz 2016
$ 68.00
Grape Variety: 100% Shiraz
Dark red with purple youthful rims. Perfumed nose full of thyme, sage, plum and fresh berries, added complexities of leather and spice. Crunchy, lovely fruits of plum and blackberry, quintessential shiraz like fruits that balance perfectly with the oak flavours present. Fine tannins and softness on the mid palate give a round smooth sweetness.
93 points – The Real Review
93 points – James Halliday
Formed in 1985, Beresford Wines has established itself in 15 export markets and has received numerous prestigious show awards both nationally and internationally.

Beresford wines are hand-crafted to capture the ‘Essence of McLaren Vale’. The wines offer consistent quality that epitomize the ambience and character of the McLaren Vale region. Each wine has been made with the same attention to detail that ensures the elements of richness, warmth, character, soul and depth are there for everyone to enjoy.

WINERY AWARDS

"5 Star Winery"
by James Halliday, Australian Wine Companion 2017

~ BEACON HILL ~

AUBF0001-15
Beacon Hill Merlot 2015 $ 38.00

Grape Variety: 100% Merlot
Vibrant dark cherry with violet hues. Rich dark cherry with nuances of ripe plum and violets with a hint of spice. Fleshy, vibrant dark berry fruits with hints of spice and violets. The palate is finely structured with velvety tannins and great length. Best paired with Thai beef salad with mint and coriander.

~ Bell Tower ~

AUBF0005-15
Bell Tower McLaren Vale Merlot 2015 (previously known as Highwood McLaren Vale Merlot) $ 47.00

Grape variety: 100% Merlot
The Beresford Highwood wines are made using the best parcels of fruit showing unique regional characters with varietal expression. Sourced from the McLaren Vale, this merlot is soft and approachable with rich mocha, spice and oak characters. Beautifully balanced, this wine shows a favourable palate weight with good structure and length. It’s aroma is lifted dark berry and plum characters with hints of spice with flavour of fresh cherries and stewed plums complemented by herbaceous characters and subtle oak.
92 points – James Halliday
Younger brother Marcel took himself to winemaking school and four years later joined Theo and Alex on the South Island to start making wine from their vineyard. There is strength of character and determination about Giesen brothers who, despite the naysayers, made the bold leap to make wine in Marlborough in the 1980’s. Over the last 30 years they have laid deep roots in the region, developing their own vineyards and simply making wines that people want to drink and that, is all there is to it. It’s not hard to remember the Giesen boys, among a plethora of brands named after bays, hills and stones, they are real. Giesen has walked to its own tried and true beat, remaining at the front of the pack.

Since 2009 Giesen Wines has made a significant investment in organics, which by 2017 has resulted in 11% of the company’s Marlborough vineyards being Certified Organic with BioGro New Zealand. Whilst 11% of our vineyards are certified organic, we are committed to organics philosophy and culture throughout our entire viticulture programme with all of our fruit being sustainably grown.

This is the fourth time Nikolai has been named Winemaker of the Year. He was awarded the title Winemaker of the Year at the Royal Easter Wine Show 2015 and 2013 and in 2014 from the New Zealand International Wine Show.

WINERY AWARDS

"Winemaker of the Year"
By 2019 Royal Easter Show Wine Awards

"New Zealand Winery of the Year 2018"
By Melbourne International Wine Competition

"Champion Pinot Noir Trophy"
By 2016 International Wine and Spirits Competition (IWSC)

---

**NZGS0005-19**
Riesling 2019

**Grape Variety: 100% Riesling**
This Riesling is a medium sweet style with striking notes of citrus blossom, lime and sweet mandarin. A succulent, juicy sweetness and a crisp clean finish.

$36.00

---

**NZGS0002-18**
Marlborough Pinot Gris 2018

**Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Gris**
This Pinot Gris entices you with fresh pear, peach and nuances of almond meal. Rich fruit with a touch of creaminess and subtle spice leads into a lively, off-dry finish.

$40.00

---

**NZGS0002-19**
Marlborough Pinot Gris 2019

**Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Gris**
This Pinot Gris entices you with fresh pear, peach and nuances of almond meal. Rich fruit with a touch of creaminess and subtle spice leads into a lively, off-dry finish.

TBA

---

Effective March 2020
Marlborough Pure Light Sauvignon Blanc 2018
$ 32.00
*lighter in alcohol

Grape Variety: 100% Sauvignon Blanc
Accentuates the herbal and citrus fruit characters with a touch of boxwood. Plenty of textural mouthfeel and fruit sweetness with a lovely clean, long and balanced finish.
89 points – Wine Spectator
83 points – Wine Enthusiast

Marlborough Pure Light Sauvignon Blanc 2019
TBA
*lighter in alcohol

Grape Variety: 100% Sauvignon Blanc
Fresh herbs and green pineapple on the nose, along with subtle notes of citrus and kaffir lime leaf. The palate is bright and exciting, light yet concentrated with tart citrus flavours balanced by sweet tropical notes of passionfruit and guava, and subtle basil notes in the background. The finish has a delicate natural sweetness, balanced by crisp acidity that makes this lighter in alcohol Sauvignon Blanc mouthwatering and refreshing

Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc 2019
375ml
$ 21.00

Grape Variety: 100% Sauvignon Blanc
This Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc is aromatically expressive and generously flavoured with freshly cut herbs, scrumptious tropical fruit with subtle notes of blackcurrant leaf.
Winemaker: Nikolai St George, four-time winner of NZ Winemaker of the Year.
89 points – wine Enthusiast

Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc 2019
$ 38.00

Hawke’s Bay Chardonnay 2018
$ 40.00

Grape Variety: 100% Chardonnay
A classic style of Chardonnay with stacks of luscious ripe peach and nectarine. Fresh and vibrant with a luscious texture, spicy cedar finish and generous oak influence

Hawke’s Bay Merlot 2016
375ml
$ 21.00

Grape Variety: 100% Merlot
Vibrant red with purple edges. Bright fruit focused Merlot, perfumed plum, freshly dug warm earth, clove, mocha and wild berry. Stewed plum, spice, tamarillo, mid palate succulence, small, fine grained tannin, dry finish.

Effective March 2020
**NZGS0003-18**

**Marlborough Pinot Noir 2018**

*Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Noir*

This is a Pinot Noir with wonderful red cherry, spices, bramble fruit and lifted florals. The fine tannins balance well with its acid backbone creating a generous, smooth wine.

*91 points – Wine Enthusiast*

*Gold – Mundus Vini*

---

**~ THE BROTHERS ~**

**NZGS0004-18**

**The Brothers Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc 2018** $ 48.00

*Grape Variety: 100% Sauvignon Blanc*

Green tropicals, bright herbal notes, citrus with lovely subtile nutty oak influence. Palate Textural fruit intensity with ripe phenolic structure and salivating acidity extending the finish.

---

**NZGS0007-17**

**The Brothers Marlborough Chardonnay 2017** $ 49.00

*Grape Variety: 100% Chardonnay*

A bouquet showing complexity, ripeness of fruit and enticement from oak, lees and a flinty mineral-like layer from clever winemaking. Dry on the palate with a great texture once again from attention to detail using lees and oak, fluffy solids and ripe fruit. Flavours of fuzzy white peach, apple and lemon. Well placed use of oak, vibrant texture, freshness and a lengthy finish equal a well made and enticing example.

*Champion Chardonnay – 2019 Royal Easter Show Wine Awards*

---

**NZGS0008-17**

**The Brothers Marlborough Pinot Noir 2017** $ 55.00

*Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Noir*

Fruit is harvested by hand from select vineyards throughout the Southern Valleys. The Southern Valleys region is renowned for growing Pinot Noir with great colour and excellent texture and ripeness. On the nose enjoy aromas of currant, cherry, spice and charred wood. These give over to a generous palate with striking bramble and cedar notes which combine with fine grain tannin to focus the finish.

*89 points – Wine Spectator*
Located on the east coast of New Zealand, with mountains to the west, Marlborough is one of New Zealand’s premiere wine producing regions. In the heart of the jewel in the region’s crown – the Wairau Valley is Lofthouse vineyard, owned by the Giesen brothers, who have been producing wine for more than three decades.

Lofthouse wine is processed under anaerobic conditions and fermented in relatively cool stainless steel tanks to preserve the fresh vibrant fruit inherent to Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc. The wine was blended, fined, stabilised then filtered before bottling under screwcap.

**Grape Variety:** 100% Sauvignon Blanc

This wine is pale yellow in colour and exhibits luscious passion fruit and ripe citrus aromas with a hint of dried herb. Gooseberry flavours combine with dry, citrus flavours on a medium bodied palate. Crisp acidity provides length to a refreshing, clean finish.
Cristom Vineyards began a quarter of a century ago as a collaboration between an engineer and a biochemist who each possessed a deep-rooted respect for the land, the natural winemaking process, and Pinot Noir. 25 years later, second-generation winegrower and owner Tom Gerrie leads winemaker Steve Doerner and our tenured viticulture team in tending our Estate vineyards, and producing elegant, dynamic wines, recognizable by our hallmark style of whole-cluster fermentation by native yeasts.

Our winemaking philosophy begins with respect for our land and estate vines. We’re proud to be Certified Sustainable by Low Input Viticulture & Enology (LIVE), both in our winery which we run responsibly, and in our fields, that are thoughtfully and meticulously farmed with a focus on quality.

The four estate Pinot Noir vineyards - Eileen, Jessie, Louise and Marjorie, named for Gerrie family matriarchs - each possess natural variances in soil, elevation and exposition. With minimal intervention during the winemaking process, Tom, Steve and team strive to craft wines that are an honest recording of both the vineyard and the vintage, producing the ultimate expressions of the stellar fruit we’re fortunate enough to work with. Recognized globally as a leading producer in our beloved Willamette Valley, our wines continue to be a unique blend of tradition, modernity and finesse.

**WINERY AWARDS**

"Winery of the Year"
"Top 100 Wineries of the Year"
By Wine & Spirits Magazine

"Best Oregon Wineries to Visit"
By Food & Wine Magazine 2016

---

**USCT0205-16**  
Mt. Jefferson Cuvee Pinot Noir 2016 375ml  
$49.00

Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Noir

Mt. Jefferson Cuvée is a blend of the Cristom estate Pinot Noir along with exceptional fruit we source from neighboring vineyards in the Willamette Valley. Bright red. Fresh red berry and candied rose scents show impressive clarity and energy. Sweet and vibrant in style, offering lively, mineral-tinged raspberry and spice cake flavors and seamless texture.

93 points – Wine Advocate  
93 points – James Suckling  
91 points - Wine Spectator  
91 points – Wine Enthusiast  
90 points – Wine & Spirits Magazine

**USCT0205-17**  
Mt. Jefferson Cuvee Pinot Noir 2017 375ml  
$49.00

Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Noir

Seductively floral red-fruit and sweet-spice complexity to this cleverly styled, quality pinot noir. The palate has an x-factor textural quality that holds firm and long, but does so in an ethereal, elegant mode. Seductive, playful finish. Great value. Drink or hold.

93 points – James Suckling  
92 points – Wine Spectator  
9 Top-Rated Oregon Pinot Noirs for Fall - Wine Spectator magazine  
Top 100 List – Wine Spectator

---

Effective March 2020
**Eileen Vineyard Pinot Noir 2016**

Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Noir

The Eileen Vineyard Pinot Noir is another stunning wine from Cristom. As it begins to unwind in the glass it reveals pretty aromas of fresh red fruits that mingle with earthy tones. On the palate, the weight and mouth-watering acidity impresses, as does the beautiful red and dark fruit flavors. Overall, this is a gorgeous Pinot Noir which should continue to evolve beautifully over the next decade plus.

95 points – James Suckling
94 points – Wine Enthusiast (Top 100 wines of the Year)
92 points – Wine Advocate
92 points – Wine Spectator

**Marjorie Vineyard Pinot Noir 2015**

Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Noir

Brilliant red. Powerful red berry liqueur, Asian spice and incense aromas are brightened by a smoky mineral nuance that builds steadily in the glass. Sappy, sweet and penetrating in the mouth, offering vibrant raspberry, cherry and floral pastille flavors joined by lively five-spice powder and white pepper accents. Spicy and seamless on the finish, showing silky, harmonious tannins and superb, floral-dominated persistence.** Drink Window 2021-2028

95 points – Vinous
94 points – James Suckling
94 points – Wine Advocate
91 points – Wine Spectator

**Jessie Vineyard Pinot Noir 2015**

Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Noir

Vivid red. Ripe red fruits, potpourri and a hint of blood orange on the assertively perfumed nose, lifted by a vibrant mineral quality. Silky and precise on the palate, offering alluringly sweet, spice-tinged cherry and raspberry liqueur flavors and a hint of five-spice powder. Becomes richer with air, with no loss of vibrancy, and finishes with powerful, spicy thrust, fine-grained tannins and an exotic floral pastille note that lingers with serious tenacity.** Drinking Window 2021-2027

94 points – Vinous
94 points – Wine Advocate
93 points - Decanter
92 points – James Suckling
91 points – Wine Enthusiast
90 points – Wine Spectator
Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Noir
Medium ruby colored, the 2016 Pinot Noir Jessie Vineyard is a touch reticent on the nose, opening to broody scents of black cherries and licorice with notes of herbs, Bergamot and grated baking spice with earthy touches of soil and wet leaves. Medium to full-bodied and wonderfully silky in the mouth, it's packed with layers of ripe fruit, spice and earth. It gives fine, firm tannins and mouthwatering acidity, finishing very long and very layered. This is wonderfully complex with loads of layers—give it some time in bottle to show its best.

95 points – Wine Advocate
94 points – James Suckling
93 points – Wine & Spirits Magazine
92 points – Wine Spectator
91 points – Wine Enthusiast

Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Noir
A very distinctive nose with a wild array of red berries and cherries and a thread of blue fruit, too. There’s a dried wild-rose perfume and a violet-like thread with subtle, herbal-based notes. It’s a moving target in the glass with incredible complexity. This has a gift of revelation. The palate has a very assertive edge with a powerful core of intense tannins that carry a spicy thread of rich dark cherries and dark plums in a defined, savory and athletic stance. A star of the vintage. Drink over the next decade or more.

97 points – James Suckling
94 points – Vinous
93 points – Wine Spectator
90 points – Wine Enthusiast
Established in 1969, Cuvaison is a Napa Valley estate vineyard and winery that produces Chardonnay and Pinot Noir grown exclusively on its certified sustainable vineyard in Carneros, Napa Valley. Dedicated to a philosophy of producing vineyard-driven wines, Cuvaison employs block by block farming methods and a hand-crafted vineyard-to-bottle winemaking approach. Created from blocks that have been vinified separately by Winemaker Steve Rogstad, Cuvaison wines are consistently balanced and approachable, favoring nuance and complexity over sheer power and ripeness.

Cuvaison has been shaped profoundly by its current owners, the Schmidheiny family of Switzerland who purchased the winery in 1979. When Thomas Schmidheiny’s mother visited the Carneros region in the late 1970’s, she was so taken with the landscape and its potential for winegrowing that she brought a soil sample home to show her family. A year later, Thomas purchased the Carneros estate where Cuvaison now makes its home. In the years since, the family has thoughtfully re-invested all profits in the vineyard and winery, consistently providing the support needed to produce the highest quality grapes and wines. Cuvaison is locally-managed by a seasoned team that includes Dan Zepponi, named CEO in 2016, and Steve Rogstad, who was appointed Winemaker in 2002.

In 2012, Cuvaison was honored by Wine & Spirits as one of the “Top 100 Wineries on the World.”

**WINERY AWARDS**

"Winery of the Year"
*By Wine & Spirits Magazine*

---

**USCV0002-15**
Pinot Noir 2015

*Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Noir*

The 2015 vintage was marked by an early bud break, coming out of a warm, dry winter. Unseasonably cool weather at flowering severely limited the vineyard yields, but left us with wonderfully rich and concentrated wines. Our Cuvaison Estate Pinot offers up an intriguing blend of black plum, wild strawberry, cherry and raspberry fruit against a backdrop of cola, licorice and hint of sassafras. An inviting medley of floral notes, black and red fruits and a lingering spice, our 2015 captures the essence of our Carneros Estate.

91 points – *Wine Enthusiast*
91 points – *James Suckling*
Brandlin is a Napa Valley estate that produces wine from a small, historic vineyard in the Mount Veeder appellation. The wines pay homage to the Brandlin family. As early as the 1870s, the Brandlins settled on these steep, rocky slopes, and became grape growing pioneers in Napa's Mount Veeder region. With over 50 years' of experience, Henry Brandlin staked the family's claim to this estate and planted their own vineyards in 1926.

In 1998 Cuvaision Estate Wines was honored by Henry's son, Chester Brandlin, with rights to purchase Brandlin Vineyard. Respectfully maintaining the integrity of the estate, only a fraction of the land has been planted to vineyards carefully designed to honor the integral beauty of the property. Glens of old oak trees and sustainable viticultural practices support natural biodiversity and abundant wildlife.

"We brought to Brandlin Vineyard all the lessons of Cuvaision Estate Wines' 38 years of viticulture - great care in the study of sun exposures and soil types, and profound respect for the environment. Our intention is to honor the Brandlin family with a namesake vineyard that produces intense and elegant Cabernet Sauvignon."
Established in 1936, Vina Luis Felipe Edwards is undeniably one of the most progressive wineries in Chile.

Always keen to invest in land, technology and people, the Colchagua Valley based operation sits nestled amongst the Alamos trees, separated from the colossal Andes by the smaller San Fernando ridge. The winery produces over 1 million cases (9lt) per year and exports to over 40 countries, making it a major global player. Luis Felipe Edwards remains a family run operation, allowing greater control to ensure that the LFE brand name is synonymous with quality and traditional family values.

WINERY AWARDS

"Best Chilean Wine Producer"
By San Francisco International Wine Competition 2017

~ VARIETAL ~

CLSL0005-19
Alba Sauvignon Blanc 2019 $ 28.00

Grape Variety: 100% Sauvignon Blanc
Lots of green apple on the nose and a touch of lemon. The apples come through on the palate with some citrus. Pure and crisp palate with notes of herb and lemon curd culminating in a lively finish.

CLSL0007-19
Alba Chardonnay 2019 $ 29.00

Grape Variety: 100% Chardonnay
Good mix of lingering white grapefruit and some candy in the back. The herby green veggie nose makes it an interestingly enjoyable wine.

CLSL0006-19
Alba Cabernet Sauvignon 2019  (SCREWCAP) $ 29.00

Grape Variety: 100% Cabernet Sauvignon
Very good value and really good Cabernet Sauvignon from Chile. Nice juicy fruits, blackberries, blackcurrants, sweet red cherries; mild tannins and medium acidity, very well balanced. Pleasant, quite persistent aftertaste with fruits and touch of spice.

CLSL0008-19
Alba Merlot 2019  (SCREWCAP) $ 29.00

Grape Variety: 100% Merlot
A clear, medium ruby in appearance. Medium(+) intensity of simple but jammy strawberry, raspberry and cranberry aromas with hints spicy cinnamon and nutmeg. A youthful wine. Medium intensity flavours of cranberry and raspberry. A light body, medium alcohol, low tannins and high acidity make this an easy drinking wine to enjoy now, not suitable for ageing.

Effective March 2020
Gran Reserva Sauvignon Blanc 2016

Grape Variety: 100% Sauvignon Blanc

Fresh aromas of lime and grapefruit with hints of green herbs. The palate has a wonderful crisp acidity and a delicate mineral character that lingers through to the finish.

Effective March 2020
Klein Constantia, historic “grande dame” of the Constantia Valley, is receiving a new lease of life under MD Hans Astrom and his team. The rich cultural heritage of the estate is rooted in the surrounding community and much effort is made to maintain a balance between both to build and grow for the future. Latest onsite projects include soil erosion prevention, critical on the steep Constantiaberg slopes, and investment in new cellar kid under aegis of winemaker Matt Day to ensure internationally hailed Vin de Constance continues to receive state-of-art cosseting. Naturally, the other wines receive no less attention, from the new prestige Estate Red to the accessible to all KC range.

WINERY AWARDS

"The World’s Greatest Wines"
by Bettane & Desseauve

~ KC RANGE ~

SAKC0006-18
KC Sauvignon Blanc 2018 $45.00

Grape Variety: 100% Sauvignon Blanc
Light and bright in appearance. An inviting nose filled with aromas of tropical fruit and grapefruit. Fresh and zesty with a well rounded palate, the wine concludes with textured long finish.
~ ESTATE RANGE ~

SAKC0005-16
Estate Chardonnay 2016

$ 62.00

Grape Variety: 100% Chardonnay
Bright in colour with flavours of limes and apples on the nose. The palate is medium bodied, well balanced and is lifted by a mineral freshness. Textured in its structure, the wine is rounded off by a long rich finish.

~ VIN DE CONSTANCE ~

SAKC0304-14
Vin de Constance 2014 500ml

$ 132.00

Grape Variety: Muscat de Frontignan
The palate is full bodied and complex. Bright and gold in appearance with aromas of citrus marmalade and frangipani abundant on the nose. Quince, pastry and orange zest notes, with lovely tarte tatin acidity, subtle vanilla spice and a long, nuanced finish.
97 points – Decanter World Wine Awards
96 points – Tim Atkin
95 points – James Suckling
94 points – Wine Spectator
94 points – Vinous
5 Stars – Platter’s Wine Guide

SAKC0304-15
Vin de Constance 2015 500ml

$ 144.00

Grape Variety: Muscat de Frontignan
Vibrant and tantalizing from the bright, golden appearance to the lingering, zesty finish. The nose is layered with aspects of citrus blossom, honeycomb and stone fruit which follow through onto the palate. Full bodied, the mouthfeel is rich and creamy with a refreshing acidity.
98 points – Tim Atkin
96 points – Decanter
93 points – Wine Spectator
Bordeaux luminaries Hubert de Bouard and Bruno Prats were, with Lowell Jooste of Klein Constantia, founders of this ambitious estate in one of Stellenbosch’s quieter corners. They remained on board, as minority shareholders and even more importantly as significant advisors, when Anwilka merged with Klein Constantia in 2012. While the administrative base is in far-off Constantia, the Anwilka cellar and vineyards (farmed with a determination to be environmentally responsible) are firmly independant, dedicated to the production of serious red wine.

**SAAV0001-14**  
Anwilka 2014  
$84.00

**Grape Variety:** 52% Syrah, 37% Cabernet Sauvignon, 11% Petit Verdot  
A spicy and delicious nose of black peppers, charcuterie, ivy, holly and lots of creme de cassis. Full body, ripe and juicy tannins and a long, chewy finish. Loads of fruit and character, but still restrained and refined. Drink in 2021.

**94 points – James Suckling**
Kanokkop is renowned for its red wines, with Pinotage making up 50% of all plantings, Cabernet Sauvignon 35%, Merlot 7.5% and Cabernet franc the rest.

Our Pinotage vines have been retained as bush vines to provide optimum sunlight, which allows for maximum ripeness. These vines were some of the first commercially planted Pinotage to be established in the Cape and most are over 50 years old.

Hardly any irrigation is needed due to our ideal soil type and location.

Optimum ripeness plays a major role in producing good red wine and on the estate a careful check is done to ensure that the grapes are picked at perfection.

Winemaking at Kanokkop
Winemaking at Kanokkop follows the age-old tradition of being made in open concrete fermenters, but with a slight difference, the tanks are wide and shallow, rather high and deep. This ensures maximum skin contact. Only French Nevers barrels are used for breeding, with the exception of a few experimental barrels each year.
All cellaring, bottling and labelling is done on Kanokkop.

WINERY AWARDS

“International Winemaker of the Year “
by The IWSC is the world’s leading wine and spirits competition 2008

”Winery of the Year”
by John Platter, South African Wine Guide 2009

“International Winemaker of the Year “
“South African Producer of the Year “
by International Wine and Spirit Competition 2015

SAKK0002-17
Kadette Cape Blend 2017 $ 48.00
Grape Variety: 37% Pinotage, 36% Cabernet Sauvignon, 7% Cabernet Franc and 25% Merlot
A deep ruby colour, with notes of blackcurrant, tealeaves and vanilla spice on the nose, which follows through to the palate. A well balanced structure with fresh acidity and dry appetising finish. This wine will keep developing in the bottle for the next 7 – 10 years.
88 points – Wine Spectator

SAKK0004-16
Pinotage 2016 $ 84.00
Grape Variety: 100% Pinotage
The 2016 Pinotage spent 18 months in 75% new and 25% second-fill French barriques. It has a clean, pure bouquet of black plum, licorice and light menthol notes that gain intensity with aeration. The palate is medium-bodied with sappy red berry fruit and well-judged acidity. The oak just lends lift toward the smooth, dark-chocolate-tinged finish. Excellent.
93 points – James Suckling
91 points – Vinous, Neal Martin
SAKK0004-17
Pinotage 2017

Grape Variety: 100% Pinotage
A complex wine with red fruit flavours. Big, elegant and ripe tannin structures. Will over time show more secondary and forest floor characteristics.
91 points – Neal Martin

SAKK0001-14
Cabernet Sauvignon 2014

Grape Variety: 70% Cabernet Sauvignon, 20% Cabernet Franc, 10% Merlot
The 2014 Cabernet Sauvignon spent 24 months in 50% new and 50% second-fill French oak. It has very good lift on the nose and a touch more definition and red fruit compared to the previous vintage. The palate is well balanced, with fine-grained tannin, and chewy in the mouth at first but finding more precision toward the black-pepper-tinged finish. Give this well-made Cabernet another year in bottle.
91 points – Wine Spectator
90 points – Wine Advocate
89 points – Neal Martin

SAKK0003-16
Paul Sauer 2016

Grape Variety: 70% Cabernet Sauvignon, 15% Cabernet Franc, 15% Merlot
Complex and layered aromas of cassis, plums and sweet spice are further complimented by notes of tobacco, cedar wood and cigar box on the nose. The palate has a plush, juicy red and black fruit core with seamless, integrated tannins and a fine seam of acidity. Pin-point balance between the new oak and fruit results in a wine with grace and elegance. Beautiful savoury notes on the finish.
96 points – Neal Martin
★★★★★ – Platter’s Wine Guide
For almost 500 years, the Philipponnat family has left its mark on the soil of the Champagne region. Generations of men and women have cultivated the land at Ay, the family’s home since the time of April le Philipponnat who owned vines at Le Leon in 1522. Philipponnat’s legacy has been passed down through the ages, producing a long line of men and women who are still today the custodians of centuries-old philosophy. Each one of them takes great care to pass on the expertise that they themselves inherited from their predecessors. There is an enduring family spirit and the team work had to craft wines in keeping with the House’s values: individuality, excellence, generosity and humility.

Philipponnat’s 20 hectares of vines, situated at the heart of the Champagne wine-growing area in Ay, Mareuil-sur-Ay and Avenay, are classified Premier and Grand Cru. Philipponnant works to preserve these precious and fragile, centuries-old terroirs, by using natural methods to work on the soil, hoeing by hand and ploughing with horses. The House has found the best possible way to renew its traditions while perpetuating the best they have to offer. Emphasis is put on conservation and meeting challenges to unceasingly improve the quality of wines.

FRPC0001-NV
Royale Reserve Brut NV $ 108.00
Grape Variety: 65% Pinot Noir, 30% Chardonnay, 5% Pinot Meunier
Deep gold in color with amber glints. Delicate froth, lively and lingering. The first nose reveals vine blossom, linden and fresh, lightly toasted bread. After breathing, aromas of summer berries, citrus fruit and honey develop. Fine vinous attack on the palate, fruity (redcurrant, raspberry, ripe grape) and full-bodied, generous and long. Light notes of biscuit and freshly baked bread on the finish.
92 points – James Suckling
92 points – Wine Enthusiast
92 points – Wine Spectator
91 points – Stephen Tanzer
90 points – Wine Advocate
90 points – The Wine Front

FRPC0002-NV
Royale Reserve Rose NV $ 128.00
Grape Variety: 75% Pinot Noir, 20% Chardonnay, 5% Meunier
Quite a bold style here that is driven by three-quarters pinot noir, this has spicy red berry fruit aromas, some flinty reduction and savoury, toasty autolysis notes. The palate’s crisp, playful and carries plenty of sweet, ripe red fruit flavor.
92 points - Wine Spectator
92 points - James Suckling
91 points - Wine Advocate
90 points - Wine Enthusiast
90 points - Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar

FRPC0003-09
Grand Blanc 2009 $ 155.00
Grape Variety: 100% Chardonnay from Côte des blancs
Light gold in colour with a delicate, abundant froth. Expressive and elegant nose combining notes of stone fruit (mirabelle plums) and tropical fruit. Elegant, with a creamy texture with tropical aromas and a supple, generous finish.
FRPC0005-08
Cuvee 1522 2008 $ 192.00

Grape Variety: **58% Pinot Noir and 42% Chardonnay**
A concentrated tropical fruit aroma (pineapples, stone fruits, almonds) but remains precise and chalky as well as spicy on the nose. Full-bodied, fresh and clear on the palate, with nutty and lingering mineral flavors, this is a very complex and firmly structured yet very delicate and expressively mineral Champagne with a long and tight finish.
94 points – Wine Advocate
94 points – James Suckling
93 points – Wine Spectator
92 points – Vinous, Antonio Galloni

FRPC0005-09
Cuvee 1522 2009 $ 192.00

Grape Variety: **69% Pinot Noir and 31% Chardonnay**
Light gold in colour. An intense, floral nose, with notes of fruit blossom, cherry, elderflower and hints of violet. Expressive and generous, it offers dark fruits aromas (blackberry, ripe—even candied—blackcurrant, black cherry) combined with notes of almond, hints of dried fruit and nuts. The finish is remarkably fresh for the vintage.
94 points – Wine Advocate
16.5/20 – Jancis Robinson

FRPC0009-08
Cuvee 1522 Rose 2008 $ 228.00

Grape Variety: **58% Pinot Noir and 42% Chardonnay**
Slightly coppery pink, fine, fast bubbles. Fruit-driven nose, notes of citrus, candied orange peel and orange blossom. Generous and fruit-laden palate. Notes of blood orange, papaya and pink peppercorns. Great freshness in the finish and the wonderful minerality that is typical of the vintage.
94 points – Wine Advocate
92 points - Vinous

FRPC0004-09
Clos des Goisses 2009 $ 399.00

Grape Variety: **61% Pinot Noir and 39% Chardonnay**
Bright, nose of lemon and white stone fruit that is layered with the bready, honeyed complexity from the lees ageing. The palate is pure in citrus fruit, with an open and creamy mousse that adds a savoury, nutty harmony to the riper citrus and white strawberry notes. Through the mid palate refreshing acidity tightens the fruit core and gives real mineral precision to the wine.
94 – 96 points – Vinous, Antonio Galloni
94 points – James Suckling
94+points – Wine Advocate
18/20 – Jancis Robinson
**Grape Variety: 61% Pinot Noir and 39% Chardonnay**

The 2010 Clos des Goisses shows a distinctly tropical, exotic profile that is unusual in Clos des Goisses. Candied orange peel, passionfruit, burnt sugar, mint and yellow flowers all meld together in the glass. Lush fruit, low-ish acid and soft contours add to the wine’s soft, open-knit feel. Time in the glass brings out more lifted, perfumed notes that add to the wine’s overall appeal. Two-thousand-ten presented significant challenges in the vineyard, including high disease pressure that required quite a bit of sorting. The blend is 55% Pinot Noir and 45% Chardonnay (a bit more Chardonnay than normal), while production is just 5,000 bottles. Clos des Goisses has an extraordinary track record, so ordinarily I would not suggest opening wines young, but the 2010 is a rare exception. That said, it needs 1-2 hours of air to show at its best at this early stage of its life.

*95 + points – Vinous*
*94 points – Wine Advocate*

**Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Noir**

Gold, fine and creamy bubbles. Spicy notes combined with acacia honey. Broad, mineral, winey, fruity, very clear structure, with volume, long persistence, spicy and peppery notes.

*91 points – James Suckling*
*91 points – Wine Advocate*

**Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Noir**

Pale gold, and fine, creamy bubbles forming a persistent ring. Fresh and refined, with fruity aromas of pear, apple and citrus fruit - with a hint of bergamot. It gives way to spicy, smoky notes. Fresh and vinous, with a fine texture. Notes of pear and candied orange peel, leading to a spicy finish with hints of white pepper. An elegant minerality.

*93 points – Wine Spectator*
*93 points – James Suckling*

**Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Noir**

Light gold in colour. Very fine, creamy mousse and a dense and persistent ring. A very spicy nose combining notes of musk, nutmeg, cloves, black pepper and apricot kernel. Mineral and fresh, with notes of ripe white peach and dark fruit, such as black Morello cherry. The finish is complex and intense with notes of grilled grain and malt.

*Limited Quantity!*

*93 points – James Suckling*

---

*Effective March 2020*
Samazeuilh & Cie, specialized in the trading and promoting of Bordeaux fine wines in the world, is managed by Xavier Milhade. The Milhade family has been commercialising authentic and traditional Bordeaux wines since 1938, founded by Xavier’s grandfather in Galgon. From 1947, the family acquired several chateaux in Bordeaux.

Château Recougne is hundred years old and had won some silver and gold medals back in the XIX century, and belongs to the same family since 1938. The winemakers and Xavier Milhade and Marc Milhade (father and son, owners of the château), helped by Alain Raynaud. The wine ages remarkably well. The vineyard is 5km from Fronsac, 10km from Libourne and 20km from Saint Emilion. It is right in the heart of the best area for production of the appellation “Bordeaux Superieur”.

Château Boutisse is the Milhade flagship estate, purchased in 1996. It is located in the commune of Saint Christophe de Bardes, one of the top communes in AC St-Emilion. It is a relatively large estate for St-Emilion with 23 hectares, mainly planted with Merlot. Huge investments have been poured into the vineyards since 1996 with several parcels of vines being completely replanted. Château Boutisse possesses excellent terroir; when the soil was ripped and prepared for planting, large chunks of the recherché limestone were visible under the chalky clay topsoil. Furthermore, certain parcels have excellent southern exposure whilst others are planted on gentle slopes.

Château Sergant is situated on a plateau, located West of the village of Lalande de Pomerol. The vineyard covers 21 hectares. The very qualitative terroir mainly consists of sand and gravels. Thanks to this unique terroir, Château Sergant develops powerful and complex wines, with an intense colour. The ageing in oak barrels gives elegance and complexity to this exceptional wine. To produce the best wine the cellar are equipped with modern equipment, including temperatures controlled.

A new ageing cellar has been built to age the wine in new oak barrels. Since 2011, M Hubert de Bouard, the owner of the famous Château Angélus, is the consultant for the Château. He contributes greatly to the improvment of wine quality.

---

**FRSZ0001-16**

Château Recougne Bordeaux Superieur Rouge 2016  
$44.00

**Grape Varietal:** 77% Merlot, 14% Cabernet Franc, 9% Cabernet Sauvignon

Fleshy and robust, full of ripe black fruit accented with hints of mocha, smoke and toast. Plenty of fine-grained tannins providing prodigious grip and savoury texture.

*90 points – Wine Enthusiast*  
*88 points – Wine Spectator*

---

**FRSZ0003-15**

Château des Bardes Saint-Emilion Grand Cru 2015  
$63.00

**Grape Varietal:** Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon

Classic Merlot dominates this blend from the right bank with Cabernet Sauvignon making up the balancing 30%; the wine is aged for over a year in oak barrels. The resulting wine has rich, fruit aromas; juicy, sweet tannins backed by soft touches of vanilla-toastiness from time spent in oak.

*88 points – Decanter World Wine Awards*
Château Boutisse Saint-Emilion Grand Cru 2016
(certified sustainable)

Grape Varietal 88% Merlot, 11% Cabernet Sauvignon, 1% Cabernet Franc
Juicy, ripe, fresh, sweet, ripe, black and red fruits, earthy and licorice kick things off. Round textured, with a polished, spicy, ripe, plummy finish.

93 points – Jeb Dunnuck
92 points – James Suckling
91 points - The Wine Cellar Insider

Château Sergant 2007

Grape Varietal: Merlot 88% and Cabernet Sauvignon 12%
A very strong and brilliant ruby color gives a glimpse of a very good Lalande de Pomerol. On the nose everything is said, spicy fruit, complex with aromas of blackberry jam, vanilla. The palate is full, balanced and persistent

Silver - Concours General Agricole Paris
Domaine Weinbach was established in 1612 by Capuchin monks, enthralled by the beauty of the setting and the quality of the soil. The land itself had been planted with vines since before the year 1890. In 1898, it was acquired by the Faller brothers who left it to their son and nephew, Théo. Théo Faller was a prominent figure in Alsace winegrowing and an ardent defender of quality wine production. He developed, expanded and enhanced Domaine Weinbach. Colette, Catherine and Laurence Faller and their team have pursued the family’s passion for the great wines of Alsace and its unrelenting commitment to delivering excellence.

The wines are made in the vineyards – with the primary aim is to grow the highest quality grapes, the only way to craft truly great wines. Domaine Winebach is “propriétaire-récoltant” which means that they only use their own grapes and 100% estate grown and bottled.

Biodynamic methods were started in 1998 on a third of the vineyards and gradually extended to all the vineyards as of the 2005 vintage. Before that Weinbach vineyards had been cultivated organically for the previous 20 years. Biodynamic viticulture aims to bring balance and forces of life to the soil and the vines. The exchanges that take place between the root and the foliage systems allow the soils characteristics to be transferred to the grapes, increasing their minerality, complexity, the quality of their flavors and the expression of our terroirs. The grape production has both the "organic/biologique" Ecocert certification and the “biodynamics/biodynamie” Demeter label since 2010.

Since 2016, Catherine has lead the estate winery with her sons, Eddy and Théo.

WINERY AWARDS

"The World’s Greatest Wines"
by Bettane & Desseauve

"The World’s Greatest Wine Estates"
by Robert Parker

FRDW0007-18
Pinot Blanc Reserve 2018 $ 66.00

Grape Variety: 80% Auxerrois and 20% Pinot Blanc
A subtle nose reveals only a slight lemon lift. The slender palate displays similar gentleness and subtlety. On the dry finish, the balance, harmony and concentration of lemon and white-pear flesh become apparent. It’s a wonderfully subtle wine.
Gewurztraminer Cuvee Theo 2018
$ 90.00
Grape Variety: 100% Gewurztraminer
The Théo cuvée is subtle on the nose with a surprising density and flavour complexity in the mouth. Balanced and fresh with notes of citrus, this cuvée makes the perfect accompaniment to salty, iodine flavoured dishes.

Gewurztraminer Reserve Personnelle 2016
$ 78.00
Limited Quantity!
Grape Variety: 100% Gewurztraminer
The mouthfeel is concentrated and lush - although this is supposed to be a dry wine, it has a sweet richness that may result of botrytized grapes in the blend - a common practice at Domaine Weinbach, even in dry styles. Other flavors of lychee, nectar, plum wine, and silky roses make this a deeply complex and thoroughly enjoyable experience.

Gewurztraminer Reserve Personnelle 2018
TBA
Grape Variety: 100% Gewurztraminer
The mouthfeel is concentrated and lush - although this is supposed to be a dry wine, it has a sweet richness that may result of botrytized grapes in the blend - a common practice at Domaine Weinbach, even in dry styles. Other flavours of lychee, nectar, plum wine, and silky roses make this a deeply complex and thoroughly enjoyable experience.

Gewurztraminer Cuvee Laurence 2018
$ 103.00
Limited Quantity!
Grape Variety: 100% Gewurztraminer
Wet earth, ripe pear, rose petals and tangerine zest on the nose almost attain a kind of marzipan spice on the palate. Residual sugar boosts that bittersweet almond notion on the even-handed, rounded and concentrated body. This is lovely now, but will be sensational in the future.

Gewurztraminer Grand Cru Furstentum VT 2006 375ml
$ 117.00
Limited Quantity!
Grape Variety: 100% Gewurztraminer
Honey and ripe fruit flavors of pineapple and clementine mix with pleasantly bitter notes of grapefruit sorbet and orange granita in this fleshy version, which is underscored by smoke and spice notes, with a modest finish.
91 points – Wine Spectator
89 points – Wine Advocate
FRDW0204-06
Gewurztraminer Grand Cru Furstentum SGN 2006 375ml
$ 226.00

Grape Variety: 100% Gewurztraminer
This elegant Gewürztraminer displays ripe, fleshy tangerine, yellow peach and ruby grapefruit flavors, accented by spice and stargazer lily notes. A pleasant citrus peel note lingers on the finish. This is all about balance.
92 points – Wine Spectator
91 points – Stephen Tanzer
90 points – Wine Advocate

FRDW0008-18
Pinot Gris Cuvee Laurence 2018
$ 115.00
Limited Quantity!

Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Gris
Complex nose of apple and raisins on toasted and honeyed notes. The palate has an ample attack with fat and a beautiful verticality that prolongs the fruit. Finale very pure superbly balanced.

FRDW0009-17
Pinot Gris Cuvee Ste Catherine I 2017
$ 105.00

Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Gris
Rich floral open nose with wonderful nice juicy ripe green apples juice over honeysuckle and a hint of fresh ripe peach.
95 points – James Suckling

FRDW0009-18
Pinot Gris Cuvee Ste Catherine I 2018
$ 105.00
Limited Quantity!

Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Gris
Light straw yellow and bright yellow, slightly golden yellow reflections. Intense and subtle yellow fruits and notes of undergrowth of butter, brioche and marzipan. Full, rich but perfectly structured, a beautiful brilliant acidity, aromatic power and richness with remarkable elegance.

FRDW0012-17
Riesling Grand Cru Schlossberg 2017
$ 119.00

Grape Variety: 100% Riesling
Golden yellow. Expressive aromas of grapefruit, ripe pear and snuff. Intense and elegant, large and round, succulent and well concentrated attack, granite, lime flavors and savory notes. Very long and complex aftertaste.
**FRDW0012-18**  
**Riesling Grand Cru Schlossberg 2018**  
$119.00  
*Grape Variety: 100% Riesling*  
A medium straw color with many legs. Aromas of gooseberries, limes, minerals, stones and slightly apricots. The dry white has a medium and fresh acidity. Intense flavors of gooseberries, lime zests, grapefruits, apricots, minerals and slightly petrol. A long finish with similar notes. Fruit concentrated!

**FRDW0010-17**  
**Riesling Cuvee Colette 2017**  
$109.00  
*Grape Variety: 100% Riesling*  
Orange, lemons, mature fruit expressive yellow flowers with lingering minerality and acidity. Hints of green apple, apricot, and honeydew. Very floral. Needs time for all of its components to settle but it surely is a gem to be polished!

92 points – *Wine Advocate*

**FRDW0010-18**  
**Riesling Cuvee Colette 2018**  
$109.00  
*Grape Variety: 100% Riesling*  
Very expressive nose from the opening. The glass explodes the candied citrus with a slightly exotic touch. Then it’s around white fruits to express themselves and mineral notes. On the palate, there is more relief than the cuvée Théo with a natural fat that makes this juice more fleshy. Finely slightly tart, very tasty.

**FRDW0213-17**  
**Riesling Grand Cru Schlossberg SGN 2017 375ml**  
$559.00  
*Grape Variety: 100% Riesling*  
Very juicy, with ripe tropical fruit flavors of pineapple and mango mixing with hints of petrol and spice and framed by searing acidity. Medium-bodied and full of personality, with a zingy, sweet-tart finish.

93 points – *Wine Advocate*  
92 points – *Vinous*  
91 points – *Wine Spectator*

**FRDW0023-18**  
**Riesling Cuvee Theo 2018**  
$78.00  
*Grape Variety: 100% Riesling*  
Very expressive nose from the opening. The glass explodes the candied citrus with a slightly exotic touch. Then it’s around white fruits to express themselves and mineral notes. On the palate, there is more relief than the cuvée Théo with a natural fat that makes this juice more fleshy. Finely slightly tart, very tasty.
FRDW0025-18
Riesling Grand Cru Schlossberg Cuvee St Catherine 2018 $ 149.00
Limited Quantity!
*Grape Variety: 100% Riesling*
Very clear, fresh and tropical on the nose, this is a dense, rich, concentrated and still slightly bitter Schlossberg with fine tannins and a long finish.

FRDW0026-17
Gewurztraminer Grand Cuvee Mambourg VT 2017 $ 238.00
Limited Quantity!
*Grape Variety: 100% Gewurztraminer*
A very clear, intense, mineral and slightly minty flavored bouquet with some greenish notes. Very rich and elegant on the palate, this is an exuberant yet balanced, finessed and tension-filled Gewurz with a lovely grip and mineral expression. The finish is lush and sensual, highly elegant and balanced, as well as complex and firmly structured. This VT has a great potential and it should be an amazing experience to follow it over the next 40-50 years.

FRDW0021-17
Pinot Noir Altenbourg 2017 $ 128.00
Limited Quantity!
*Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Noir*
Here there’s an extra layer of complexity, more depth to the melon, rose petal and wild strawberry aromas, while on the palate fine stony notes grip languid flavours of ripe cantaloupe melon, quince and conference pear. Delicately spiced and really quite long. Needs a little time but with a few years cellaring you can expect notes of truffle and spice to appear in this most food friendly of wines.

FRDW0020-17
Pinot Noir Clos Des Capucins 2017 $ 83.00
Limited Quantity!
*Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Noir*
Aromas of black fruits (blackberry, cherry) with notes of leather and vanilla. Pair it with deer or duck, accompanied with fruity sauces. **94 points – Wine Advocate**
Alain Brumont has rehabilitated old terroirs left abandoned for nearly 50 years. Virgin terroirs free of fertilizer and chemical products too often used in winegrowing. Alain Brumont wished to start over with terroirs free of chemical substances.

Alain Brumont is always in search of new terroirs, a true grape variety tamer who has durably changed the aspect of wines in South-West France and has given back nobility to the Tannat, King of the Madiran grape varieties. His passion for his region with its great terroirs and rediscovered grape varieties has made him one of the most famous winegrowers in France. He has been awarded numerous international prizes, which have placed him on the same level as the Bordeaux, Bourgogne and Côte Rôtie wines. His secret? Adapt each grape variety to the best terroirs. “I understand each terroir”, he stipulates. And quite rightly so, as he is the only winegrower today to own 100% of the Madiran Grand Cru Appellation. This adaptation of the wine in function of each terroir together with his vinification talent have allowed him to acquire 4 different wine philosophies: Montus, Bouscassé, Torus and Gascogne.

A great tribute from a wine grower with exceptional standards of which Alain Brumont is very proud, as it illustrates the perfect timing with which Alain Brumont works his vineyard. Brumont vineyards are the expression of exceptional terroirs and very old outstanding local grape varieties.

WINERY AWARDS

“Producer of the Year 2010”
"The World’s Greatest Wines"
by Bettane & Desseauve

“3 Star Winery”
by Wine Writer Clive Coates, MW

---

**FRAB0004-17**
Gros Manseng Sauvignon Blanc 2017 $40.00

**Grape Variety:** Gros Manseng, Sauvignon Blanc
Supple and fruity dry white wine. Sauvignon’s characteristic aromas and fruitiness, floral, citrus and yellow fruit notes. Length, freshness and balance. Lively and energetic aftertaste.

**FRAB0007-16**
Tannat-Merlot 2016 $42.00

**Grape Variety:** 50% Tannat, 50% Merlot
An intensive wine, on red fruits and spices, with a smooth finish. The fruity flavors are strengthened on the palate, and added to soft tannins.

**FRAB0001-14**
Chateau Bouscasse 2014 $65.00

**Grape Variety:** 50% Tannat, 26% Cabernet Sauvignon and 24% Cabernet Franc
The iconic wine of the house that combines harmony in power, a delicate fruity with aromas of blackberries on well-melted tannins and a fleshy mouth. It is a wine that can stay young, with a gradual evolution and therefore a good aging potential.

---

Effective March 2020
FRAB0003-02  
Chateau Montus Cuvee Prestige 2002  
$ 148.00  
Grape Varietal: 100% Tannat  
Rich, multi-layered and intensely fruity, with gorgeous blackberry and dark plum flavors laced with silky tannins and luscious spice notes. Chocolate mole and espresso elements fill the powerful finish.  
91 points – Wine Spectator

FRAB0306-06  
Pacherenc Doux Vendemiaire 2006 500ml  
$ 48.00  
Grape Variety: 100% Petit Manseng  
The Vendémiaire vintage is a subtle sweet wine with complex touches of crystallized citrus fruit and gingerbread. Rich and round on the palate, with a beautiful vivacity that gives a good balance to this wine with powerful aromas of exotic crystallized fruit.

FRAB0306-14  
Pacherenc Doux Vendemiaire 2014 500ml  
$ 48.00  
Last 2 Pieces!  
Grape Variety: 100% Petit Manseng  
The aromas are very powerful but well balanced. Notes of exotic fruit, citrus, honey, nice balance sugar / acidity.
Brought by one of Jean Paul DAUMEN's ancestors in 1905, the estate of the Vieille Julienne privileges initially the sale in bulk with trade, the first bottling being reserved for the family and the friends.

During this period, it is in the vines that the efforts are concentrated. Thanks to the massale’s selection, selected on the already planted parcels of <lieu-di Clavin> the majority of their old vines (of today) are planted. Bottling began toward the end of the 60’s, at this time. Maxime DAUMEN renovates the cellar and buys new “foudres”.

From years to years and father to son, the estate grow up. It's in 1990 that Jean Paul DAUMEN joined the domaine and continue the traditions. Convinced that what is essential is the vine and the soil, he decides to choose and ecological culture, translated by the limitation of the treatments on the vines, the abandonment of fertilizer and chemicals products. The climatic conditions, the sunning, the atmospheric pressures, the effects of the moon and the planets, are as many parameters that seems obvious to him to take in consideration. In leaving, of course, ‘the time to the time’.

Today, the wines of Vieille Julienne are produced on about 10 hectares on the most northern part of the appellation Châteauneuf du Pape and 5 hectares of Côtes du Rhône on the <lieu-dit Clavin>.

FRVJ0001-17
Cotes Du Rhone Lieu Dit Clavin 2017 $ 76.00

Grape Variety: Mourvedre, Shiraz/Syrah, Grenache
Appearance: medium ruby colour Bouquet: pleasant nose showing aromas of red and dark berries with hints of oak and spices Palate: dry, full bodied with firm tannins and good acidity . It shows strawberries, figs, blackberries and black olives.

FRVJ0002-10
Châteauneuf Du Pape Les Trois Sources 2010 $ 172.00
Limited Quantity!

Grape Variety: 60% Grenache, 15% Syrah, 10% Mourvedre, 10% Counoise and 5% Cinsault
One of the great vintage, this unbelievable Châteauneuf is still extremely young and primary. Its opaque colour is followed by scents of ink, acacia flowers, blueberries, black raspberries and blackberries. While full-bodied, extremely concentrated and massive, the wine is totally harmonious with beautifully integrated acidity, tannin and alcohol (which is no doubt in excess of 16%).
96 points – Wine Advocate
94 points – Wine Spectator
94 points – Stephen Tanzer

FRVJ0002-13
Châteauneuf Du Pape Les Trois Sources 2013 $ 139.00

Grape Variety: 60% Grenache, 15% Syrah, 10% Mourvedre and 15% Cinsault
The 2013 Châteauneuf du Pape les Trois Source comes from the same terroir as the Reserve cuvee and is 60% Grenache, 15% Cinsault, 15% Syrah and 10% Mourvèdre. It reveals pretty black and blue fruits, leafy herbs, violets and some Pinot Noir-like forest floor characteristic, as well as medium-bodied depth and an elegant, silky texture. It's not a blockbuster, but it's nicely balanced and has sound underlying structure, all suggesting it will have 10-12 years of longevity.
91 points – Wine Advocate
16/20 – Jancis Robinson
Du Pape Les Trois Sources 2015

Grape Variety: Syrah, Grenache, Mourvèdre, Cinsault.
What will be the best wines in the vintage, the 2015 Châteauneuf du Pape The Three Source is the end of this vintage I've tasted. Just massively concentrated and voluptuous, with a huge mid-palate and sweet tannin, roasted herbs, black raspberries, blueberries and crushed flowers. While this is a seriously big wine, everything is perfectly balanced, it has no hard edges and a finish that will not quit. It will have 20-25 years of longevity.
95 - 97 points – Wine Advocate
94 points – Wine Spectator
92 - 94 points – Vinous

Châteauneuf Du Pape Les Hauts Lieux 2011

Grape Variety: 60% Grenache, 20% Mourvèdre and the balance Counoise and Cinsault
The 2011 Châteauneuf du Pape les Hauts Lieux is a total rock star in the vintage and checks in as a blend of 60% Grenache, 20% Mourvèdre and the balance Counoise and Cinsault, which was aged all in foudre. It possesses gorgeous purity, with mineral-tinged aromas of blackberry, currants, licorice, ground herbs and violets all soaring from the glass. An all-around powerful, structured and rich 2011, with full-bodied mouthfeel, terrific acidity and big tannin, it will be one of the longest-lived wines in the vintage.
95 points – Wine Advocate
93 points – Wine Spectator
93 points – Stephen Tanzer

Châteauneuf Du Pape Les Hauts Lieux 2015

Grape Variety: 80% Grenache and 20% Mourvèdre
The 2015 Châteauneuf du Pape Les Hauts Lieux comes from a cooler, higher elevation parcel and is 80% Grenache and 20% Mourvèdre. Where the Trois Source cuvée is upfront and exuberant, this beauty offers more minerality as well as lots of ripe blackberry fruits, spice, roasted meats and hints of violets in a concentrated, backwards, tannic style. Forget bottles for 5-6 years and enjoy over the following two decades.
96 points – Wine Spectator
94-96 points – Vinous, Antonio Galloni
92-94+ points – Wine Advocate

Châteauneuf Du Pape Reserve 2012

Grape Variety: 95% old vine Grenache and 5% Syrah
The awesome 2012 Châteauneuf Du Pape Reserve is at the top of the heap in the vintage, and is world-class stuff. Sharing lots of similarities to the Les Trois Sources (they come from similar terroirs), it has another level of concentration and density, with incredible liquid rock, blackberry, violets, licorice and bouquet garni-like aromas and flavor. A rock star on the palate, it has full-bodied power, perfect balance, a seamless, elegant texture and blockbuster mid-palate depth.
98 points – Wine Advocate
96 points – Wine Spectator
93 – 95 points – Vinous, Antonio Galloni
93 – 95 points – Stephen Tanzer
Grape Variety: 90% Grenache, 5% Syrah and 5% Mourvedre. The deep, dark color is a warmup for all the rich, dark, red fruits that are on their way. This could be the most concentrated wine in 2015. The wine is powerful, ripe, and dense. The wealth of fruit here is incredible. But don’t let the layers of fruit scare you away. Everything is in balance and harmony here.

97 – 100 points – Wine Advocate
97 points – Wine Spectator
The Rivetti family story begins in the 1890s, when Giovanni Rivetti, grandfather of the three Rivetti brothers, Carlo, Bruno and Giorgio, left Piedmont for Argentina. Like many Italians of that time, he dreamed of returning rich and a powerful man, perhaps even one day able to make a great wine in his homeland. He never did, though his son, Giuseppe (nicknamed Pin) did. Pin married Lidia, bought vineyards and began to make wine. In 1977 the family took up residence at LA SPINETTA (top of the hill) in Castagnole Lanze. It was the heart of the Moscato d’Asti country, home of a rather light and simple dessert wine. But the Rivettis believed that Moscato had the potential for greatness and set out to prove it by making Moscato Bricco Quaglia and Biancospino.

Eventually though the family’s vision was even grander. In 1985 LA SPINETTA made its first red wine, Barbera Cà di Pian. After this many great reds followed: In 1989 the Rivettis dedicated their red blend Pin to their father. In 1995 they started to make their first Barbaresco, Gallina. In 1996 and 1997 the Barbarescos Starderi, Barbera d’Alba Gallina and Barbaresco Valeirano follow. In 1998 premiered the Barbera d’Asti Superiore.

WINERY AWARDS

“Winery of the Year”
by Gambero Rosso Wine Guide 2001

“3 Star Winery”
by Gambero Rosso Wine Guide 2019

“The Bottle Winery”
by Slow Wine Guide 2017

“2 Star Winery”
by Doctorwine – Daniele Cernilli

ITLS0016-16
Langhe Bianco “Reserved Selection” DOC 2016 $ 100.00

Grape Variety: 100% Sauvignon Blanc
Vibrant straw yellow, with greenish reflections. Green pear, mint and sage nuance to the varietal flavors in a crisp Sauvignon to drink over the next few years, while all flavors remain vibrant.

ITLS0018-15
Lidia Piemonte Chardonnay DOC 2015 $ 128.00

Grape Variety: 100% Chardonnay
Yellow straw color with slightly green reflections floral and gorgeous with lemon, honeysuckle and mineral aromas full body, bright acidity, balanced, agile and a light oily and layered undertone, bread dough with good mouthfeel and bright and lasting acidity.

93 points – James Suckling
92 points – Wine Advocate
🍷🍷– Gambero Rosso Guide
**Barbera d’Asti Ca’di Pian DOC 2014**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Barbera

Garnet with purple glares. Dense with feelings of fruit marasca and plum. Fresh, balanced acidities and tannins.

*91 points – James Suckling*
*91 points – Wine Spectator*
*91 points – Wine Advocate*

ワインアクシデント Gambero Rosso Guide

---

**Barbera d’Asti Ca’di Pian DOC 2015**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Barbera

A juicy, high quality wine with notes of ripe black cherries, blueberries, licorice and Italian herbs, with a light touch of dark tobacco. Light tannins and just lovely acids, all very well aligned.

ワインアクシデント Gambero Rosso Guide

---

**Langhe Nebbiolo DOC 2016**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Nebbiolo

Easily as good as many a Barbaresco, this Nebbiolo is seductive upon entry with licorice, cherry and rose petal nuances. The tannins kick in towards the long, powerful finish.

---

**Langhe Nebbiolo DOC 2017**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Nebbiolo

Easily as good as many a Barbaresco, this Nebbiolo is seductive upon entry with licorice, cherry and rose petal nuances. The tannins kick in towards the long, powerful finish.

---

**Barbera d’Alba Gallina DOC 2014**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Barbera

Beautiful fragrance of violets, tar, smoke, minerals, plums and spices. Gallina is a beguiling barbera with wonderful freshness and clarity. The wine loves the time in the glass and shows there a lot of minerality and a long, pure finish.

*91+ points – Wine Advocate*
*90 points – James Suckling*
*88 points – Wine Spectator*

ワインアクシデント Gambero Rosso Guide

---
Grape Variety: **100% Barbera**
Dense ruby red. Aromas of blueberry, and Sachertorte chocolate cake a generous and rich Barbera with loads of character, full and very fresh, with a juicy, fruity finish.

🍷🍷 – Gambero Rosso Guide

---

**Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo**
Remarkably fruity perfumed nose with cherry, kirsch, plum and raspberry, plus some liquorice and rose petals. Mid body, fresh acidity, very rusty yet controlled tannins. Long finish of dark spices and a soft floral liquorice backbone.

89 points – James Suckling

🍷🍷 – Gambero Rosso Guide

---

**Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo**
Floral and fruity, roses, violet, raspberry and mint. Minerality, with lingering hints of sage, entices with bright red fruit, fine tannins and stunning elegance, a thoroughly enjoyable Barbaresco.

92 points – James Suckling
91 points – Wine Advocate
91 points - Vinous

🍷🍷 – Gambero Rosso Guide

---

**Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo**
Delicate attack with an overwhelming taste power that follows. The wine is actually many times too young to drink now, but the wine is already so tempting that it is not easy to stay away from it. The more oxygen is absorbed in the mouth, the more solid and firm the wine appears to be. What a solid matter! Despite that, the wine remains delicate. Sizzling long finale, rich in variety, the wine is simply not easy to get out of.

87 points – Wine Enthusiast

---

**Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo**
Delicate attack with an overwhelming taste power that follows. The wine is actually many times too young to drink now, but the wine is already so tempting that it is not easy to stay away from it. The more oxygen is absorbed in the mouth, the more solid and firm the wine appears to be. What a solid matter! Despite that, the wine remains delicate. Sizzling long finale, rich in variety, the wine is simply not easy to get out of.

87 points – Wine Enthusiast
Barbaresco Gallina DOCG 2011

Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo

A gorgeous expression that embraces the fullest, most gorgeous and abundant side of the Nebbiolo grape. This warm vintage Barbaresco pushes all of the right buttons. The wine excels in terms of texture and intensity. Candied cherry and blackberry syrup emerge from the nose with dark spice, leather and moist chewing tobacco. The wine is polished and fine in terms of texture and elegant tertiary notes are already showing beautifully. This is a standout Barbaresco.

94 points – James Suckling
94 points – Vinous, Antonio Galloni
94 points – Wine Advocate
92 points – Wine Spectator
91 points – Stephen Tanzer

Gambero Rosso Guide

Limited Quantity!

Barbaresco Gallina DOCG 2013

Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo

Sparkling, intense ruby garnet. Very fragrant and inviting nose, ripe, dark plums, fine raspberries, underlaid with notes of peach. Shows very polished on the palate, lots of fresh fruit, opens with rich, tannin, builds up long, firm and persistent.

94 points – Vinous
93+ points – Wine Advocate
93 points – Wine Spectator
93 points – Falstaff Magazine
90 points – Wine Enthusiast

Barbaresco Starderi DOCG 2011

Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo

Dark raspberries, plums, cinnamon, wild flowers and rose petals meld together nicely in the glass. Deep, pliant and expressive, with lovely depth and plenty of texture. Power and intensity are the signatures of Starderi, but in this vintage the wine leans more towards the weightless end of the spectrum.

95 points – James Suckling
95 points – Vinous, Antonio Galloni
94 points – Wine Advocate
91 points – Wine Spectator

Limited Quantity!

Barbaresco Starderi DOCG 2013

Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo

A rich style, exhibiting cherry, raspberry, eucalyptus, tobacco and tea flavors. Initially savory and tannic, with air this becomes more harmonious. Fine length. Best from 2018 through 2030.

94+ points – Wine Advocate
94 points – Vinous
93 points – Wine Spectator
93 points - Falstaff

Limited Quantity!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITLS0007-11</th>
<th>Barbaresco Valeirano DOCG 2011</th>
<th>$ 278.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grape Variety:</strong> 100% Nebbiolo</td>
<td>Good bright medium red. Reticent nose hints at raspberry, menthol, licorice and sweet butter. Supple, dense and suave, offering the most volume and weight of this trio. Deep fruit here supported by an almost Barolo-like structure. Finishes with the sweetest tannins and excellent length. Made from Rivetti’s latest-picked Barbaresco vines in 2011.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>96 points – James Suckling</strong></td>
<td><strong>93 points – Stephen Tanzer</strong></td>
<td><strong>92 points – Wine Advocate</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>92 points – Vinous, Antonio Galloni</strong></td>
<td><strong>90 points – Wine Spectator</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITLS0007-13</th>
<th>Barbaresco Valeirano DOCG 2013</th>
<th>$ 278.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grape Variety:</strong> 100% Nebbiolo</td>
<td>This red combines cherry and berry flavors with savory eucalyptus, juniper and tobacco notes. Firmly structured, with assertive yet balanced tannins and a lingering finish. Best from 2018 through 2028.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>93 points – Vinous</strong></td>
<td><strong>92 points – Wine Spectator</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITLS0608-04</th>
<th>Barbaresco Valeirano Riserva DOCG 2004 1500ml</th>
<th>$ 832.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grape Variety:</strong> 100% Nebbiolo</td>
<td>This wine was tasted in a magnum. Those delicate tones of dried ginger, white truffle, pressed flower and rose petal are gorgeous on every conceivable level. The wine is dark, ethereal and brooding. Never still, it displays a quick succession of evolutionary phases even after a few minutes in the glass.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>98 points - Wine Advocate</strong></td>
<td><strong>96 points - James Suckling</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITLS0612-14</th>
<th>Barolo Garretti DOCG 2014 1500ml</th>
<th>$ 255.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grape Variety:</strong> 100% Nebbiolo</td>
<td>A beautiful garnet red color. On the nose, the wine is intense and persistent, which favors fruity and floral notes such as violet and vanilla. On the palate, the wine is distinguished by elegance, structure and harmony, with soft tannins.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>94 points – James Suckling</strong></td>
<td><strong>92 points – Wine Advocate</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITLS0212-15</th>
<th>Barolo Garretti DOCG 2015 375ml</th>
<th>$ 58.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ITLS0012-15</td>
<td>Barolo Garretti DOCG 2015</td>
<td>$ 115.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grape Variety:</strong> 100% Nebbiolo</td>
<td>On the nose, the wine is intense and persistent, which favours fruity and floral notes such as violet and vanilla. On the palate, the is distinguished by elegance, structure and harmony, with soft tannins.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>94 points – James Suckling</strong></td>
<td><strong>89 points - Vinous</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Barolo Garretti DOCG 2016**

Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo

Medium red color. Complex nose with a slight cherry cola aroma. Solid tannins and acidity, with stewed berries and dark cherry.

**Barolo Campé DOCG 2006**

Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo

A deep, translucent red, opens with a captivating bouquet of roses, spices, flowers and cherries, all of which resonate on the palate. It turns muscular in the glass, with powerful tannins that frame the expressive, generous fruit. There is plenty of richness and concentration, yet without the over-ripeness and excessive oakiness of past vintages. Smoke, tar and herbs are just some of the nuances that come to life as the dense fruit provides a wonderful foil to the tannins on the finish.

93 points - Wine Advocate
93 points – Wine Spectator
91 points - Stephen Tanzer's International Wine Cellar
91 points – Vinous, Antonio Galloni

**Barolo Campé Riserva DOCG 2004 1500ml**

Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo

The 2004 Barolo Campe Riserva is noticeably fresher and more vibrant than the non-riserva Barolo. The wine’s telltale overripe aromatics are present, but here they meld seamlessly into a palate of sweet perfumed fruit. The finessed tannins are well-integrated and help to balance the wine with exquisite grace. This is a superb effort from Giorgio Rivetti.

95 points - James Suckling
94 points - Wine Advocate

**Moscato d’Asti Bricco Quaglia DOCG 2019**

Grape Variety: 100% Moscato

This fruity, lovely, fresh and light Moscato pearls beautifully light yellow in the glass. The palate is very lively and sweet and mousse powerfully; its rather intense bouquet shows the typical exotic fruit in advance: muscatel, lychee, pineapple, mango and melon, with citrus fruit and a little peach. The structure is harmonious, soft and quite full, the smell of the fruit is precisely noticeable, in addition there are spicy notes of nutmeg and vanilla as well as a hint of honey notes.
~ BAROLO CAMPE MIXED CASE ~
in limited quantity

ITLS2111-04
Barolo Campé DOCG 2004 (Wooden case of 3 bottles)  
Limited Sets  
$ 999.00

Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo
The massive and powerful 2004 Barolo Campé flows from the glass with its signature over-ripe aromatics and masses of dark fruit, tobacco, leather and spices. The tannins build impressively on the long finish.  
95 points - Wine Spectator  
93 points - Wine Advocate  
93 points – Stephen Tanzer  
91 points - Wine Enthusiast

ITLS2111-05
Barolo Campé DOCG 2005 (Wooden case of 3 bottles)  
Limited Sets  
$ 888.00

Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo
La Spinetta’s 2005 Barolo Campe’ is a soft, mid-weight offering redolent of sweet red cherries, spices and herbs. In this vintage the Campe’ comes across as quite slender and lacking the richness that previous vintages have shown. However, Because of the wine’s modest structure, a kick of alcohol on the finish is especially noticeable.  
93 points - Wine Spectator  
93 points – Wine Advocate  
91 points – Stephen Tanzer

ITLS2211-MIX
(2 bottles of each vintage in a wooden box)  
Limited Sets  
$ 1,780.00
Grape Variety: 100% Barbera
Violets, blueberry, carbon and leather. With aeration some red floral notes appear. Good structure and finish.
Domenico Clerico’s small estate is situated in Monforte d’Alba, right in the heart of Barolo. Domenico Clerico is one of the most respected names in all Barolo, and his wines are renowned for both winemaking of the highest quality and for their exceptional expression of terroir, derived from outstanding vineyard holdings in four of the greatest crus of Monforte: Ginestra, Bussia, Pajana and Mosconi.

Domenico commenced production in 1979, following a brief engagement in the olive oil business, concentrating his efforts on single-vineyard expressions. Interestingly, like many of the modernist persuasion, Clerico began in traditional mode, utilizing the hallmark vessels of the traditionalists, Slavonian oak casks, as they were readily available to him.

The transition to barrique took place subsequent to 1990 and whilst his initial barrique regime for Baroli featured equal proportions of new and used French barrels, for a brief period of time, Clerico employed new barrique exclusively for all of his Barolos. He soon moderated these absolute tendencies, with new barrels now constituting between 35 and 40 percent of his ageing vessels.

Owner Domenico Clerico is one of the key proponents of the modernist movement in the winemaking process of Barolo, creating more round, fruity wines. He believes that the grape, rather than the production processes, is the key to quality wine and passionately advocates the importance of the land in wine-making. This explains his concentration on single-vineyard wines as they allow the character of the land to shine.

WINERY AWARDS

“2 Star Winery”
by Gambero Rosso Wine Guide 2019

“2 Star Winery”
by Doctorwine – Daniele Cernilli

ITDC0006-14
Langhe Nebbiolo Capisme-E DOC 2014 $ 74.00

Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo
New wine of Domenico Clerico, 100% Nebbiolo variety of old family vineyard in Clerico house. It has a reddish color and a full, intense and aromatic scent with a hint of spice and bay leaf. Fruit full of flavor, harmonic, very impressive without that it would be necessary to draw attention to the specifics.

84 points – Wine Spectator

ITDC0006-16
Langhe Nebbiolo Capisme-E DOC 2016 $ 76.00

Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo
An elegant and structured red wine produced by a winery considered among the best ever in the Barolo wine. The color is much more charged and lively than the typical Nebbiolo, with a deep and intense ruby. The nose is elegant and delicate, with fruity and floral notes and light spicy hints. In the mouth it is round and soft, with a good freshness and a vigorous tannic that will sweeten wonderfully over the years.

92 points – James Suckling
**Barbera d’Alba Trevigne DOC 2014**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Barbera

It is presented with a goblet of intense ruby red color. Rich and voluptuous the olfactory bouquet, with hints of plum and black cherry that are embellished with subtle nuances of spices. Opulent and thick sour, balanced and well persistent.

**Barbera d’Alba Trevigne DOC 2015**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Barbera

The color is of a deep and deep ruby. The nose expresses fruity notes that recall cherry, blackberry and blueberry with a spicy tip. Balanced and persistent. Matured for more than a year in barriques for half new.

92 points – Wine Advocate

**Barolo DOCG 2002**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Nebbiolo

Rich ruby. Clerico’s 2002 Barolo is a sleek, stylish wine, displaying notes of spices, herbs, licorice, tar and modest fruit on a somewhat lean, compressed frame with good overall complexity but hard, green tannins. That said, this blend of the best fruit Clerico was able to salvage from his parcels in Ginestra and Mosconi is among the best wines of the very difficult 2002 vintage and is one of the few wines which may offer some surprises down the road. Judging by this producer’s efforts in other similarly ‘small’ vintages it should drink well until at least age 15.

88 points - Stephen Tanzer

**Barolo DOCG 2013**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Nebbiolo

Bright and brilliant ruby red color. On the nose, smells of ripe fruit, tobacco and strawberries. Enveloping and velvety flavor, great refinement and balanced tannins. Red meat, cheeses, game.

93+ points – Wine Advocate

92 points – Wine Spectator

🍷🍷 – Gambero Rosso Guide

**Barolo Pajana DOCG 2004**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Nebbiolo

The 2004 Barolo Pajana is an explosive wine loaded with layers of deeply spiced dark fruit. It is a notably pure, focused version of this wine that is totally compelling for its overall balance. The south-facing Pajana vineyard tends to give a more fruit-driven style of Barolo but the 2004 is a beautifully complete wine.

95 points - Wine Spectator

94 points - Wine Advocate

94 points – Vinous, Antonio Galloni

93 points – Stephen Tanzer

🍷🍷 – Gambero Rosso Guide

**Effective March 2020**
**Barolo Pajana DOCG 2012**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Nebbiolo  
Intense garnet red, notes of coffee and cocoa, with a call to the berries and the dried flowers. Powerful, with intense tannins of great persistence.

94 points – Wine Advocate  
92 points – Wine Spectator  
🌟🌟 – Gambero Rosso Guide

**Price:** $173.00

Limited Quantity!

---

**Barolo Pajana DOCG 2013**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Nebbiolo  
Elegant garnet red color. The olfactory bouquet is deep and intense, composed first of more overripe and dark pulp fruit in general, then embellished with references to tobacco, spices, leather and licorice. The sip is harmonious, supported by a noble and smooth tannic texture, juicy and long in persistence.

95 points – Wine Advocate  
90 points – Vinous, Antonio Galloni

**Price:** $184.00

---

**Barolo Ciabot Mentin DOCG 2003**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Nebbiolo  
The 2003 Barolo Ciabot Mentin is even better than the Pajana, with a superbly well-delineated bouquet and deeply nuanced layers of violets, spices, menthol and sweet dark fruit. It fully captures the essence of Ginestra, in the rich, ripe style of the vintage. This gorgeous Barolo is only in need of further bottle age after which it should drink beautifully to age 20, perhaps beyond.

93 points - Wine Advocate  
91 points - Wine Spectator  
91 points – Stephen Tanzer  
90 points – Vinous, Antonio Galloni

**Price:** $210.00

**Barolo Ciabot Mentin DOCG 2003 1500ml**

**Price:** $438.00

---

**Barolo Ciabot Mentin DOCG 2009**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Nebbiolo  
This gorgeous wine playfully dangles subtle hints of licorice, dark fruit, anisette and Middle Eastern spice in front of your nose. They morph and transform into something new and unexpected with each swirl of the glass. There’s enough flesh here to keep the wine grounded, and enough tonic freshness to keep it from feeling heavy.

94+ points - Wine Advocate  
93 points - James Suckling  
93 points - Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar  
92 points – Wine Spectator  
🌟🌟 – Jancis Robinson  
🌟🌟 – Gambero Rosso Guide

**Price:** $166.00

**Barolo Ciabot Mentin DOCG 2009 1500ml**

**Price:** $359.00

Limited Quantity!

---

Effective March 2020
The 2011 Barolo Ciabot Mentin is impressive on many levels. This wine always seems to excel in the warm vintages, as is the case here. The bouquet is generous, opulent and inviting with plush, rich dark fruit that is enhanced with spice, grilled herb and dark mineral nuances. The quality of fruit is profound and meaningful. Soft tannins add to the full-bodies build and heer muscle of the wine.

95 points - Wine Advocate
93 points – James Suckling
90 points – Wine Spectator

Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo

Very dark in the garnet robe, it looks innocuous and thick from the first approach. It has an important and ethereal nose, very intense, crispy in fruity and spicy scents that recall fruit in spirit, cherry, cocoa. Monolithic tones, yet to be developed, but from the superb impact. The taste gives the best of itself, and it offers the territory. Extractive mass is thick and chewable, warm, corroding in tannins.

95 points – Wine Advocate
90 points – Wine Spectator

Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo

Elegant garnet red color. The olfactory bouquet is deep and intense, composed of overripe and dark pulp fruit in general, then embellished with references to tobacco, spices, leather and licorice. The sip is harmonious, supported by a noble and smooth tannic texture, juicy and long in persistence.

97 points – Wine Advocate
92 points – Vinous, Antonio Galloni

Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo

Elegant with an intense garnet red color and elegantly transparent, it presents itself to the nose with a wide and intense, enveloping bouquet, with floral aromas of violet and rose, fruity raspberries and wild strawberries, on a spicy background. Of great balance and long taste-olfactory persistence.

96 points – Wine Advocate
92 points – Vinous, Antonio Galloni

Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo

Effective March 2020
**Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo**

Only bottled in magnums, the 2009 Barolo Briccotto is superb on all levels. This wine will not appeal to everyone, especially those with a penchant for traditional Barolo. Nonetheless, it is a monumental effort that seeks to challenge the outer limits of Nebbiolo’s depth and opulence. It tries to provoke not just a smile, but an all-out belly laugh, from Italy’s most pensive and introspective grape. Mocha, tar, black cherry, leather, toasted hazelnut and bitter chocolate are all part of the tease. The mouthfeel is exceedingly smooth and seductive.

**96 points - Wine Advocate**

**92 points - Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar**

**91 points - James Suckling**

👉🏻- Gambero Rosso Guide
This important estate is one of the best known Piedmont wineries in Italy and the world, with over 40 hectares of vineyards that include prestigious crus like Cannubi and Sarmassa. The precious work mapped out by Cavalier Felice Abbona was continued with the commitment by his successor Commendator Pietro Emilio Abbona, and today by Anna and Ernesto.

Anna and Ernesto Abbona – the 5th generation – firmly believe in the original and distinguished wines produced in this region, characterized by a number of highly prestigious native vines and a unique soil composition, with amalgams of clay, limestone marl, bluish marl, tuff, sandstone and sand. Through its great, historical human experience, Marchesi di Barolo has been and still is a faithful exponent of the diversity of the land and its native vines, while rigorously respecting and preserving the typicality of its products. All this is achieved by using grapes that come from estate vineyards and from contributing vintners selected over the years, favouring optimum position and the ability to maintain individual vineyards.

**WINERY AWARDS**

“1 Star Winery”
by Gambero Rosso Wine Guide 2019

“2 Star Winery”
by Doctorwine – Daniele Cernilli

---

**GRAPE VARIETY:**

**100% Cortese**

**Gavi DOCG 2018**

*Grape Variety: 100% Cortese*

The color is yellow straw with green hues. The aroma is intense and fine, fruity and floral. It remembers the golden apples and green almonds. The scent of chamomile flowers is strong at the taste, completely in harmony.

*90 points – James Suckling*

---

**GRAPE VARIETY:**

**100% Arneis**

**Roero Arneis DOCG 2017**

*Grape Variety: 100% Arneis*

Yellow straw, sometimes with an antique gold hues. The scent is fruity, with clean scents of acacia flowers, rennet apples, peach and green hazelnut. The taste is fresh, fragrant, softly mineral.
Dolcetto d’Alba Madonna del Dono DOC 2017

Grape Variety: 100% Dolcetto
The particular composition of the soil and the temperature-controlled fermentation enhances the typical characteristics of Dolcetto d’Alba which, by its nature, produces an intense ruby red color wine with purple hues. The scent is fresh, fragrant and fruity, and immediately reminds maraschino cherry.

88 points – Wine Advocate

Dolcetto d’Alba Madonna del Dono DOC 2018

Grape Variety: 100% Dolcetto
Deep red colour, sweet smell of rubber and fir. A soft medium bodied sweet taste, rich taste of red berries and earth, more sweet in the finish. A fine pair with pork.

Barbera d’Alba Peiragal DOC 2017

Grape Variety: 100% Barbera
A purplish ruby red color with a fresh, live, with clean scents of black currants, berries, toasted hazelnut and vanilla. Enjoyable the boisé note. Warm and sturdy, lively, full-bodied, pleasant and harmonious.

92 points – James Suckling

Barbaresco Tradizione DOCG 2014

Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo
The color is garnet red with ruby hues. The aroma is intense, persistent with clean scents of fruits, rose dog and spices. The taste is full, but at the same time, harmonious and balanced, with soft tannins, never too much in evidence.

91 points – Wine Enthusiast
90 points – Wine Advocate
Gold – Mundus Vini

Barbaresco Tradizione DOCG 2015

Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo
Garnet-red color with ruby highlights. Intense perfume with clean scents of ripe fruit, dog roses, tobacco and spices. Full, elegant and austere flavor with a good body and lingering hints of the olfactory sensations.

91 points – Wine Enthusiast
**Barbaresco Riserva Della Casa DOCG 2014**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Nebbiolo
Deep garnet red, which is gradually permeated with orange reflections over the years. The nose is intense and ethereal, with distinct traces of tobacco, wild rose, spices and even tar. The taste is elegant with abundant, fully-expressed tannins that are also balanced and pleasant.

91 points – Wine Enthusiast

**ITMB0006-14**

$ 96.00

---

**Barolo 1971**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Nebbiolo
Appearance is clear, pale intensity, garnet-brown colour. Legs. Nose is clean, medium intensity, with aromas of grilled herbs, sweet tea leaves, earth, hints of cherry fruit. With more air, classic roses and tar, which then faded to reveal truffles after an hour plus. Developed. On the palate, dry, high acidity, medium alcohol (13%), resolved medium tannins, medium body. Medium+ flavour intensity, with flavours of earth, sweet tea leaves, slight red cherries, grilled herbs, and eventually truffles. Medium+ finish. Very good quality. Excellent provenance. This has survived the years well. What aged Barolo should taste like.

**ITMB0015-71**

TBA

---

**Barolo Tradizione DOCG 2013 375ml**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Nebbiolo
The color is garnet red with ruby reflexes. The scent is intense, persistent, with a scent of fruit, rose and spice. The flavor is full, full bodied, but at the same time harmonious and balanced, with sweet tannins, never too obvious.

92 points – James Suckling
91 points – Wine Advocate
89 points – Wine Spectator

**ITMB0213-13**

$ 53.00

---

**Barolo Tradizione DOCG 2015**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Nebbiolo
This is a classic expression of Nebbiolo that will appeal to people who want the complexity and depth of aged Nebbiolo without too much extra hassle or intellectual effort. The 2015 Barolo Tradizione is a subdued wine with direct, clean lines followed by pretty tones of wild berry, dried cherry, licorice and balsam herb. I noticed an evident menthol-like signature in most of these new releases from Marchesi di Barolo, and you immediately sense it here too.

92 points – Wine Advocate

**ITMB0013-15**

TBA

---

**Barolo Riserva Della Casa DOCG 2011**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Nebbiolo
The color is deep garnet red, which is gradually permeated with orange reflections over the years. The nose is intense with distinct traces of violet, rose and spices such as cinnamon and nutmeg, which, over time, evolve into aromas of tobacco, leather, truffle. The taste is elegant, dry and austere as well as velvety, harmonious, and intense. Its tannins are abundant, fully-expressed yet soft and pleasant.

95 points – Doctorwine
93 points – James Suckling
91 points – Wine Advocate

**ITMB0008-11**

$ 147.00

---

Effective March 2020
ITMB0014-90
Barolo Riserva DOCG 1990
Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo
The color is brown with garnet hues. The nose is clean but very developed, with forest floor, earth, steeped tea, leather, tobacco and medicinal herbs. The palate is dry and fresher than the nose, with red cherry and black currant flavors. This full-bodied wine has medium (+) flavor intensity and length, with a dry and somewhat bitter licorice and anise finish.
88 points – Wine Advocate

ITMB0014-95
Barolo Riserva DOCG 1995
Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo
The color presents itself intensively, the bouquet attracts with a fabulous complexity: Clear floral notes of wild roses and violets, spicy notes such as vanilla and licorice and delicate traces of wood. In the mouth, it is full-bodied with tannins that are present, yet supple and velvety. What a pleasure!

ITMB0014-99
Barolo Riserva DOCG 1999
Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo
A dense and very limpid color, it offers a light and smooth nose like a gem: fresh and bright red fruit, currant candy, menthol nuances that return to the entrance to the palate, joined to vegetable ideas. Then the drink settles well, tasty, elegant and not shouted.
88 points – Wine Spectator

ITMB0014-10
Barolo Riserva DOCG 2010
Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo
Marchesi di Barolo has harnessed the best attributes of the vintage to make the 2010 Barolo Riserva. The wine offers elegance and grace, but it also shows strong determination to push it forward over the palate. It opens to a bright garnet color with aromas of dried berry, licorice, campfire smoke and balsam herb. Past editions are perhaps more accessible in character, but this wine is more austere instead. It should evolve slowly over the next ten years.
94 points – James Suckling
94 points – Wine Advocate
5 Starwines - ViniItaly
**Barolo di Barolo DOCG 2011**

Grape Variety: **100% Nebbiolo**

The color is garnet red with ruby reflections. The aromas is intense and persistent with distinct traces of spices, cinnamon, absinthe, tobacco and wild rose. The taste is full and elegant, with soft tannins. The spicy note and the hints of wood blend perfectly. This wine is well matched with traditional Langhe egg pasta, Tajarin, ravioli, red meat dishes, stews, braised meats and game. It is also an ideal companion for sheep and goat’s milk and midly-aged cheeses.

93 points - James Suckling  
92 points – Wine Enthusiast  
90 points – Wine Advocate  
89 points – Wine Spectator  

- Gambero Rosso Guide

**Barolo di Barolo DOCG 2014**

Grape Variety: **100% Nebbiolo**

Red slightly tilled. Prunes, cinnamon, cloves, pepper, leather, smoked meat, beautiful final with a touch of noble wood. Attack on prunes and spices, mid palate marked by chocolate and mocha, nuts, elegant and spicy final.

92 points – Wine Advocate  
92 points – Wine Spectator  

- Gambero Rosso Guide

**Barolo Cannubi DOCG 2013**

Grape Variety: **100% Nebbiolo**

A beautiful red with soft and velvety tannins, juicy fruit and a walnut and dark-berry character. Full body. Lovely and genuine.

95 points – James Suckling  
93 points – Wine Advocate  
90 points – Wine Enthusiast  

- Gambero Rosso Guide

**Barolo Cannubi DOCG 2014**

Grape Variety: **100% Nebbiolo**

Garnet-red in color with ruby reflections. Intense perfume with clean scent of roses, vanilla, licorice, spices and toasted oak. Gentle notes of absinthe. The flavor is full and elegant, good-bodied and austere with recurring olfactory sensations. The spicy note and the hints of wood blend perfectly.

94 points – James Suckling  
92 points – Wine Advocate  
90 points – Wine Spectator  

- Gambero Rosso Guide  

★★★ - Veronelli
**Barolo Sarmassa DOCG 2012**

*Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo*

This is opulent, boasting cherry, licorice, leather and spice flavors embraced by a fleshy texture. The sweet fruit carries through to the long finish, accented by tobacco, tea and wild herb notes. Best from 2020 through 2033.

- **93 points** – James Suckling
- **93 points** – Wine Spectator
- **92 points** – Wine Advocate
- 🍷🍷 – Gambero Rosso Guide

**Barolo Sarmassa DOCG 2013**

*Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo*

Deep garnet red. Intense aroma with clean scents of wild rose, vanilla, licorice and spices. Feather the resin of pine and tobacco. Taste is full and elegant, full bodied, with tannins in evidence. Enjoyable are the spicy and woody notes that blend perfectly.

- **96 points** – James Suckling
- **93 points** – Wine Enthusiast
- **93 points** – Wine Advocate
- **92 points** – Wine Spectator
- 17+ points – Jancis Robinson
- Gold – Mundus Vini

**Moscato d’Asti Zagara DOCG 2017**

*Grape Variety: 100% Moscato*

Straw-yellow in color with golden reflections, intense aromas of orange blossoms. On the palate, a soft, yet rich perlage gives way to more orange blossom and peach notes with a sweetness balanced by refreshing acidity and a long, yet delicate finish.

Gold “Best Dessert Wine” - The Fifty Best

**Moscato d’Asti Zagara DOCG 2018**

*Grape Variety: 100% Moscato*

The color is straw yellow with golden highlights. The aroma is intense, rich in aromatic scents, in particular, recognize the flowers of orange, peach and apricot. Perfect balance between the low alcohol content and acidity, never very high, which gives the product a pleasant freshness.
Contratto was founded in 1867 by Giuseppe Contratto and winery is known as the oldest producer if sparkling wine in Italy. In fact, the “Metodo Classico” 1919 Contratto Extra Brut was the first vintage sparkling wine ever made in the country. The winery has a long, distinguished history. At the turn of the 20th century, its wines were leaving Canelli for destinations all over the world (predominantly to royal houses), and Contratto was the personal supplier to the Vatican as well as to the Italian Royal Family. Awards and medals from international exhibitions and contests of the time emphasize why the name of Contratto has long been synonymous with prestige and quality in the world of sparkling wine.

Contratto was acquired by La Spinetta in June 2011. The high-quality Contratto classic-method sparkling wines are the perfect complement to La Spinetta’s wine range, spanning the distance from Piedmont to Tuscany with quite excellent results. Ably supported by his family, Giorgio Rivetti is the man who drives forward an estate that has since its earliest days as a Moscato producer has always shown ambition, far-sightedness and clear direction.

For England Pas Dosé Rose 2012 $ 86.00

Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Noir
A bubble that has not lost its enamel over the years and offers us an exciting glass. The nose is intense and enveloping with hints of white flowers, fruit and green apple and secondary notes of yeast. On the palate it is balanced, with fresh acidity and persistent sip.

95 points – Wine Advocate
With the release of Vermouth Rosso and Bianco, Americano and Fernet this Winter, Contratto continues to connect to its past glory.

"These products at one point were part of Contratto's core production and were exported all over the world! Considering today's trend in cocktails, which include artisinal bitters and sparkling wine, we intend to make Contratto's history part of today's fashion" says Giorgio Rivetti.

The original recipe from the early part of the 19th century of Contratto Vermouth is based on a combination of white wine fortified with Italian brandy and more than 50 delicately-infused premium natural herbs, spices, roots and seeds. This traditional process is again used to create a sophisticated elixir and a complex and well balanced boutique aperitif that will make any Vermouth based cocktail an exceptional experience.

~ VERMOUTH ~

Under the category Vermouth fall aromatized and fortified wines, that are flavored with various botanicals, such as herbs, seeds, roots, flowers, tree barks and spices. The modern versions of the beverage were first produced in 1757 in Turin. Vermouth was consumed as a medicinal libation until the later 19th century when it became an important ingredient in many of the famous first classic cocktails, such as the Martini, the Manhattan, and the Negroni. In addition to being consumed as an aperitif or cocktail ingredient, vermouth is also used as a substitute for wine, herbs and spices in cooking.

ITCT0006-NV
Vermouth Bianco NV 750ml (18% alc) $ 61.00

28 of 50 major aromas:
Hawthorn flower/leaves, coriander seeds, marjoram leaves, bay laurel leaves, chamomile flower, yellow sweet clover, aloe juice, cinnamon, mint leaves, ginger roots, angelica roots , cardamom seeds, nutmeg, bitter orange peel, gentian roots, nettle, sweet orange peel, carob tree pods, pimento seeds, feIon herb, rhubarb roots, hibiscus flower, sage, bark of China, lemon peel, bergamot orange peel, liquorices roots, sandal wood, etc.

The aromatic blend of herbs and spices gently infuses the wine to create a unique bouquet and taste. Delicious served chilled on its own with a twist of lemon, it is the perfect vermouth for classic and contemporary mixology.

ITCT0007-NV
Vermouth Rosso NV 750ml (17% alc) $ 61.00

16 of 31 major aromas:
Coriander seeds, bay laurel leaves, yellow sweet clover, cinnamon, angelica roots, nutmeg, bitter orange peel, carob tree pods, pimento seeds, rhubarb roots, sage, bark of China, lemon peel, sweet orange peel, liquorices roots, sandal wood, etc.

The aromatic blend of herbs and spices gently infuses the wine to create a unique bouquet and taste. Delicious served chilled on its own with a twist of lemon, it is the perfect vermouth for classic and contemporary mixology.
**~ AMERICANO ~**

**Americano** is another version of a vermouth and is also based on white wine. Just like the Vermouth, Americano draws from much the same pool of botanicals, and their classification or style is a question of the intent behind the proprietary formulation. Contratto in the beginning of the 19th century began producing Americano Bianco and Rosso, that compared to the Vermouths, were more sweet and therefore were more appealing to the American palate. Americano can come in various colors, such as deep red, straw or even clear (colorless). Americanos serve a similar function to Vermouths: they are excellent aperitifs on their own, and they make fine components of mixed drinks.

ITCT0001-NV

**Americano Rosso NV 750ml (16.5% alc)**

$61.00

10 of 25 major aromas: Ginger, mint leaves, hibiscus flower, hawthorn flower, nettle leaves, angelica roots, bitter orange peel, rhubarb roots, sage, sweet orange peel, etc.

The aromatic blend of herbs and spices gently infuses the wine to create a unique bouquet and taste. Delicious served chilled on its own with a twist of lemon, it is the perfect vermouth for classic and contemporary mixology.

**~ APERITIF ~**

The original recipe from 1935 for Contratto Aperitif is based on a combination of 28 delicately infused premium natural herbs, spices, roots and seeds and Italian Brandy. A traditional process of slow cold maceration is used to create a sophisticated, all natural elixir and a complex and well balanced boutique aperitif that will make any Contratto Aperitif based cocktail an exceptional experience.

ITCT0512-NV

**Aperitif NV 1000ml (13.5% Alc)**

$78.00

Aperitif is meant to be mixed. Add soda for sparkling wine, or lemon or lime or rhubarb juice for a refreshing low alcohol drink. Add vodka or gin and vermouth for a more substantial cocktail.

**~ BITTER ~**

The original recipe for Contratto Bitter dates back to 1933 and is based on a mixture of 24 delicately infused premium natural herbs, spices, roots and seeds combined with Italian Brandy. A slow, cold maceration process is carried out according to tradition, resulting in a sophisticated all natural elixir. This complex yet well balanced boutique aperitif is capable of turning any Contratto Bitter based cocktail into an exceptional experience.

ITCT0513-NV

**Bitter NV 1000ml (22% alc)**

$96.00

Bitter is meant to be mixed. Some of the most famous cocktails made with Bitter include Negroni, Americano, Torino/Milano, Jasmine, Bitter Soda and Bitter Sweet.
Over the last few years, Moscato d’Asti has exploded in popularity. Castiglione Tinella, in the province of Cuneo, between Langhe and Monferrato Asti is ranked among the best for the production of the Muscat grape variety. Redento Dogliotti founded the company in the 1940s, selling grapes from their vineyards to big industries producing Moscato d’Asti, a very common practice in those days. Then came a huge leap for the Dogliotti family.

In the late 1970s, the son Romano Dogliotti began to invent his own Moscato, bottling and selling it. This time as Moscato d’Asti La Caudrina DOCG. A Moscato of new quality was born. They were one of the first independent producers of Moscato d’Asti. La Caudrina was and still is today a producer of essential wine, clean and simple as it should be. This has resulted in a credibility not only for the Dogliotti family but for an appellation.

WINERY AWARDS

“2 Star Winery”
by Doctorwine – Daniele Cernilli

ITLC0002-18
Moscato d’Asti La Caudrina DOCG 2018 (Screwcap) $ 37.00
Grape Variety: 100% Moscato
The appearance is straw yellow with an elegant sparkle. The aromas are floral, apricot, hint of lychees. The taste is apricot, sweat with nice acidity. Long finish. Pair this wine with fruit pastry, desserts with fruit, ices, pastry.

ITLC0004-14
Barbera Piemonte La Guerriera Vivace DOC 2014 $ 39.00
Grape Variety: 100% Barbera
Ruby garnet-red, with purplish hints. Intense flower aroma, suggesting rose and small brushwood fruits. Full, harmonic and warm, with a pleasant, savoury finish.

ITLC0004-17
Barbera Piemonte La Guerriera Vivace DOC 2017 $ 42.00
Grape Variety: 100% Barbera
Ruby red with violet reflections of good intensity, fruity with notes of violet and small red fruits. In the mouth the wine is lively, pleasantly acidulous, soft and with a good persistence. Typical wine for all meals, it goes well with starters and first courses and second courses, excellent with traditional bagna cauda.
Our main objective is to preserve the quality of our grapes, exalting the delicacy and elegance of Roero’s soils, rich in sand and mineral elements.

The wine-making procedure mirrors our progress in understanding and interpreting every single vineyard, such as the harvesting moment, temperatures and days of maceration, wood type and dimensions, different materials for the refining of the wine and alternative closure systems.

The screw cap has been adopted by Correggia farm since 2008, after Luca's honeymoon to Australia. Here Luca tasted different wines from Australia and New Zealand sealed with this closure system so different from our culture but extremely effective. It is not just for simple wines with a rapid turnover, but also for more complex wines.

The experimentation with our production method started in 2009 and was gradually applied to the bottling process. 2011 saw the purchase of a screw capping machine and the release of the first 5000 official bottles.

2012 was a pivotal year with a change in the DOCG wine production regulations and the authorization to use the screw cap also for Roero wines.

WINERY AWARDS

“1 Star Winery”
by Gambero Rosso

“Company of the Year 2014”
By Guide to the best wines of Italy – d’Agata Comparini

---

**ITMA0001-18**

**Roero Arneis DOCG 2018 (Screwcap)**

Grape Variety: 100% Arneis

Light, fine straw yellow with green reflections. Aromas of white fruits and bitter almonds and beautiful floral notes. In the mouth, it presents itself elegantly with fresh acidity, on the finish hints of pear, banana and melon.

---

**ITMA0002-16**

**Roero DOCG 2016 (Screwcap)**

Grape Variety: 100% Nebbiolo

Drinking this wine means being thrown at once in the sandy Roero hills, where the sun meets Nebbiolo's vineyards and silent woods. Roero is a preparatory wine, a classic and typical wine produced with attention and care. It has a noble and sincere character. Its scent reminds me of violets and spring flowers like the sensation of a breathless run in flowering fields in our childhood. Its taste is a charming dance between the full character of Nebbiolo and the delicate elegance typical of the Roero territory. Intense and pleasant on the palate, it has a fine, clear and tannic structure that leaves long-lasting emotions behind it.

---

Effective March 2020
La Val Dei Preti Roero DOCG 2015 $ 69.00

Grape Variety: Nebbiolo 100%
The soil, the age of the vineyard and the microclimate contribute to the elegant character of this wine, which particularly suits the Roero style. This is a silky and mineral wine in which freshness harmonically meets a solid structure which will last for many years. The Roero and Val de Preti areas guide wine lovers in a journey full of surprises: at first they will meet the hard side of its tannins, which particularly hits the palate of those who are not used to the variety and taste of “Piedmont’s king”. After some degustation this initial impression is replaced by other interesting sensations turning into curiosity and full love. Yield to its sensations and fall in love with it.

4 Viti – AIS
★★★★ - Vini Buoni d’Italia
★★★ – Gambero Rosso Guide

Ròche d’Ampsèj Roero Riserva DOCG 2006 $ 122.00

Grape Variety: Nebbiolo 100%
This wine reminds me of the possibility to dream, to go beyond appearance and to foresee what the future can bring. When I first saw the vineyard it was unrecognisable, abandoned, wild; it had been neglected for year even decades. But then I saw it through Matteo’s eyes: beautiful, thriving, fruitful and adorned by Nebbiolo’s grapes sparkling in the sunlight. That vineyard was first of all a dream of a man, it was firmly and passionately desired and now it is praised by wine lovers. I feel honoured to have seen it at its very beginning, when I had to use the eyes of my imagination. This wine perfectly matches with aged cheese and I love to drink it at the end of a meal, after dessert. A wonderful last sip that from the palate reaches the heart and guides me in my nostalgic dreams.

★★★★ – Gambero Rosso Guide

Ròche d’Ampsèj Roero Riserva DOCG 2014 $ 100.00

Grape Variety: Nebbiolo 100%
An intense ruby red wine with garnet reflections. To the nose it releases slight floral aromas of rose and cyclamen, accompanied by pleasantly fruity and spicy notes. The taste is soft and voluminous, supported by a thick tannic texture and a pulpy and persistent consistency.

★★★★ – Gambero Rosso Guide
★★★★ - Vini Buoni d’Italia
Founded in 1996 by Bruno Sartori, Roccolo Grassi is one of the new faces in Valpolicella, despite the fact that the operation has been active for more than ten years. Francesca and Marco Sartori took over the family winery and turned it upside down, making significant changes in the vineyards, wines and procedures. Their wines are respectful of local traditions, both in types produced and in the grapes they raise, while the style is sturdy and impressively multi-layered. The vineyards part trained to pergola and part to Guyot, occupy the level areas around the cellar as well as slopes in the nearby hills.

WINERY AWARDS

“1 Star Winery”
by Doctorwine – Daniele Cernilli

---

ITRG0003-15
Soave La Broia DOC 2015
$ 51.00

Grape Variety: 100% Garganena
The Soave "La Broia" by Roccolo Grassi is a white wine that has a beautiful aromatic complexity, and in the cup shows powerful and end at the same time, with a great freshness and minerality. And it’s the ultimate expression of the chalky soil and alluvial comes from, with a complexity that is derived from a fermentation timber which assures a remarkable longevity in this Soave.
91 points – Wine Spectator
🍷🍷 – Gambero Rosso Guide

---

ITRG0004-14
Valpolicella Classico Superiore DOC 2014
$ 80.00

Grape Variety: 60% Corvina, 15% Corvinone, 20% Rondinella, 5% Croatina
Its colour is a deep ruby red. The spiciness of tobacco and white pepper, the mineral notes of graphite, coffee, cherry and small red berries are noticeable on the nose. In the mouth it is fat, full-bodied, and soft. Sweet tannins, yet of great depth, are appreciable. It’s a very fine and complex wine, definitely an ambitious Valpolicella, full of character and personality, which enhances with aging in bottle.
🍷🍷 – Gambero Rosso Guide

---

ITRG0604-09
Valpolicella Classico Superiore DOC 2009 1500ml
$ 175.00

Grape Variety: 60% Corvina, 15% Corvinone, 20% Rondinella, 5% Croatina
Roccolo Grassi takes Valpolicella Superiore to the next level. While Valpolicella Superiore is mostly recognized as an easy-drinking red to wash down with pizza or pasta, this has touches of ripe fruit and exotic spice that lend extra sophistication, elegance and texture.
90 points - Wine Enthusiast
🍷🍷🍷 – Gambero Rosso Guide

---

ITRG0001-13
Amarone della Valpolicella Classico DOC 2013
$ 164.00

Grape Variety: 60% Corvina, 15% Corvinone, 20% Rondinella, 5% Croatina
Red wine robust and important, with a complex bouquet and rich with notes of cherry, plum and spice, with great structure and beautiful tannins
91 points – Wine Spectator
🍷🍷 – Gambero Rosso Guide
The Viviani Family grown on six acres of vineyard at Mazzano in Valpolicella. The vineyard (South-South East) and their altitude (350-450 m.) Provide the best environmental conditions for the cultivation of the vine. To these are added the position ventilated and low humidity that favor the drying of grapes, from which we obtain Recioto and 'Amarone. The Viviani Family is aiming to enhance its work with the characteristics of their background; anzittutto using the vineyard cultural practices that allow the vine to reach an equilibrium essential to the quality of grapes. That means a move away from synthetic products (herbicides, pesticides and chemical fertilizers) and today the farm Viviani can participate in the 2078 EC directive for environmentally friendly agriculture. Furthermore, extending this approach to practical uses of the winery, Family Viviani modern technology in relation to raw material and for the most authentic regional cuisine.

WINERY AWARDS

“1 Star Winery”
by Gambero Rosso Wine Guide 2019

“1 Star Winery”
by Doctorwine – Daniele Cernilli

ITVV0004-17
Valpolicella Classico DOC 2017
Grape Variety: a blend of grape varieties Corvina, Rondinella and Molinara
The bouquet of wine aromas intertwine cherries, plums, cherries, strawberries and violets, notes of herbs, almond shades. The taste of wine is fresh, rich, full-bodied, with notes of cherries and plums, with pleasant tannins and vanilla nuances in the rack, soft finish.

🍷🍷– Gambero Rosso Guide

ITVV0004-18
Valpolicella Classico DOC 2018
Grape Variety: a blend of grape varieties Corvina, Rondinella and Molinara
Nice pale ruby color. Aromes of raspberry, red prune and white pepper. The wine is quite young but can be drunk. The body is medium and tasting notes are white pepper, raspberry and red plums.

ITVV0006-16
Valpolicella Classico Superiore Ripasso DOC 2016
Grape Variety: 60% Corvina Veronese, 30% Rondinella and 10% Molinara
Dried raisins and tobacco. What a match. Classic valpolicella ripasso, medium body, not too long finish, good pairing for cold meat and cheese.
**Amarone della Valpolicella Classico DOCG 2015**  
**$99.00**

**Grape Variety:** 75% Corvina Veronese, 20% Rondinella and 5% Molinara  
Surprisingly light-bodied Amarone with finesse. Cherry and star anise on the nose followed by coffee and BlackBerry flavours on the palette. I drank it quite fresh, after 3-4 years of aging it will be beautiful.

**Amarone della Valpolicella Classico Casa dei Bepi DOCG 2008**  
**1500ml**  
$359.00

**Grape Variety:** 75% Corvina Veronese, 20% Rondinella and 5% Molinara  
This intriguing Amarone already shows complexity and depth. It has aromas of raisin, black fruit, graphite and spice, with a hint of leather. The palate delivers ripe but restrained plum and black cherry flavor, with soft white pepper and nutmeg notes, all supported by fresh acidity.  

*92 points - Wine Enthusiast*  
[*- Gambero Rosso Guide*]

**Amarone della Valpolicella Classico Casa dei Bepi DOCG 2012**  
**$172.00**

**Grape Variety:** 75% Corvina Veronese, 20% Rondinella and 10% Molinara  
This is one bold, sultry Amarone with a whole lot of everything: dark molten chocolate, black fruits, earth, roast coffee beans and sweet spices. Impressive balance of fruit, acidity, tannic grip. Another sexy Super Tuscan. A modern style Amarone that will get better with cellaring time. This has a bright future ahead.  

[*- Gambero Rosso Guide*]
Essere Bianco delle Venezie IGT 2018

**Grape Variety:** 30% Tocai, 30% Trebbiano di Soave, 40% Pinot Bianco

Beautiful straw yellow color. On the nose, it is fruity and fresh. Hints of stone fruit, star fruit slightly floral nuances are dominant. In the mouth, it is refreshingly slender, with an elegant structure and balance.

---

Pinot Grigio Fiorile delle Venezie IGT 2018

**Grape Variety:** 100% Pinot Grigio

A dry fruity wine. The nose reveals aromas of citrus, orange and lime peel as well as apples and pears. Very lively and juicy on the palate, which shows a great symbiosis between fruit and minerality.

---

Essere Merlot delle Venezie IGT 2017

**Grape Variety:** 100% Merlot

Wine rich ruby-red color. Generous aroma of wine charms notes of cherries, red and black berries and light spice. The wine shows a soft, pleasant taste enveloping with a good structure, flavors of black cherry and vanilla. The finish is clean and stable.

---

Essere Merlot delle Venezie IGT 2018

**Grape Variety:** 100% Merlot

This everyday wine is anything but mundane: naturally, the Cesari estate offers even starter wines of remarkable quality. Thus the Cesari Essere Merlot from the Valpolicella region is a fine taste experience. The ruby-red wine is redolent of black cherries and vanilla. On the palate, it is velvety and full-bodied, with a good structure and a fine spice. Enjoy this pure varietal Merlot with meat dishes, pasta with mushroom sauce, lasagne, ravioli or various cheeses. You’ll want to discover this high-quality and simultaneously inexpensive red wine from Italy.

---

Founded in 1936, Gerardo Cesari soon became synonymous worldwide with wines from the Verona area. Back in the early Seventies, Cesari Amarone was one of the first to reach all five continents thanks to the enthusiasm and initiative of Franco Cesari, son of the founder Gerardo, whose original vision was to produce a great Amarone, capable of competing with the best Italian and international red wines. And so began the success story of Cesari wines all over the world.

Today, Gerardo Cesari sets itself further targets: to respond to the market by producing unique, elegant, fine, balanced wines, drawing on tradition but using the latest knowledge in vineyard cultivation, using environmentally sustainable growing techniques and offering consumers the guarantees of a certified wine-making process. A constantly evolving firm that still keeps faith with its land and its origins.

Effective March 2020
**Mara Ripasso Valpolicella Superiore DOC 2013 3000ml**

**$ 239.00**

**Grape Variety:** 70-75% Corvina Veronese, 20% Rondinella and 5% Molinara

Starting off on the right foot, it is a great value buy. The wine makes a perfect introduction to those who might not be familiar with Ripasso. It shows enormous richness and intensity with tones of black fruit, prune, Maraschino cherry, mesquite and smoke. Best to pair it with barbecued pork ribs.

*Gold – Mundus Vini*

*Silver – International Wine & Spirit Competition*

---

**Mara Ripasso Valpolicella Superiore DOC 2015 1500ml**

**$ 118.00**

**Grape Variety:** 75% Corvina Veronese, 20% Rondinella and 5% Molinara

Medium ruby colour; ripe cherry, raspberry and spicy aromas with light wood notes; dry, medium to full bodied, with cherry flavours and a velvety mouthfeel and a warm finish with a touch of spice.

*91 points – James Suckling*

*Gold – Mundus Vini*

*Gold – Berliner Wine Trophy*

*Gold – Sommelier Wine Awards*

*Glass – Gambero Rosso Guide*

---

**Mara Ripasso Valpolicella Superiore DOC 2017**

**$ 54.00**

**Grape Variety:** 75% Corvina Veronese, 20% Rondinella and 5% Molinara

Already from the first olfactory examination the characteristic notes of ripe fruit, fruit preserve and cherries can be perceived. Its incredible persistence is striking: it lingers on the palate, where it opens in all its power with a warm, elegant body.

*Silver – Mundus Vini*

*Silver – International Wine & Spirit Competition*

---

**Jema Corvina Veronese IGT 2013**

**$ 66.00**

**Limited Quantity!**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Corvina

Made with partially air-dried fruit, the Cesari Jema Corvina Veronese IGT is expressive and bold. The bouquet is comprised of thick layers of fresh and dried fruit that contrast each other nicely. In the mouth, the wine is rich, penetrating and well concentrated. I could imagine a pairing with risotto colored black with squid ink.

*93 points – Wine Advocate*

*92 points - Vinitaly*

*91 points – James Suckling*

*3 Viti – AIS*

*3 Stars - Veronelli*

*Glass – Gambero Rosso Guide*
Jema Corvina Veronese IGT 2015

**Grape Variety:** 100% Corvina
Made with partially air-dried fruit, the Cesari Jema Corvina Veronese IGT is expressive and bold. The bouquet is comprised of thick layers of fresh and dried fruit that contrast each other nicely. In the mouth, the wine is rich, penetrating and well concentrated. I could imagine a pairing with risotto colored black with squid ink.

- **90 points – Decanter**
- **90 points – James Suckling**
- **Gold – Mundus Vini**
- **Silver – Decanter**

Amarone della Valpolicella Classico DOCG 2015 375ml

**Grape Variety:** 75% Corvina, 20% Rondinella and 5% Molinara
Cherry and prune aromas and jammy notes. Toasted nuances and hints of vanilla follow in this full, warm, harmonious red. A long and persistent finish is defined by bold tannins that elegantly coat the palate.

- **92 points – James Suckling**
- **90 points – Vinitaly**
- **Grand Gold – Mundus Vini**
- **Silver – Decanter**

IL Bosco Amarone della Valpolicella Classico DOCG 2012

**Grape Variety:** 80% Corvina, 20% Rondinella
Soft and elegant, very plump style showing plenty of ripe red forest fruits and spice. Nice level of tannins and very good length. Needs time.

- **94 points – Wine Advocate**
- **93 points – Wine Enthusiast**
- **92 points – James Suckling**
- **90 points- Wine Spectator**
- **3 Stars – Veronelli**
- **Gold – IWSC**
- **†† – Gambero Rosso Guide**
**Farina Montepulciano d’Abruzzo DOC 2017**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Montepulciano

Ruby red. Wet oak smell with black cherries. Smooth, soft and juicy. Fruity with some gentle spiciness - cinnamon and star anise. Tannins are well integrated. Lots of prune flavours coming through. Medium finish. Great with a pizza.

**Farina Montepulciano d’Abruzzo DOC 2018**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Montepulciano

Ruby red. Wet oak smell with black cherries. Smooth, soft and juicy. Fruity with some gentle spiciness - cinnamon and star anise. Tannins are well integrated. Lots of prune flavours coming through. Medium finish. Great with a pizza.
MASCIARELLI Tenute Agricole was established in 1981 from the entrepreneurial intuition of Gianni Masciarelli, a symbol of Italian wine and protagonist of the success of modern wine production in Abruzzo. The beating heart of the winery is in San Martino sulla Marrucina, in the province of Chieti, and includes about 300 acres of vineyards and olive groves, lying between 13 municipalities in all 4 provinces of Abruzzo.

Wine production - while also having a small production of extra virgin olive oil - now has 18 labels and five product lines: Classic Line, Gianni Masciarelli, Villa Gemma, Marina Cvetic, and Castello di Semivicoli, with an annual production of more than 2.5 million bottles.

In the constant and renewed work for innovation, but with respect for the environment and tradition, Masciarelli inaugurated, after a long restoration, Castello di Semivicoli, a seventeenth-century baronial mansion, which is now a Relais de Charme in the vineyards, a driving force of wine tourism in the area.

**WINERY AWARDS**

“2 Star Winery”
by Gambero Rosso Wine Guide 2019

“3 Star Winery”
by Doctor Wine – Daniele Cernilli

“The Bottle Winery”
by Slow Wine Guide 2017

~ LINEA CLASSIC ~

**ITMI0002-18**
Linea Classica Trebbiano D’Abruzzo DOC 2018  $ 41.00

**Grape Variety: 100% Trebbiano d' Abruzzo**

This light yellow wine has a delicate nose with notes of pear, apricot and a light tone of green herbs. The onset is round and refined and in the taste ripe fruit is pleasantly supported by soft acids. A fine wine that is versatile.

90 points – James Suckling

**ITMI0001-16**
Linea Classica Montepulciano D’Abruzzo DOC 2016  $ 42.00

**Grape Variety: 100% Montepulciano**

Deep ruby red, the nose expresses an intense and fine bouquet. Notes of cherry, currant and violet embellished with a slight hint of tobacco open to a balanced taste, tasty, well defined in every component.

86 points – Wine Spectator

**ITMI0001-17**
Linea Classica Montepulciano D’Abruzzo DOC 2017  TBA

**Grape Variety: 100% Montepulciano**

Dark ruby red. Its bouquet smells intensely of red fruits and cherry. Currant and violet can be seen in the background. On the palate it is aromatic, full-bodied, elegant and very fruity. The finale is harmonious with fine spice.
**ITMI0005-17**

**Marina Cvetic Chardonnay Colline Teatine IGT 2017**  
$82.00

**Grape Variety: 100% Chardonnay**

Impressive and pronounced notes here of lemon curd, spices, jasmine, guava peel, vanilla and cloves.

*93 points – James Suckling*

---

**ITMI0003-16**

**Marina Cvetic Montepulciano D’Abruzzo Riserva DOC 2016**  
$72.00

**Grape Variety: 100% Montepulciano**

Deep ruby-red. Pure aromas of plum, smoke, oak and sweet spices. Dense, suave and deep, offering rich, concentrated flavors of red cherry and dark plum lifted by a hint of violet. The finish is both luscious and long, and features rising, youthfully peppery, chewy tannins. Probably not the longest San Martino Rosso ever made by Cvetic, but a truly lovely red wine. Well done.

*91 points - Vinous*

---

**ITMI0004-15**

**Marina Cvetic Merlot IGT 2015**  
$74.00

**Grape Variety: 100% Merlot**

Brilliant Intense ruby red with carnet reflections. Bouquet is intense, complex, full. Aromatic ripe red fruit, blackberries, violets, cocoa.
Ruggeri is certainly one of the best known and highly regarded operations in the world, with its Valdobbiadene based activity spanning 60 years. Today, Guistino and Isabella Bisol work alongside their father Paolo in running a winery that produces over 1,000,000 bottles a year and is a reference for the entire designation. Their strength, alongside perfect cellar management, lies in their tightly consolidated ties with more than 100 growers, who supply the grapes for the entire production, under the winery’s direction.

Ruggeri owns a small vineyard of Cartizze and 20 hectares on the nearby Montello, 12 of them are cultivated with Pinot Grigio and Glera (traditionally called Prosecco). About 1 hectare is dedicated to the growing of Recantina, an ancient and authochtonous red grape variety which was recovered thanks to the hard work of cooperation with the Istituto Sperimentale Per la Viticoltura di Conegliano (School of Viticulture of Conegliano).

~ WINE AWARDS ~

“1 Star Winery”
by Gambero Rosso Guide 2019

“1 Star Winery”
by Doctorwine – Daniele Cernilli

“Sparkler of the Year”
RUGGERI - Valdobbiadene Prosecco Superiore Extra Dry Giustino B. DOCG 2015
by Gambero Rosso Guide 2017

Christie’s World Encyclopedia of Champagne & Sparkling Wine:
Ruggeri is the best Prosecco

In the prestigious World Encyclopedia of Champagne and Sparkling wine, which is published every ten years by the famous auction house Christie’s, Ruggeri has the highest rating of all the producers from Prosecco area.

In the last edition, published in December 2013, the famous journalist Tom Stevenson wrote that “the quality is remarkably high, arguably the highest in Conegliano Valdobbiadene” and that “Giustino B. stood out remarkably in our blind tasting of 190 Proseccos.”

ITRR0001-NV
Argeo Prosecco Treviso Brut DOC NV $ 36.00

Grape Variety: 100% Glera

Very pale straw yellow with greenish glints, perfect clarity with abundant, persistent, fine perlage. The fresh, elegant bouquet offers flowery sensations merging into a typically fruity harmonious complexity with intense aromas reminiscent of golden apple. Fresh, delicate, balanced on the palate and light in alcohol with a long fruity finish. Perfect as an aperitif, ideal with fish, it goes extremely well with hors-d’oeuvres and light first courses.

86 points - Wine Enthusiast
86 points – Wine Spectator
Gold - Decanter Asia Wine Awards
Valdobbiadene Prosecco Superiore Extra Dry Giall’oro DOCG NV

Grape Variety: 100% Glera
The colour is light straw – yellow tending to pale green. Its crystal clarity is laced with a persistent perlage of fine bubbles. The bouquet, although persistent and intensely fruity, is extremely delicate which brings mature golden apples and acacia flowers readily to mind. It is gently sweet and fresh on the palate and pleasantly light in alcohol, extremely smooth and well-balanced with long and fruity finish. With its great versatility, Giall’Oro can be enjoyed equally well as an aperitif or to enhance the close of a meal. Indeed, this is a wine that can brighten up any hour of the day.
88 points - Wine Enthusiast
🍷🍷🍷- Gambero Rosso Guide

Valdobbiadene Prosecco Superiore Quartese DOCG NV

Grape Variety: 100% Glera
This Prosecco is slightly greenish, brilliant and streaked with a persistent perlage of minute bubbles. The bouquet is fruity intense, yet elegant. Clear scents of golden apples come through a floral background. It is dry wine, fresh and lean, soft and rounded, with good length and a pleasantly fruity finish. Traditionally served as an aperitif, the Prosecco Brut is also ideal with fish and shellfish.
86 points - Wine Enthusiast
🍷🍷🍷- Gambero Rosso Guide

Valdobbiadene Prosecco Superiore Extra Dry Giustino B. DOCG 2017

Grape Variety: 100% Glera
Light yellow color and perlage of medium finesse. The nose is fresh in plant tones of sage and thyme, followed by acacia, fruity notes of pineapple, banana, apple, peach, fresh almond even in candy, baked pastries and mineral and balsamic nuances. A soft and fresh mouth with a good texture, creamy and well balanced, it widens further to the after-face, expressing the palette of the nose more explicitly with a nice aromatic persistence.
🍷🍷🍷- Gambero Rosso Guide

Limited Quantity!
Castello di Querceto and the lands surrounding it are places full of history and atmosphere. Once the castle rose in a strategic and defensive position like a sentinel on the “Via Cassia Imperiale”, one of the main roman roads built by the Emperor Adriano in the 123 A.C.

From 1897 the castle is property of the François family which moved to Tuscany during the XVIII century from France, as one of its members was assigned to the Granducato di Toscana. Among the members of the François family we can find very important men as the mathematician Giuseppe and the archaeologist Alessandro.

At the beginning of the last century, Carlo François bought the estate and turned it from a country residence into an agricultural farm, starting immediately to play an important part in the wine world: in the 1911 it won its first international enological prize and in 1824, it was one of the 33 founded members if the “Consorzio del Vino Chianti Classico”. In the old cellars, there are bottles dating back to the first vintages of the 20th century.

In 1978 Alessandro, Carlo’s grandson, entered in estate management starting a deep change. He began turning the farm from an individual property into a joint stock company and continued with a big program of investments concerning the agricultural and the industrial part.

~ WINE AWARDS ~

“2 star winery”
by Doctorwine – Daniele Cernilli

---

**ITQU0008-16**

Vernaccia di San Gimignano DOCG 2016

Grape Variety: 100% Vernaccia di San Gimignano
Straw yellow with golden reflexes. Delicate bouquet with fruit and floral aromas. Dry and sapid wine. First courses with white sauces, roasted or grilled fish. Fresh cheese.

**ITQU0008-18**

Vernaccia di San Gimignano DOCG 2018

Grape Variety: 100% Vernaccia di San Gimignano
Straw yellow with golden reflexes. Delicate bouquet with fruit and floral aromas. Dry and sapid wine. First courses with white sauces, roasted or grilled fish. Fresh cheese.

**ITQU0004-18**

Chianti DOCG 2018

Grape Variety: Sangiovese, Canaiolo and Trebbiano
Rustic and authentic with cranberry, red cherry, rose, black pepper, dried cranberry, smoke and cloves. Very pleasant and approachable. There is touch of earthiness.

Effective March 2020
Chianti Classico DOCG 2017

**Grape Variety:** Sangiovese 92%, Canaiolo, Colorino, Mammolo e Ciliegiolo 8%

A ripe red showing aromas of sliced strawberries, black cherries and sweet licorice. Yet, this is energetic and fresh. Full body, chewy tannins and a medium finish.

*91 points – James Suckling*

---

Chianti Classico Riserva DOCG 2013 375ml

**Grape Variety:** 95% Sangiovese, 5% Canaiolo

Deep ruby red, large, well-expressed with elegant tannins. Goes well with roasts, grilled meats and aged cheeses.

*91 points – James Suckling*

*91 points – Wine Advocate*

*90 points – Wine Spectator*

*🍷 – Gambero Rosso Guide*

---

Chianti Classico Riserva DOCG 2015

**Grape Variety:** 95% Sangiovese, 5% Canaiolo


*92 points – James Suckling*

*92 points – Wine Advocate*

*90 points – Wine Spectator*

*🍷 – Gambero Rosso Guide*

---

Chianti Classico Riserva DOCG 2016

**Grape Variety:** 95% Sangiovese, 5% Canaiolo


*90 points – Decanter*

---

Chianti Classico Gran Selezione IL Picchio DOCG 2015

**Grape Variety:** 92% Sangiovese, 8% Canaiolo

Intense ruby red, floral and chocolate aromas with elegant herbal notes. Remarkable body with lots of character and a long and persistent final.

*96 points – James Suckling*

*92 points – Wine Advocate*

*Silver – Concours Mondial Bruxelles*
**ITQU0606-11**  
**IL Querciolaia IGT 2011 1500ml**  
$227.00

**ITQU0706-11**  
**IL Querciolaia IGT 2011 3000ml**  
$425.00  
*Last 3 bottles!*

**Grape Variety: 65% Sangiovese, 35% Cabernet Sauvignon**  
A silky and structured red with blueberry and cherry character. Medium body, lightly chewy tannins, bright and a tangy finish.  
93 points – Wine Advocate  
92 points – James Suckling

---

**ITQU0705-08**  
**Cignale IGT 2008 3000ml**  
$569.00  
*Last 3 bottles!*

**Grape Variety: 90% Cabernet Sauvignon, 10% Merlot**  
Nicely balanced. Sweet floral notes and well-integrated oak lend an air of sophistication to the Cignale that isn’t always present in the Querceto wines. Raspberry jam, roses, spices and licorice are some of the notes that are woven together in this silky, refined wine.  
94 points – Vinous, Antonio Galloni  
90 points – James Suckling

---

**ITQU0605-09**  
**Cignale IGT 2009 1500ml**  
$299.00

**Grape Variety: 90% Cabernet Sauvignon, 10% Merlot**  
The 2009 Cignale shows a dark, inky color with brooding aromas of dried blackberry, crushed granite, leather and dark spice. Earthy dark flavors of black truffle and crushed pepper are tightly embedded within the wine’s firm texture. It’s approachable now but has the structure for longer aging.  
93 points – Vinous, Antonio Galloni  
92 points – James Suckling  
90 points – Wine Advocate  
90 points – Wine Spectator

---

**ITQU0005-11**  
**Cignale IGT 2011**  
$128.00  
*Limited Quantity!*

**Grape Variety: 90% Cabernet Sauvignon, 10% Merlot**  
95 points – James Suckling  
92 points – Wine Advocate  
90 points – Decanter World Wine Awards  
90 points – Wine Spectator

---

Effective March 2020
ITQU0005-12
Cignale IGT 2012

Grape Variety: 90% Cabernet Sauvignon, 10% Merlot

Very deep ruby red, elegant and well-structured. Scents of red fruits and typical notes of humus. A little balsamic note that fades into pine. In the mouth full bodied but velvety and balanced tannins.

94+ points – Wine Advocate
93 points – James Suckling

ITQU0005-13
Cignale IGT 2013

Grape Variety: 90% Cabernet Sauvignon, 10% Merlot

Made with Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot, this offers aromas of underbrush, cedar and black plum. The dense palate evokes ripe black currant, mocha and white pepper alongside firm tannins.

88 points – Wine Enthusiast
An estate this size was actually never planned. Just ten years ago, the Rivetti brothers would not have dreamt to run a Tuscan winery this important and big. But if one Domino stone gets into motion, the others fall and the movement is difficult to stop… The first stone was tipped over by Giorgio Rivetti, whose philosophy of only using indigenous varieties, made him severely criticize his Tuscan winemaking colleagues. Giorgio did not understand why in Tuscany the producers were ripping out beautiful old Sangiovese vineyards in order to make space for young Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon and Syrah.

Most wanting to serve a global taste market. Often these discussions ended in verbal fights. During one of these disagreements, one Tuscan producer challenged Giorgio by accusing him that he can just talk and criticize.

**IL Rose di Casanova IGT 2018**  
*Grape Variety: 50% Sangiovese, 50% Prugnolo Gentile*  
It has a pale pink color. The nose offers intense scents of white peach, strawberries and citrus with mineral and floral notes that are pleasently on the palate. The sip is enveloping, fresh and fragrant. Ideal with delicate appetizers, fish and white meats.

**IL Rose di Casanova IGT 2019**  
*Grape Variety: 50% Sangiovese, 50% Prugnolo Gentile*  
It has a pale pink color. The nose offers intense scents of white peach, strawberries and citrus with mineral and floral notes that are pleasently on the palate. The sip is enveloping, fresh and fragrant. Ideal with delicate appetizers, fish and white meats.

**IL Nero di Casanova Toscana Sangiovese IGT 2015**  
*Grape Variety: 100% Sangiovese*  
Intense ruby red profile of dark cherries, leather, licorice and tobacco a medium-bodied, relatively delicate frame that is typical of Sangiovese, the Il Nero shows lovely inner sweetness and perfume through to the long finish.

**Chianti Riserva DOCG 2015**  
*Grape Variety: 100% Sangiovese*  
Intense ruby color with wild flowers aroma, ripe raspberry and prunes. Full bodied, elegant, refined, rounded tannins, herbs and minerals, balanced with nice acidity. Long and velvety aftertaste.
The history of the Frescobaldi family starts over a thousand years ago and is closely connected with the history of Tuscany. At the high point of medieval Florence, the Frescobaldis spread their influence as bankers, earning the title of treasures to the English crown. A little later, with the flowering of the Renaissance, they became patrons of major works in Florence, such as the construction of the Santa Trinita bridge and the Basilica of Santo Spirito.

The family has always looked to develop and celebrate the diversity of Tuscany’s terroir. Being proud owners of some of the greatest vineyards in this region they have always sought to maintain the identity and autonomy of each property.

FRESCOBALDI represents the true diversity of Tuscany and its six estates, Nipozzano, CastelGiocondo, Pomino, Ammiraglia, Castiglioni and Remole, are all located in the most suitable areas for the production of fine wines.

The Frescobaldi name carries with it the on-going responsibility of cultivating the best of Tuscan diversity, through:

- Sustainable cultivation of the land to produce fine wines which perfectly represent and fully illustrate the diversity of our family estates.
- Communicating and promoting the culture of Tuscany and its different territories, through our Estates, our wines and specific value-enhancing projects

The estates of Castello di Nipozzano and Castello di Pomino were the first in Tuscany to receive PEFC certification (the international ‘Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification’) which guarantees sustainable management of our forests.

WINERY AWARDS

“Winery of The Year 2020”
By Gambero Rosso Wine Guide

“1 Star Winery”
by Gambero Rosso Wine Guide 2019

“Wine Family of the Year”
by the Meininger 2017

“2 star winery”
by Doctorwine – Daniele Cernilli
CASTELLO DI POMINO
(FRESCOBALDI WINERY) (certified sustainable)

Tuscany - Italy

The castle of Pomino is found in the Apennine mountains to the east of Florence set in a charming landscape of chestnut and fir trees. Its vineyards are placed at the highest altitudes in Tuscany, up to 737 metres, and enjoy a fresh and well-ventilated microclimate. Here, in 1855 grape varieties were introduced that were unusual at that time such as Chardonnay and Pinot Nero. After a century and a half, these varieties have found their ideal habitat and produce wines of extraordinary elegance, finesse and minerality. In 1983 the wines of Pomino were granted their own DOC, or controlled designation of origin.

WINERY AWARDS

“Winery of The Year 2020”
By Gambero Rosso Wine Guide

“1 Star Winery”
by Gambero Rosso Wine Guide 2019

“Wine Family of the Year”
by the Meininger 2017

“2 Star winery”
by Doctorwine – Daniele Cernilli

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITMF0010-18</th>
<th>Pomino Bianco DOC 2018</th>
<th>$48.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grape Variety:</strong> Largely Chardonnay and Pinot Bianco, with small amounts of other complementary varieties</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely elegant and delicate to behold. The bouquet is just as delicate, with gentle floral aromas that are balanced out wonderfully with fruity notes. White flowers, green apple, pear, grapefruit and the very many facets of citrus fruits combine, giving way to an extremely well-balanced nose. On the palate, it is pleasantly fresh yet soft. A long and persistent finish.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91 points – James Suckling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITMF0011-17</th>
<th>Pomino Benefizio Bianco Riserva DOC 2017</th>
<th>$87.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grape Variety:</strong> 100% Chardonnay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bright yellow color with golden reflections. The nose opens with characteristic citrus scents typical of the variety, followed by elegant spicy notes of vanilla and cinnamon. On the palate it is pleasantly fresh, with hints of white flowers and toasted accompanying towards a creamy final of white chocolate. Perfect in combination with vegetable creams and baked fish, it is recommended to accompany caviar.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91 points – James Suckling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effective March 2020
**Pomino Benefizio Bianco Riserva DOC 2018**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Chardonnay

Elegance, finesse and body are the defining elements of the Benefizio 2018. The colour is a typical pale yellow with golden reflections. Its bouquet is both delicate and persistent. The refined aromatic variety is highly impressive with its development over time. Notes of orange blossom, magnolia and gorse soon give way to citrus aromas of candied and dried fruit. Gentle spice alongside the tertiary notes produced during refinement conclude this astounding olfactory journey. Its structure is confirmed by an alcoholic note, perfectly balanced and harmonised by freshness. The finish is long and persistent.

**Vinsanto DOC 2011 375ml**

**Grape Variety:** Trebbiano, Malvasia Bianca Toscana and San Colombano

A wonderful amber/golden colour and a complex scent of dried tropical fruits, smoky wood, almonds, vanilla and gingerbread. On the palate it's smooth and not too sweet although it's a desert wine. It's got a long finish with a nice hint of pineapple and coconut.
CASTELLO DI NIPOZZANO (FRESCOBALDI WINERY) (certified sustainable) Tuscany - Italy

The ancient defensive stronghold of Florence from the year 1000, the castle of Nipozzano is the most celebrated and historic property of the Frescobaldi family. According to popular belief Nipozzano means “without a well” - testimony to the area's lack of water and ideal circumstances for the cultivation of grapevines. The first documentation about the renowned wines of Nipozzano dates from the Renaissance when great artists such as Donatello and Michelozzo Michelozzi regularly purchased wine from the estate. A unique feature of the territory is attributed to the foresight of an ancestor of the Frescobaldi family who, in 1855 invested 1,000 florins to begin the cultivation of varieties previously unknown in Tuscany such as Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot. After more than a century of patient care, these magnificent vines produce the great wine of the estate, Mormoreto.

The castle of Nipozzano and the winery are found east of Florence in the heart of the prestigious territory of Chianti Rufina on the mountainous side that overlooks the valley of the river Arno. Thanks to the perfect balance of altitude, soil and a cool, ventilated microclimate, the varietes enjoy ideal conditions for perfect growth, and produce wines of harmonious character and great longevity. The vineyard of Mormoreto is the best example of the exclusive marriage of nature and the work of man, an extraordinary terroir where the breezes that sweep across the vines create a ‘murmur’ among the leaves, a characteristic that inspired the name of the vineyard and of the wine.

WINERY AWARDS

“Winery of The Year 2020”
By Gambero Rosso Wine Guide

“1 Star Winery”
by Gambero Rosso Wine Guide 2019

“Wine Family of the Year”
by the Meininger 2017

“2 Star winery”
by Doctorwine – Daniele Cernilli

ITMF0601-14
Chianti Rufina Riserva DOCG 2014 1500ml $ 128.00

Grape Variety: Sangiovese and complementary grapes (Malvasia nera, Colorino, Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon)

Brilliant, clear scarlet red. The nose is complex and intense with prevalent flower and mixed berry scents of raspberry, blackberry and blueberry followed by spiced and toasted notes of tea, nutmeg and coffee. In the mouth the wine is warm, soft and quite fresh. Elegant and enveloping, with fine tannins that are well balanced in the wine’s structure and a long and persistent finish.

90 points – James Suckling
Gold – Mundus Vini
★ ★ – Gambero Rosso Guide
Nipozzano 2015 is an intense ruby red color. The nose is a pleasant combination of the clear notes of red berries and the slightly toasted coffee that together give complexity to the wine and then leave room for a fresh spice finish. The palate is rich, characterized by the elegant density of the fruit and by the final mineral freshness that make it balanced and persistent.

94 points – Doctorwine
93 points – James Suckling
92 points – Wine Advocate

Nipozzano 2016 boasts the characteristics of this superb vintage with strength and finesse. Its intense ruby red colour gives it a bold and elegant character. Red berries and notes of ripe citrus fruit give way to a delicately fruity nose, followed by elegant notes of violet. This is all completed with a slight spiciness. The palate expresses itself with an intriguing, harmonious complexity. Nipozzano 2016 is dense and persistent.

92 points – James Suckling

Nipozzano Vecchie Viti 2013 is an intense ruby red that introduces a bouquet of floral bergamot and orange balanced with spiced scents of coffee powder and jasmine tea. When tasted, it is balanced, complex, fresh and persistent. The tannins blend well with the body resulting in a wine that is silky and harmonious. The wine’s acidic component is noteworthy and joins elegantly with the alcoholic content. Raspberries and a light liquorice note joined by juniper berries leave a distinctive finish. It easily brings out the best qualities in the classic Tuscan ribollita soup, pappardelle in wild boar sauce, and meat-filled cannelloni; it is outstanding with baked meats and roasts.

93 points – James Suckling
92 points – Wine Advocate
91 points – Wine Enthusiast
Gold – Mundus Vini
三星– Gambero Rosso Guide
ITMF0002-15
Chianti Riserva Vecchie Viti DOCG 2015  $ 70.00

Grape Variety: **Sangiovese and complementary varieties (Malvasia nera, Colorino, Canaiolo)**

Nipozzano Vecchie Viti 2015 has an intense ruby-red colour; the nose is enveloping with dark berry aromas sustained by the sweetness of vanilla and accompanied by pleasant toasted cocoa notes. The richness of the fruit, already detected on the nose, is confirmed in the mouth to be complex and persistent, with notes of blackberry and gooseberry. The well-balanced tannins give a soft result, elegantly incorporating themselves into the wine’s intriguing structure.

94 points – James Suckling
93 points – Wine Advocate
Gold – Mundus Vini

† † † – Gambero Rosso Guide

ITMF0002-16
Chianti Riserva Vecchie Viti DOCG 2016  TBA

Grape Variety: **Sangiovese and complementary varieties (Malvasia nera, Colorino, Canaiolo)**

The perfect expression of a great vintage. It is characterised by an intense and brilliant ruby red colour. On the nose, floral and fruity notes are perfectly integrated with spiciness. Dog-rose and violet stand out above all, and are balanced with hints of small red berries. A persistent balsamic quality and an elegant toasting complete the olfactory notes. On the palate, it has a silky, fine tannic texture. The acidic component is perfectly balanced with the alcohol component. The finish is long and persistent.

94 points – James Suckling

† † † – Gambero Rosso Guide

ITMF0016-15
Montesodi Toscana IGT 2015  $ 94.00

Grape Variety: **Sangiovese**

Ruby red, with garnet reflections. It is intense, fresh, mineral, with citrus scents, cherry blossoms, violet. On the palate persistent, mineral, with a toasted and silky tannin. Note of sour cherries in the spirit, hints of candied citron and blood orange. Hints of coffee powder, fruity notes of white stone drupaceous.

93 points – James Suckling
90 points – Wine Enthusiast
4 Viti – Vitae

† † † † – Gambero Rosso Guide

ITMF0003-97
Mormoreto Toscana IGT 1997  TBA

Grape Variety: **85% Cabernet Sauvignon, 15% Cabernet Franc**

Big, soft and rich. Loads of crushed berry, blackberry and cherry aromas follow through to a medium-bodied palate with soft tannins and a light dried herb finish.

90 points – Wine Spectator
88 points – Stephen Tanzer

† † † † – Gambero Rosso Guide

CASTELLO DI NIPOZZANO (FRESCOBALDI WINERY) (certified sustainable)  Tuscany - Italy

Effective March 2020
Mormoreto Toscana IGT 2004

Grape Variety: 60% Cabernet Sauvignon, 25% Merlot, 12% Cabernet Franc, 3% Petit Verdot
A striking purple, dense but brilliant, greets the eye. On the nose, emphatic spice aromas, predominantly cinnamon and clove, emerge immediately, with bright redcurrant adding to the complexity and subtle notes of toasty oak further enriching the broad spectrums of aromatics. A smooth fabric of dense tannins immediately impresses on the palate, and as Mormoreto steadily expands, a firm acidity nicely complements a body that is solid but not over-powerful. Clean, well-delineated aromas are again delightful on the finish, which is quite lengthy. Terrific partner with any long-cooked meat dish, such as marinades, pot roasts, and stews. Delicious with aged cheeses.
94 points – Wine Spectator
93 points – Wine Enthusiast

Mormoreto Toscana IGT 2005

Grape Variety: 60% Cabernet Sauvignon, 25% Merlot, 12% Cabernet Franc, 3 Petit Verdot
Deep ruby red. The nose releases emphatic fruit, particularly redcurrant and dried plum with appealing, clean-edged scents of spices, enriched by a combination of green pepper and cinnamon with pungent eucalyptus and thyme. One the palate, it has silky tannins and a long finish of chocolate, berry and well integrated oak. A memorable Mormoreto.
92 points – Wine Spectator
91 points - Veronelli
🍷🍷🍷– Gambero Rosso Guide
4 Grappoli – Ais Duemilavini

Mormoreto Toscana IGT 2007

Grape Variety: 60% Cabernet Sauvignon, 25% Merlot, 12% Cabernet Franc, 3% Petit Verdot
A deep ruby, almost opaque in its concentration. The nose is ultra-complex, delivering inebriating draughts of wild blackberry, raspberry, redcurrant, and dried plum, dates, and wild red berry fruit, delicately lifted by floral impressions of sweetbriar and violets. Gradually emerging to deepen the rich bouquet even further are spicier and mances of vanilla, cocoa powder, tobacco leaf, and roast espresso bean, which act as a delicious foil to pungent notes of balsam and chlorophyll. A persistent freshness complements a suite of silky tannins, and both contribute to a palate that is notable for its warmth and roundedness. A finely-balanced, leisurely progression culminates in a lengthy, subtly-aromatic finish.
92 points – Stephen Tanzer
90 points – Wine Spectator
Silver Medal Best in Class – International Wines & Spirits Competitions
Tre Stelle - Veronelli
Grape Variety: 60% Cabernet Sauvignon, 25% Merlot, 12% Cabernet Franc, 3% Petit Verdot

The 2008 vintage of Mormoreto shows a luminous ruby red, deep near-opaque, with purplish highlights at the rim. The nose, characteristically heady and insistent, opens to emphatic impressions of wild red berry fruit and spice, initially a complex mosaic of wild blackberry, blueberry, and dark cherry, plus dried plum and dates, further enriched with subtle notes of sweet violets and sweetbriar. These aromas are lifted by spicier notes of vanilla, cocoa powder, and roast espresso, interleaved with pungent nuances of balsam and chlorophyll. Fine-grained, silky tannins, already well inserted into the structure, contribute to the ultra-smooth mouth feel and overall sensation of warmth, while its vibrant acidity adds to the exquisite balance of all of its components. The almost-endless finish is laced with tasty, aromatic fruit.

95 points – James Suckling
94 points – Stephen Tanzer
90 points – Wine Spectator

Mormoreto Toscana IGT 2009

Grape Variety: 60% Cabernet Sauvignon, 25% Merlot, 12% Cabernet Franc, 3% Petit Verdot

Mormoreto 2009 is an intense purple red with violet undertones. The nose opens with hints of iodine, black currants and cherry jam, interwoven with complex spices like vanilla, cinnamon and jumper joined by notes of almond. Mild sensations of eucalyptus then dried rose. Important tannins but silken. At the finish, Mormoreto is balanced, intense long and persistent.

94 points – James Suckling
93 points – Wine Spectator
93 points - Veronelli

Mormoreto Toscana IGT 2010

Grape Variety: 60% Cabernet Sauvignon, 25% Merlot, 12% Cabernet Franc, 3% Petit Verdot

Mormoreto 2010 appears a near-opaque ruby, then opens to a fruit-rich nose laden with sweet dark cherry and raspberry, followed by fragrant impressions of Avola almond and mints, and with a tasty edge of sea-salt, elegantly threaded into this aromatic complex are notes of truffles, black liquorice, and ginger, crowned with darker nuances of chocolate and tar. The mouth boasts an ultra-dense mouthfeel and velvety texture, with a majestic suite of tannins that receive superb support from a full-bodied, spacious structure. Terrific partner with any long-cooked meat dish, such as marinades, pot roasts, and stews. Delicious with aged cheeses.

93 points – James Suckling
91 points – Wine Advocate
90 points – Wine Spectator
**CASTELLO DI NIPOZZANO (FRESCOBALDI WINERY) (certified sustainable)**

**Tuscany - Italy**

**ITMF0003-12**

* Mormoreto Toscana IGT 2012  
  **$ 142.00**

* Mormoreto Toscana IGT 2012 1500ml  
  **Limited Quantity! $ 325.00**

**Grape Variety:** Largely Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc, and Merlot, with a touch of Petit Verdot

Mormoreto 2012 appears an opaque, deep ruby red. A rich, complex nose boasts well-ripened wild berries, such as blackberry and raspberry, baker’s cocoa powder and cocoa butter, roasted expresso bean, subtle notes of vanilla and cinnamon, and hints of clove, jasmine, and grey tea leaves. On the palate, it is smooth and well-rounded, echoing the aromas encountered on the nose but with a more pronounced influence of bitter chocolate, crisp raspberry, single-malt whisky, and vanilla tobacco. Terrific partner with any long-cooked meat dish such as marinades, pot roasts, and stews. Delicious with aged cheeses.

93 points – James Suckling  
93 Points – Wine Spectator

**ITMF0603-13**

* Mormoreto Toscana IGT 2013 1500ml  
  **$ 338.00**

**Grape Variety:** Largely Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc, and Sangiovese, with a touch of Petit Verdot

The wine presents itself with an impenetrably intense ruby colour and a complex nose: red fruits such as blackberry and raspberry meet the balanced floral notes of bergamot and the spiced ones of bitter cocoa, cocoa butter, roasted coffee bean, light vanilla, cloves, jasmine and grey tea. In the mouth the wine is fresh, complex, persistent and balanced. The tannins blend well with the body resulting in a wine that is velvety to the palate. The acidic component is noteworthy and joins elegantly with the alcoholic content. Notes of mixed berries, black and raspberry, and a light liquorish note accompany a peaty whisky, tobacco and vanilla finish.

94 points – James Suckling  
91 points – Wine Advocate  
90 points – Wine Enthusiast

**ITMF0003-15**

* Mormoreto Toscana IGT 2015  
  **$ 152.00**

* Mormoreto Toscana IGT 2015 1500ml  
  **$ 338.00**

**Grape Variety:** Largely Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc, and Sangiovese, with a touch of Petit Verdot

Mormoreto 2015 presents itself with an impenetrably intense ruby colour and a complex nose: red fruits such as blueberry and raspberry are followed by a balanced bouquet of black jasmine tea and toasted coffee bean with a light touch of vanilla. In the mouth the wine is fresh, complex, persistent and balanced. The tannins blend well with the body resulting in a wine that is velvety to the palate. The acidic component is noteworthy and joins elegantly with the alcoholic content. Tasted January 2018.

95 points – James Suckling  
94 points – Doctor Wine  
92 points – Wine Spectator  
91 points- Wine Enthusiast

🍷🍷 – Gambero Rosso Guide

Effective March 2020
ITMF2101-14
Chianti Rufina Riserva DOCG 2014
(150 years anniversary limited edition - 750ml x3)

Grape Variety: Sangiovese and complementary grapes (Malvasia nera, Colorino, Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon)
Brilliant, clear scarlet red. The nose is complex and intense with prevalent flower and mixed berry scents of raspberry, blackberry and blueberry followed by spiced and toasted notes of tea, nutmeg and coffee. In the mouth the wine is warm, soft and quite fresh. Elegant and enveloping, with fine tannins that are well balanced in the wine’s structure and a long and persistent finish.
90 points – James Suckling
🍷🍷– Gambero Rosso Guide

$ 218.00
Limited Quantity!

ITMF2015-MIX
Chianti Riserva Vecchie Viti DOCG 2012 + Chianti Rufina Riserva DOCG 2011 + 4 Wine Glasses (in Wooden Box)

$ 165.00
Last 3 sets!
Remole took the name of this historic house, located at Sieci, east of Florence, where family memories intersect with great historical events. The Remole Fulling Mills built along the River Arno belonging to the forbears of the Frescobaldis, they were important workshops, amongst the biggest in Tuscany.

Villa di Remole, in the heart of Tuscany, is the cradle of 700 years of history and tradition of the Frescobaldi family. Remole is an intense wine, soft and fruity, that will captivate and delight you. Particularly suited for full flavoured first courses, charcuterie and red meat.

**WINERY AWARDS**

"Winery of The Year 2020"
*By Gambero Rosso Wine Guide*

"1 Star Winery"
*by Gambero Rosso Wine Guide 2019*

"Wine Family of the Year"
*by the Meininger 2017*

---

**ITMF0014-18**
Pian di Remole Bianco Toscana IGT 2018

**Grape Variety: Vermentino and Trebbiano**

Straw colour with golden highlights. The nose reveals clear exotic notes such as pineapple and apple, accompanied by floral scents of hawthorn and acacia. It closes with a delicate hint of honey. In the mouth it is fresh and well-rounded.

$ 37.00

---

**ITMF0013-17**
Pian di Remole Rosso Toscana IGT 2017

**Grape Variety: Mostly Sangiovese with a small percentage of Cabernet Sauvignon**

Pian di Remole Rosso 2017 has a bright violet-red colour. The nose opens up with intense fruity notes of blackberry and black cherry, followed by the spiced scent of black pepper and balsamic sage and eucalyptus. A fresh, yet pleasantly soft and therefore balanced wine with good persistence in the finish.

$ 38.00
Property of the family since the 11th century, Castiglioni is the point of origin of wine production for the Frescobaldi. Documentation indicates that wines were being produced here as early as 1300. The estate extends along the ancient Via di Castiglioni, built by the Romans to unify northern Tuscany and Rome. The area was already famous in those times for the quality of its agricultural harvests and was for centuries at the center of heavy trade traffic and chosen as the site for luxury Roman villas. The coat of arms of the Frescobaldi family, with the crown, the shield and three fortresses, represents Castiglioni as well, in remembrance and recognition of the 700 years of wine-making history which began here at this very estate.

Castiglioni is placed among the hills to the southwest of Florence in Val di Pesa. The fertile and varied soils are composed of both rock and clay, ideal conditions for the cultivation of the elegant Sangiovese, as well as for the robust and vivacious Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Cabernet Franc. All of the vineyards on the estate enjoy a warm and dry microclimate with afternoon breezes that arrive from the Tyrrhenian Sea. Here the grapes mature more rapidly and completely giving the wines notes of intense fruitiness, a marked smoothness and a refined structure.

WINERY AWARDS

“Winery of The Year 2020”
By Gambero Rosso Wine Guide

“1 Star Winery”
by Gambero Rosso Wine Guide 2019

“Wine Family of the Year”
by the Meininger 2017

Grape Variety: Sangiovese and small quantities of Merlot
Chianti Castiglioni 2018 features a beautiful ruby-red colour with elegant purple hues. Delightful fruity notes immediately emerge on the nose: cherry, blackcurrant and raspberry. Floral and fragrant notes such as violet make an appearance later on. On the palate, Chianti Castiglioni is lively, soft and enveloping. The finish is long and persistent, with the after-taste confirming the fruity aromas previously detected on the nose.

Grape Variety: 50% Cabernet Sauvignon, 30% Merlot, 10% Cabernet Franc, 10% Sangiovese
Rich, intense with impenetrable purple ruby colour, inviting to the nose with notes of cassis, dark cherry and some liquorice. It is very flexible in approach and history, fine-grained tannins with a sweet core to build layer upon layer. Finishes with good pressure in the aftertaste of liquorice.

91 points – Wine Spectator
Tenuta Frescobaldi di Castiglioni IGT 2006

**Grape Variety:** 50% Cabernet Sauvignon, 30% Merlot, 10% Cabernet Franc, 10% Sangiovese

The 2006 Tenuta di Castiglioni is a plump, juicy wine offers notable harmony in a soft, fruit-driven style with perfumed blackberry and mineral aromas. Medium- to full-bodied, with fine tannins and a berry, milk chocolate and cedar aftertaste. A bit lean now, but polished and pretty.

90 points – Wine Spectator  
89 points – Wine Advocate  
89 points – Vinous, Antonio Galloni

Tenuta Frescobaldi di Castiglioni IGT 2007 3000ml

**Grape Variety:** 50% Cabernet Sauvignon, 30% Merlot, 10% Cabernet Franc, 10% Sangiovese

The eye is first impressed by a dense, violet-flecked purple red, and the nose is no less complex, releasing clean-edged impressions of dark cherry, wild strawberries, and raspberries, attractively complemented by spicy nuances of roasted expresso bean, cocoa, baker’s chocolate, and vanilla. The palate shows alcoholic warmth, silky texture, and remarkable depth, with a mouth-filling suite of fine-grained tannins. The lengthy finish is subtly aromatic, with tasty notes of fruit in evidence. Pairs well with roasted or sautéed beef, roast of pork, as well as full-flavoured cheeses.

93 points – Wine Spectator  
91 points – Luca Maroni  
90 points – Wine Advocate

Tenuta Frescobaldi di Castiglioni IGT 2013 3000ml

**Grape Variety:** Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Cabernet Franc, Sangiovese

Tenuta Frescobaldi di Castiglioni 2013 is an intense purple colour, with marked aromas of ripe red fruit which give way to notes of black pepper and chocolate. A rich and satisfying structure, matched by a pleasant freshness and good persistence on the palate.

90 points – James Suckling  
90 points – Wine Spectator  
🍷🍷 – Gambero Rosso Guide

Tenuta Frescobaldi di Castiglioni IGT 2015 1500ml

**Grape Variety:** Prevalently Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot with a small amount of Cabernet Franc and Sangiovese

The wine is an intense ruby red with light scarlet highlights. The bouquet is sweet and fruity with scents of blueberry, cherry, currant and Californian plum accompanied by an underlying hint of toasted and spiced aromas. In the mouth the wine generous, soft and rounded. The intense notes of ripe fruit are evident on the palate and open up a long and harmonious finish characterised by an elegant and pleasant freshness.

91 points – James Suckling  
Silver – Mundus Vini  
🍷🍷 – Gambero Rosso Guide
**Tenuta Frescobaldi di Castiglioni IGT 2016**

Grape Variety: Predominantly Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot, with small quantities of Cabernet Franc and Sangiovese

The color is a very intense and deep ruby red. The bouquet is intriguing and varied and combines aromas of blackcurrant and cherry with spicy hints of black pepper and vanilla. The mouthfeel is full-bodied and enveloping, characterized by elegant toasted notes that create an intense and harmonious finish.

91 points – James Suckling
91 points – Wine Advocate
Silver – Mundus Vini

**Giramonte Toscana IGT 2011**

Grape Variety: Merlot and Sangiovese

The wine appears a dense ruby with subtle purplish highlights. The nose immediately surprises with its forcefulness and multi-layered complexity. Fragrant impressions of blueberry, sour cherry, and wild blackberry meld together with intriguing notes of roasted hazelnut, cocoa powder, and espresso. In the mouth, it is full-volumed and velvet-textured, with a graceful suite of tannins that craft a truly elegant structure. The finish, long-lingering and impressively well-proportioned, is laden with pungent impressions of toastiness and roasting espresso bean. Ideal with all roasts, grills, and barbecues, and with sautéed fillets of beef, but try it with delicate cheeses as well.

93 points – James Suckling

**Giramonte Toscana IGT 2012**

Grape Variety: Merlot and Sangiovese

Colour of a clear, bright ruby with slight purple shades. The ample bouquet combines intense fruity aromas of blueberry and black cherry with discreet spicy notes of black pepper and anise. Intriguing hints of toasted hazelnut and coffee endow this wine with a unique complexity. Soft, voluminous and captivating, in the mouth it develops its full potency thanks to a dense tannin structure. The finale is sharp and persistent.

95 points – James Suckling
The Perano estate is located in the heart of Chianti classico in Gaiole and enjoys exceptional climate and soil. The vineyards are located 500 meters above sea level, well above the altitude common for red variety grapes, especially Sangiovese with its late maturation phase.

Steep, vertical development and ideal ventilation. A natural amphitheatre to capture the sunlight. High altitude, 500 meters above sea level. Ideal soil conditions: highly draining and rich in stone. A dedicated winery, a magical place for the ageing of wines.

WINERY AWARDS

“Winery of The Year 2020”
By Gambero Rosso Wine Guide

“1 Star Winery”
by Gambero Rosso Wine Guide 2019

“Wine Family of the Year”
by the Meininger 2017

---

**ITMF0020-15**

Chianti Classico Riserva DOCG 2015  
$ 82.00

Grape Variety: **Sangiovese and small amount of Merlot**

Tenuta Perano 2015 is a brilliant purple wine with a floral nose dominated by violet and rosehip aromas. Blackcurrant fruity notes lead into marked spiced highlights of black pepper and nutmeg followed by underbrush and humus. The wine is fresh, complex and rich to the palate. The tannin structure is rich and dense as appropriate for the most authentic Sangiovese. The finish is persistent, harmonious and bequeaths pleasant memories of noble tobacco.

94 points – James Suckling
🌟🌟🌟 Gambero Rosso Guide
Silver – Decanter
Silver – Mundus Vini

**ITMF0021-15**

Rialzi Chianti Classico Gran Selezione DOCG 2015  
$ 108.00

Grape Variety: **Sangiovese**

A wine that expresses all the bold character of a Sangiovese cultivated on drained soils. Its rich yet clear ruby-red colour, with garnet nuances, conveys its body immediately, which is reinforced by its complex bouquet. On the nose, the predominant scents of fruit, such as black currant and blueberry, and of spicy notes of black pepper give way to tertiary toasted notes of coffee bean and tobacco.

95 points – James Suckling
94 points – Wine Enthusiast
🌟🌟🌟 Gambero Rosso Guide
The estate of CastelGiocondo, is located in the southwest of Montalcino, an ideal terroir for Sangiovese and for the great wines that are produced here. The vineyards are found at the perfect altitude between 300 and 400 metres with well-drained soils and sunny, favourable southwest exposure. In the vineyards extreme care is given to the vines. High density and low production make a great Brunello of elegant texture and marvellous longevity.

WINERY AWARDS

“Winery of The Year 2020”
By Gambero Rosso Wine Guide

“1 Star Winery”
by Gambero Rosso Wine Guide 2019

“Wine Family of the Year”
by the Meininger 2017

---

**ITMF0009-16**
Campino Al Sassi Rosso di Montalcino DOC 2016 $ 59.00

**Grape Variety: 100% Sangiovese**
A brilliant ruby-red colour. On the nose, the wine presents violet and small, red fruit notes enriched by a delicate white pepper nuance. In the mouth, elegant tannins balanced by a crisp acidic note ensure drinkability. The finish is long and persistent with a distinctive aftertaste that is both fruity and floral.

91 points – James Suckling

†– Gambero Rosso Guide

---

**ITMF0017-14**
Campone Brunello di Montalcino DOCG 2014 $ 88.00

**Grape Variety: 100% Sangiovese**
Dark red, medium/full body, sharp nose that smoothens over time. High complexity with various red fruits and blackberries. Bark, leather and mixed spices. Still high on tannins. Feels quite young still and require long breathing to fully develop. Very nice long aftertaste.

---

**ITMF0207-12**
Brunello di Montalcino DOCG 2012 375ml $ 62.00

**Grape Variety: 100% Sangiovese**
An intense ruby red in colour, the wine expresses itself through clearly defined aromas of raspberry and pomegranate, which are further enriched by elegant floral notes. In the mouth, the CastelGiocondo Brunello 2012 is harmonious and well-defined wine with elegant tannins and a sapid and mineral persistence.

93 points – International Wine Report

93 points – James Suckling

92 points – Wine Advocate
Brunello di Montalcino DOCG 2013 375ml

Grape Variety: 100% Sangiovese
An intense ruby red color. The nose is expressed with clean aromas of raspberry and red fruits enriched with elegant notes of violet. In the mouth enveloping and harmonious is articulated with an elegant tannins and a long, savory and mineral sensation.

96 points – Wine Enthusiast
95 points – James Suckling
93 points – Wine Spectator
91 points - Decanter

Gold – Gambero Rosso Guide

Limited Quantity!

Grape Variety: 100% Sangiovese
Bright, rich ruby-red hue. On the nose, fruity notes dominate, ranging from raspberry to blackcurrant, with vague hints of blueberry. Elegant floral notes then emerge, offering striking and surprising scents of violet. Spicy tertiary notes are then released, due to the lengthy ageing process. Cinnamon, pepper and leather combine in an experience of extreme elegance, finishing on a balsamic note. The wine envelops the mouth completely and impresses with its balance, its dense tannic texture and its minerality, as well as its long, persistent finish.

92 points – James Suckling
90 points – Wine Spectator
Silver - Decanter

Grape Variety: 100% Sangiovese
It is a wine with a lively and bright ruby red color, enriched with vermilion reflections. The nose opens with hints of berries, among which the blackberry stands out, enriched with floral notes of violet, which then leave room for spicy nuances of black pepper and cardamom, juniper balsamic and empireumatic of coffee and toasted hazelnut . In the mouth it reveals a dense and elegant tannic texture and a full body. The finish is very long and warm, with a spicy component that stands out on the intense fruity notes. Perfect to accompany red and braised meats, it is ideal in combination with aged cheeses.
**ITMF0008-06**

**Brunello di Montalcino Riserva Ripe Al Convento DOCG 2006**  
TBA  
**Limited Quantity!**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Sangiovese

Great multi-layered aromas of wild blackberry, red currant and sour cherry, closely followed by floral notes of sweet violets and spicy characters of black pepper, clove and tobacco leaf. Cocoa, roasted espresso bean, vanilla and a slight mineral character add to the complexity of the nose. The palate exhibits a velvety mouthfeel, bright, crisp flavors, and noticeable tannins, with all of the components in fine balance. Fruit-driven flavors dominate the long finish.

95 points – James Suckling  
94 points – Wine Enthusiast

---

**ITMF0008-12**

**Brunello di Montalcino Riserva Ripe Al Convento DOCG 2012**  
$ 229.00

**Grape Variety:** 100% Sangiovese

Intense and brilliant ruby red in colour, the wine is complex and intense on the nose: aromatic expression is of alternating notes of red and black fruits, damson and blackcurrant, before giving way to mineral notes of spice and incense. On the palate Ripe al Convento is opulent, enveloping, harmonious and rich with elegant tannins balanced by excellent flavour and acidity. The finish is persistent, lingering and aromatic.

95 points – James Suckling  
95 points – Doctor Wine  
92 points – Wine Spectator  
🍷 – Gambero Rosso Guide

---

**ITMF0015-14**

**Lamaione Toscana IGT 2014**  
$ 137.00

**Grape Variety:** 100% Merlot

An intense ruby red colour, with scents of red and black fruits. Black cherry, cherry, raspberry and blackcurrant, combined with spicy vanilla and black pepper notes, make up a decidedly full and complex bouquet. The taste is extremely elegant and balanced. A fresh, character-filled attack, well integrated with soft, smooth tannins, leaves a vibrant, persistent finish.

5 Grappoli – Bidenda
In the heart of the Maremma is the Tenuta Ammiraglia Estate. Its vineyards draw an evocative geometry on the hills, skimming the nearby Tyrrenian coast. The cellar built by the architect Piero Sartogo is today considered a temple of design, in perfect symbiosis with the natural beauty that surrounds it.

WINERY AWARDS

“Winery of The Year 2020”  
By Gambero Rosso Wine Guide

“1 Star Winery”  
by Gambero Rosso Wine Guide 2019

“Wine Family of the Year”  
by the Meininger 2017

ITMF0018-18

Alie Rose Toscana IGT 2018  
$ 51.00

Grape Variety: Syrah, with a touch of Vermentino

Alie 2018 stands out for its extreme sensuality. Its pale pink colour with peach nuances immediately expresses its intriguing personality. The sharp and unmistakable bouquet floods the senses with intoxicating Mediterranean aromas that meld with the fragrances of fresh and ripe fruit. September peach bursts forth followed by floral notes with subtle scents of rose. The result is an extremely mellow, fine and elegant nose. In the mouth, the fruity notes return, with the addition of captivating touches of citrus such as pink grapefruit. Little by little, a tangy undertone elegantly makes its entrance into this whirlwind of flavour sensations. Alie 2018 is full, silky and deep, with an after-taste that explodes in a succession of fresh and persistent aromas.

93 points – Falstaff
90 points – James Suckling
Gold – The Drink Business

ITMF0018-GIFTSET

Alie Rose Toscana IGT GIFT SET  
$ 89.00

Consist of 1 x 750ml Alie Rose, 2 wine glasses and a candle holder.
The Mocali estate, acquired by the Ciacci family (distant relations to Ciacci Piccolomini) in the 1950s, is a setting of natural Tuscan beauty where vineyards and olive groves alternate with oak and pine forests. This harmony of man and nature comes through in the delicious, ripe and balanced wines produced here, available at prices that are incredibly low when compared to those of the more established producers of Montalcino.

The wines are particularly approachable when young, well-structured with ample body and an elegant, minerally character distinct to this growing area. The Rosso "I Piaggioni" is one of the best values on the market - simply delicious Sangiovese at an excellent price. Situated to the southwest of Montalcino at an altitude of 300-350 meters above sea-level on the slopes facing Castiglione del Bosco, the Mocali estate is comprised of 32 hectares, 6 of which are specialized vineyards (5 Hectares of Sangiovese grosso), and 4 dedicated to olive groves. As over half of the estate is covered by a vegetation characteristic to the hill on which Montalcino stands, the vineyards and olive groves alternate with a landscape of woodland of ilex, oak and arbutus. The soil is rendered highly mineral; salt owing to the presence of marl and limestone. Not being overly large, the Mocali estate lies under family management with the consultation of an expert oenologist.

**Brunello di Montalcino DOCG 2013**

*Grape Variety: 100% Sangiovese*

Earthy aromas of tilled soil, leather, game and a whiff of dark berry lead the way. It's straightforward and compact, offering black cherry jam, clove and tobacco alongside assertive tannins. Drink after 2022.

悩悩 – Gambero Rosso Guide

**Brunello di Montalcino Vigna delle Raunate DOCG 2013**

*Grape Variety: 100% Sangiovese*

This opens with subdued aromas of dark fruit, baking spice and a hint of mocha. The firm no-frills palate offers clove, black currant jam and vanilla alongside assertive close-grained tannins. Drink after 2023.

87 points – Wine Enthusiast
Falkenstein was born from the desire to Franz and Bernadette Pratzner who in 1989 decided to devote himself exclusively to viticulture. Franz Pratzner, winemaker of few words but full of ideas, following its wines lovingly, as if they were children, each with a different character. Accompanying them in the cellar with great passion by choosing the path suited to fully express their potential and then in their development process until they are old enough to fend for themselves. His wife Bernadette prefers the contact with nature and spends most of his time taking care of the vineyards on the Sonnenberg slopes near Naturno: 12 hectares of vines, dry soil and ancient rocks suited to viticulture despite the dizzying slopes between 600 and 900 meters above sea level.

WINERY AWARDS

“1 Star Winery”
by Gambero Rosso Wine Guide 2019

“1 Star Winery”
by Doctorwine – Daniele Cernilli

**ITFK0002-11**
Falkenstein Riesling 2011
Grape Variety: 100% Riesling
Pale yellow color. On the nose the aromas of peach, apricot and citrus, lemon and lime, are nicely complemented by notes of marzipan and hydrocarbons. The slight residual sugar in harmony with remarkable freshness that accompanies the long and elegant finish.

🍷 ✓ ✓ ✓ – Gambero Rosso Guide

$ 79.00
Limited Quantity!

**ITFK0002-14**
Falkenstein Riesling 2014
Grape Variety: 100% Riesling
Pale yellow color. The nose stand out notes of citrus, lemon and lime, white peach and apricot and a hint of hydrocarbons. In the mouth, the acidity is balanced by a slight residual sugar, elegant and deep Finale.

90 points – Wine Spectator
🍷 ✓ ✓ ✓ – Gambero Rosso Guide

$ 62.00

**ITFK0003-14**
Falkenstein Pinot Noir 2014
Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Noir
The aromatic spectrum of this full-bodied wine reminds of fruits of the forest and cherries, with gloriously fine tannins.

🍷 ✓ ✓ – Gambero Rosso Guide

$ 65.00
Silvio Jermann is proud of his family’s Austrian origins and his labels often send out signals with a central European feel. It was in 1881 that founder Anton Jermann left Austria’s Burgenland wine country to settle in Friuli. Nevertheless, the winery’s success is down to Silvio, whose insight and above all wines have won fans all over the world. The new cellar at Ruttars is the jewel in this winery’s splendid crown.

WINERY AWARDS

“Tre Star Winery”
by Guida essenziale ai vini d’Italia 2019

“3 Star Winery”
by Doctorwine – Daniele Cernilli

“3 Star Winery”
by Gambero Rosso Wine Guide 2019

ITJM0208-18
Vinnae IGT 2018 375ml  $ 38.00
ITJM0008-18
Vinnae IGT 2018  $ 69.00

Grape Variety: Ribolla Gialla for the most part, Tocai Friulano and Riesling Renano
Bright, pale straw shade and fruit aromas with a mineral undertone. On the palate it is dry, fresh and tangy with the unassuming elegance of an authentic country wine.
91 points – James Suckling

ITJM0005-18
Pinot Grigio IGT 2018 (SCREWCAP)  $ 68.00

Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Grigio
Wonderful pears and green apples on the nose with the same in the mouth. What I love about this wine is the secondary melon and honey that comes as the end.

ITJM0003-17
Chardonnay IGT 2017 (SCREWCAP)  $ 72.00

Grape Variety: 100% Chardonnay
Its colour is brilliant straw-yellow with greenish highlights, its aroma is intense and fruity (banana when young, golden delicious apple when mature), lightly aromatic and with excellent persistence. The wine noticeably exalts the natural aromas of the grape variety. It is paired with fish in sauce from grand and nouvelle cuisine, shellfish, and creams of vegetable. We have a particularly fine memory of this with a monkfish soup en croute.
93 points – James Suckling

ITJM0003-18
Chardonnay IGT 2018 (SCREWCAP)  $ 72.00

Grape Variety: 100% Chardonnay
Brilliant straw yellow in color, with greenish reflections; intense, fruity bouquet (in youth, reminiscent of bananas and ripe apples), slightly aromatic; excellent persistence. Beautifully enhances the variety’s natural aromas. Matches fish recipes, both classic and nouvelle cuisine, particularly with sauce, as well as shellfish and creamed vegetable soups. An especially fine accompaniment is with frogfish soup en-croûte.
93 points – James Suckling
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITJM0007-18</th>
<th>Sauvignon Blanc IGT 2018 (SCREWCAP)</th>
<th>$ 72.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Grape Variety:** 100% Sauvignon Blanc | Brilliant straw-yellow colour with light greenish highlights. Its aroma is intense, persistent, and fruity with a pleasant hint of elderflower. Its taste is full and dry, elegant and balanced. To be paired with shellfish in general, seafood risotto, and white fish in sauce. It is exceptionally good with lobster and crayfish in simple recipes. | 93 points – Wine Enthusiast (Editor’s Choice)  
90 points – James Suckling |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITJM0009-17</th>
<th>Vintage Tunina IGT 2017</th>
<th>$ 135.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Grape Variety:** Sauvignon, Chardonnay, Ribolla Gialla, Malvasia and Picolit | Great fruit and acidity balance. Stone fruit, a bit of melon, crisp sharp lemon forwards the finish. Good all around acidity that well rounds the mouth. | 93 points – Wine Enthusiast  
⭐⭐⭐– Gambero Rosso Guide |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITJM0010-12</th>
<th>Were Dreams IGT 2012</th>
<th>$ 128.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grape Variety:</strong> Chardonnay</td>
<td>Lots of cooked-apple, yogurt and cream character. Full body with a round, flavorful palate. Loads of ripe fruit and light caramel character but fresh and lively. Savory and salty undertones. Barrel-fermented chardonnay. One of the classic whites.</td>
<td>92 points – James Suckling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITJM0010-16</th>
<th>Where Dreams Have No End IGT 2016</th>
<th>$ 138.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Grape Variety:** Chardonnay | Fruity-spicy nose with distinct notes of honeydew melon, pears and quince. Add pineapple, coconut and marzipan. Concentrated and concentrated on the palate, with juicy acidity and full body. Again exotic fruits, dry herbs and hints of vanilla and ginger. Very long, complex and punchy finale with race and class. | 95 points – James Suckling  
5 Grappoli – Bibenda 2019  
⭐⭐⭐⭐– Gambero Rosso Guide |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITJM0006-15</th>
<th>Red Angel IGT 2015</th>
<th>$ 68.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Grape Variety:** Pinot Nero | Fine ruby red colour. Its aroma is heady, well-orchestrated, and slightly herbaceous. The Pinot Nero variety stands out with elegant finesse. Its taste is delicate, elegant, and full-bodied, and it is slightly sweet and balanced. | 92 points – Wine Spectator  
90 points – James Suckling |
When the Capaldos and Ercolinos founded Feudi di San Gregorio in 1986, their efforts did indeed garner a lot of notices – almost all good, signaling a new dawn for the wines of Campania.

Feudi di San Gregorio is enjoying a second childhood. The Sorbo Serpico operation that turned Irpinia’s and southern Italy’s wine world on its head is currently celebrating it quarter century but the old pioneering spirit of the early days still burns and the bond with the territory is even stronger. It’s all down to Chairman Antonio Capaldo and the technical expertise of Pierpaolo Sirch, whose new direction is clear in a range of whites that has never before been so well defined in style or varietal character.

WINERY AWARDS

“The World’s Greatest Wines”
by Bettane & Desseauve

“2 Star Winery”
by Gambero Rosso Wine Guide 2018

ITFD0607-03
Patrimo – Irpinia Rosso IGT 2003 1500ml

Grape Variety: 100% Merlot
A first-rate Merlot that is dense, concentrated, chewy and packed tight with red cherry, Indian spice, chopped mint and roasted espresso bean. But there is also a subtle and delicate floral tone that adds to its wonderful complexity. This wine is full of nuances, finesse and is silky smooth on the palate.

91 points - Wine Enthusiast
89 points - Wine Spectator

$ 439.00
Cantina del Taburno, located on the slopes of Mount Taburno, belongs to the "Consorzio Agrario di Benevento" (Agricultural Consortium of Benevento). The Consortium was established in 1901, and it had an extremely important role in the development of agriculture in the Sannio area. The winery was built in 1972 in Foglianise. It is a point of reference for viticulture, due to its philosophy and for its positive impact on the economy of the area. The grapes vinified at Cantina del Taburno are grown in vineyards (of an extension of approximately 600 hectares) standing within the area of the towns on the slopes of Mount Taburno: Foglianise, Torrecuso, Vitulano, Campoli del Monte Taburno, Castelpoto, Apollosa, Bonea, Montesarchio, Ponte, Tocco Caudio, Paupisi and Benevento.

The ecosystem of the vines in this area is quite unique due to the type and exposure of the soils, to the particular kind of climate, to the grape varietals and to the agricultural practices. The hills with clayey and Marley-calcareous soils, the mild winters with regular rainfall between October and March, the dry and warm summers concur to create extremely favourable conditions for high quality viticulture.

**ITTB0001-17**
**Greco IGP 2017**
$41.00
**Grape Variety:** Greco 100%
Greco is very concentrated. Its aroma is typical and complex, with dry apricot, citrus peel and honey notes.

**ITTB0001-18**
**Greco IGP 2018**
$41.00
**Grape Variety:** Greco 100%
Golden yellow in color. On the nose, minerals, chalk and grapefruit. Buttery on the palate with citrus, dry apricots and some bitterness. Hot at the back of the throat at the finish.

**ITTB0002-17**
**Falanghina del Sannio DOP 2017**
$41.00
**Grape Variety:** Falanghina 100%
Intense straw yellow colour. Fruity aroma with pineapple and ripe pear notes. Supple in the mouth with a high aromatic persistence.
89 points – Wine Spectator

**ITTB0002-18**
**Falanghina del Sannio DOP 2018**
TBA
**Grape Variety:** Falanghina 100%
Straw yellow in color. Powerful expressive aromas of tropical fruits, flowers and well-known from childhood caramel candy 'Barbaris'. On the palate it is fresh, dry, quite rich and well-balanced with pomelo citrus flavours. This Falanghina from Campania wine region was the discovery of the night! Beautiful white!

Effective March 2020
**Fiano IGP 2017**

*Grape Variety: Fiano 100%

The colour is an intense straw yellow. Fruity nose, distinguished by a characteristic and delicate aroma of ripe peach, pear and hazelnut. The taste is fresh with a good aromatic persistence.

*Price: $41.00

**Fiano IGP 2018**

*Grape Variety: Fiano 100%

Visual aspect: The color is straw yellow

Smell: the fruity smell is distinguished by a characteristic and delicate peach, ripe pear and hazelnut aroma. Taste: it is fresh and has a good aromatic persistence.

*Price: $41.00

**Fidelis DOP 2016**

*Grape Variety: Aglianico del Taburno 90%, Sangiovese e Merlot 10%

The nose is extremely vibrant with cherry, mushroom and some earthy components. A touch of oak as well. The palate is lush with plum, black cherry and loads of minerality. A lovely wine and super impressed with the price point.

*Price: $41.00

**Bue Apis DOCG 2015**

*Grape Variety: Aglianico del Taburno 100%

Purple red colour. Blackberry and black currant aroma. Full in the mouth and well balanced, blended tannins and a long finish of toasted coffee, tobacco and spices.

5 Grappoli - Bibenda

*Best Red Wine - Guide de l'Espresso*

*Price: $161.00*
Donnafugata was founded in Sicily by an enterprising family with 160 years’ experience in premium wines. Giacomo Rallo and wife Gabriella, daughter José and son Antonio are engaged in an entrepreneurial project with a focus on attention to detail and synchronizing people and nature to make wines that correspond increasingly more to the potential of this area.

The Donnafugata adventure began in the Rallo family’s historic cellars in Marsala in 1983 and at its Contessa Entellina vineyards in the heart of western Sicily. In 1989, Donnafugata arrived on the island of Pantelleria, commencing its production of naturally sweet wines.

Giacomo Rallo’s international experience, constancy and also intuition in foreseeing the wine market’s growing interest in quality products. As Donnafugata’s founder, his aim has been to develop a production and cultural project valorizing the identity of Sicily by adopting the world's finest techniques and enology. A passion that in 2006 won him Italy's highest honor, Cavaliere del Lavoro, bestowed by the President of the Republic.

WINERY AWARDS

“1 Star Winery”
by Gambero Rosso Wine Guide 2019

“2 Star Winery”
by Doctorwine – Daniele Cernilli

**ITDF0013-18**

**Anthilia Sicilia DOC 2018**

$ 44.00

**Grape Variety: Catarrato blended with autochthonous and international varieties**
Straw yellow color. The nose presents a fresh and fruity bouquet with notes of white-fleshed fruits (apple) combined with scents of wildflowers. On the palate we find the evident fruity note again, refreshed by agreeable sapidity. It finishes with good persistence.

92 points – James Suckling
92 points – Luca Maroni
91 points - Vinous

**ITDF0013-19**

**Anthilia Sicilia DOC 2019**

TBA

**Grape Variety: Catarrato blended with autochthonous and international varieties**
The classic of Donnafugata appreciated worldwide. The 2019 vintage is characterized by a fresh and fragrant bouquet with fruity and floral notes. A very versatile wine, ideal with fish and vegetarian first and second courses.

**ITDF0004-18**

**La Fuga Chardonnay Contessa Entellina DOC 2018**

$ 59.00

**Grape Variety: 100% Chardonnay**
Brilliant straw yellow, La Fuga offers a fresh and fragrant bouquet with notes of tropical fruit (pineapple) and apple (Golden Delicious), combined with floral scents. In the mouth it amazes with its intense sapidity combined with a pleasant vein of acidity.

94 points – Luca Maroni
**Sul Vulcano Etna Rosso DOC 2017**  
$69.00

**Grape Variety: Nerello Mascalese**
Light ruby red, Sul Vulcano Etna Rosso DOC offers an elegant bouquet with notes of wild berries (strawberry and red currant) and flowery scents, along with delicate spicy nuances of cinnamon and nutmeg. Perfect harmony between aroma and taste, with good freshness and harmonious tannins. A long, balanced finish.

**Fragore Etna Rosso DOC 2016**  
$139.00

**Grape Variety: Nerello Mascalese**
Pale ruby red coloured, Fragore presents an ample and profound bouquet featuring spices (sweet tobacco and nutmeg), floral notes (violet) and wild berries merging with mineral (flint stone) and balsamic notes. On the palate it reveals extraordinary complexity and elegance characterized by outstanding minerality and important tannins. Remarkable long finish.
- 96 points – James Suckling
- 94 points – Decanter
- 94 points – Vinous
- 93 points – Wine Advocate
- 17+ points = Jancis Robinson
- 17/20 points - Vinum

**Floramundi Cerasuolo di Vittoria DOCG 2016**  
$62.00

**Grape Variety: Nero d’Avola and Frappato**
Brilliant cerasa (cherry in Sicilian), it offers an ample and fragrant bouquet with intense notes of red fruit (raspberries, strawberries and redcurrants) and pink flowers, combined with evident spicy scents of black pepper. The palate is fresh, fleshy and round, thanks to the soft tannins and pleasant persistence. A refined red with intriguing aromatic depth.
- 91 points – Wine Enthusiast

**Floramundi Cerasuolo di Vittoria DOCG 2017**  
TBA

**Grape Variety: Nero d’Avola and Frappato**
Ruby red with brilliant purple reflections; it offers intense fruity aromas, black cherry and plum notes stand out; the bouquet opens with delicate flowery nuances and characteristic spicy notes of black pepper. The palate is supported by freshness and softness that make it juicy and a real pleasure to drink. Fine and well integrated tannins. Floramundi 2017 expresses the harmonious balance Cerasuolo di Vittoria can achieve.
- 94 points - Decanter
- 92 points – James Suckling
- 92 points – Vinous
- 91 points – Wine Advocate
- 90 points – Wine Enthusiast
**Bell’ Assai Vittoria DOC 2017**

**Grape Variety: Frappato**
Brilliant ruby red with violet reflections, Bell’Assai offers a fragrant bouquet with intense flowery notes of violets and roses combined with scents of fresh red fruit (strawberries and raspberries). In the mouth it surprises with its great freshness, a perfect harmony between aroma and taste, supported by soft tannins. A fragrant red that amazes with its immediate pleasantness.

92 points – James Suckling  
90 points – Vinous  
16.5 points – Jancis Robinson  
Quality Award – Berebene, Gambero Rosso  
🍷🍷 – Gambero Rosso Guide

**Bell’ Assai Vittoria DOC 2018**

**Grape Variety: Frappato**
Brilliant ruby red with violet reflections, Bell’Assai 2018 offers a fragrant bouquet with intense flowery notes of violets and roses combined with scents of fresh red fruit (strawberries and raspberries). In the mouth it surprises with its great freshness, a perfect harmony between aroma and taste, supported by soft tannins. A fragrant red that amazes with its immediate pleasantness.

94 points – Luca Maroni

**Sedàra Sicilia DOC 2017**

**Grape Variety: Nero d’Avola (predominant) blended with other grapes**
Ruby red, Sedàra 2017 offers a fruity bouquet with scents of cherry and plum combined with a light spicy note of black pepper. The palate displays good structure with suave tannins and pleasant freshness. A soft red, versatile for food pairing, perfect for every day.

93 points - Luca Maroni  
91 points – James Suckling  
91 points - Vinous

**Tancredi Sicilia IGT 2014 1500ml**

**Grape Variety: Cabernet Sauvignon and Nero d’Avola; Tannat and other varieties**
Deep ruby red, Tancredi 2014 is characterized by a fragrant bouquet, notes of red fruit (cherry and cranberry) combined with floral scents (violet) and accompanied by delicate tertiary scents of sweet tobacco, cacao and spices (cloves and black pepper). In the mouth it offers a structure with important and well-integrated tannins. An enveloping and persistent finish.

94 points – Wine Advocate  
93 points – James Suckling  
92 points – Wine Enthusiast  
91 points – Wine Spectator  
🍷🍷 – Gambero Rosso Guide
**ITDF0009-16**

**Tancredi Sicilia IGT 2016**

**$82.00**

**Grape Variety: Cabernet Sauvignon, Nero d'Avola, Tannat and other grapes**

Deep ruby red, Tancredi is characterized by a fragrant bouquet with notes of red fruit (mulberry and blueberry) with delicate hints of licorice and sweet tobacco. In the mouth it offers a structure with important and well-integrated tannins. An enveloping and persistent finish.

93 points – Wine Advocate

**ITDF0001-15**

**Angheli DOC 2015**

**$66.00**

**Grape Variety: Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon**

Ruby red, characterized by an enchanting bouquet with notes of red fruits, blackberries and plums, combined with intense balsamic and spicy scents of dark chocolate and black pepper. Fragrant on the palate with soft tannins. It finishes with good persistence. A red with an international taste with great balance between structure and pleasantness.

91 points – James Suckling

🍷🍷– Gambero Rosso Guide

**ITDF0706-12**

**Mille E Una Notte Contessa Entellina IGT 2012 3000ml**

**$563.00**

**Last 2 piece!**

**Grape Variety: Nero d’Avola, Petit Verdot, Syrah and other grapes.**

Ruby red in color, the nose offers a bouquet wrapping in which stand out the hints of tobacco and cocoa. On the palate, again, its olfactory qualities, together with aromas of cherries and geli neri. Wide, by caressing tannins, complex and elegant.

94 points – Wine Advocate
93 points – Doctorwine
92 points – James Suckling
91 points – Wine Enthusiast
90 points – Decanter
4 Viti – Vitae
🍷🍷– Gambero Rosso Guide

**ITDF0606-14**

**Mille E Una Notte Contessa Entellina IGT 2014 1500ml**

**$292.00**

**Grape Variety: Nero d’Avola, Petit Verdot, Syrah and other grapes.**

Intense ruby red colored, Mille e una Notte 2014 is characterized by an ample bouquet, with fruity notes (blackberry and plum) and balsamic (liquorice) and spicy scents followed by hints of chocolate. The palate is soft and embracing, surprising with an extraordinary silky tannin. A remarkable long persistence on the finish.

95 points – Doctorwine
95 points – Wine Advocate
93 points – James Suckling
92+ points - Vinous
🍷🍷🍷– Gambero Rosso Guide
5 grappoli - Bibenda
**Grape Variety:** Nero d'Avola, Petit Verdot, Syrah and other grapes.

Intense ruby red colored, Mille e una Notte 2015 is characterized by an ample bouquet, with fruity notes (blackberry and black mulberry) and balsamic (liquorice) and spicy scents followed by hints of cacao. The palate is soft and embracing, surprising with an extraordinary silky tannin. A remarkable long persistence on the finish.

96 points – Decanter  
95 points – Wine Advocate  
94 points – Wine & Spirits Magazine  
92 points – Wine Enthusiast

**Grape Variety:** Nero d'Avola, Petit Verdot, Syrah and other grapes.

Ruby red colored, ample and enveloping bouquet characterized by fruity notes of mulberry and blackberry, and balsamic and spicy scents (nutmeg). In the mouth it is soft and full-bodied and amazes with the great finesse of its tannins. Extraordinary persistence on the finish. Donnafugata’s flagship red confirms itself as an icon of style and elegance.

**Grape Variety:** Zibibbo (Moscato d'Alessandria)

Ben Ryè 2015 is brilliant amber color. The nose offers a fragrant and complex bouquet, where fresh apricot notes and orange slices combine with hints of Mediterranean scrub (thyme and rosemary). In the mouth it surprises for its great freshness and intensity, with a pleasant sweetness balanced by a great minerality and a lively sapidity. It closes a very long lasting, with a rewarding return of the fruity note. A Pantelleria complex and enchanting, among the most popular Italian wines in the world.

99 points – Luca Maroni  
95 points – Vinous, Antonio Galloni  
94 points – Wine Advocate  
93 points – James Suckling  
93 points – Wine Spectator  
Platinum Medal – Decanter World Wine Awards  
🍷🍷🍷 – Gambero Rosso Guide  
Top 100 of 2018 – Wine Enthusiast
**Grape Variety: Zibibbo (Moscato d'Alessandria)**

Ben Ryé 2016 offers an extraordinary rich bouquet with outstanding aromas obtained from the dried grapes: apricots and candied orange peel. It presents delicate hints of Mediterranean macchia. The palate is very fresh and intense, balancing perfectly the sweetness followed by a long and satisfying persistence.

- 98 Platinum – Decanter
- 96 points – Wine Advocate
- 96 points -Doctorwine
- 96 points – Wine & Spirits
- 94 points – Vinous
- 🍷 🍷 🍷- Gambero Rosso Guide
- 5 Grappoli - Bibenda

---

**Grape Variety: Zibibbo (Moscato d'Alessandria)**

An extraordinary rich bouquet with outstanding aromas obtained from the dried grapes: apricots and candied orange peel. It presents delicate hints of Mediterranean macchia. The palate is very fresh and intense, balancing perfectly the sweetness followed by a long and satisfying persistence.

- 99 points – Luca Maroni

---

**Grape Variety: Zibibbo (Moscato d'Alessandria)**

After a long ageing period in small barrels, the grappa has an antique gold hue and is extremely clear; it is distinctly but not excessively sweet on the palate. The bouquet initially delivers typical citrus notes, followed by a superb aromatic array of fresh and candied fruit (citron, peach, apricot and exotic fruit) blended with a subtle aroma of vanilla. The perfect accompaniment to dried fruit, plain pastries and biscuits.
Inhabited since Neolithic times, over the centuries this land has seen the arrival of many people who have gradually refined the systems of vine cultivation. E with the advent of the judgments, however, knows that wine growing unprogresso decisive.

Director Dino Addis, also the oenologist and most importantly, the person who has turned this Tempio-based co-operative cellar into a benchmark for Vermentino di Gallura. His experience is obvious from the work carried out in recent years within the individual vineyards, in close collaboration with the 135 members, and the result are close-focused, limpid wines that unfailing reflect the traits imparted by the prevalently granite soil and the varieties cultivated. The range includes several versions of Vermentino di Gallura along with other labels that represent the most traditional Sardinian wines.

**ITCG0002-18**

**Gemellae Vermentino di Gallura DOCG 2018**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Vermentino

In the glass the color is pale yellow. On the nose it is especially fine and elegant with intense notes of peach, pear, lumia, grapefruit, white flowers. At the palate begins rather soft, due Vintage particularly rainy, but immediately widens and is completed with a good mineral that tends to flavor, balanced acidity, good texture, slightly bitter remarkable and final fragrance not very persistent. Excellent wine to drink and pleasure that despite his youth want air in the glass to give the best.

**ITCG0001-17**

**Canayli Vermentino di Gallura Superiore DOCG 2017**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Vermentino

Golden yellow in color, this wine is dominated by intense aromas of apple, pear, white flowers and rosemary on the nose. Incredibly soft in the mouth, it has outstanding grip, focus, and freshness with a harmonious balance and a lingering finish.

92 points – 5StarWines - Vinitaly

🍷 – Gambero Rosso Guide

**ITCG0001-18**

**Canayli Vermentino di Gallura Superiore DOCG 2018**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Vermentino

Golden straw-colored, has intense aromas of limoncella apple, pear decana, white flowers and rosemary. The balance has just shifted to the hardness, the maritime flavor reigns supreme, but the softness and the alcoholic content soon arrive, creating a harmonious whole.

**ITCG0003-16**

**Templum Cannonau di Sardegna DOC 2016**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Cannonau

Ruby red with violet hues, the scent of violets which recalls the berries. Dry, tangy, tannic. It enhances combining it with grilled meats, cold cuts and cheeses.
The history of Bodegas Muga begins in 1932, when the estate was created by Isaac Muga Martínez and his wife, Auro Caño, both descendants of local winemaking families. The pair established themselves in the centre of Haro, a town at the west end of the Rioja Alta region. Isaac always intended to move nearer the railway station, some considerable distance outside of the town, positioning himself alongside the many venerable bodegas that are located there, such as La Rioja Alta and the Compañía Vinícola del Norte de España, but he never survived to see the move completed.

He died in 1969, leaving the estate to his three children who oversaw Isaac’s envisaged relocation, which included the construction of a new bodegas topped off with a tower. The cellars include not only the usual fermentation and ageing rooms, but also a coöpery, providing the family with a constant supply of oak barrels, which are central to the Muga style.

---

**SPMG0002-16**

**Cava Conde de Haro 2016**

**Grape Variety: Viura (90%) and Malvasía (10%)**

The first impression in the glass is of practically no oxidation, with bright yellow-green hues. The foam is dense and persistent, providing an inkling of its structure in the mouth. Looking at the centre of the glass we can see a uniform line of microscopic bubbles rising to the surface. The nose is dominated by tangy fruit and floral aromas. In the background we find fermentative notes from the wine’s transformation in the bottle (honey, vanilla, liqueur). Honeyed yet fresh in the mouth, thanks to its significant acidity. The combination of fruit, acidity and fine lees results in a surprising sensation of fullness that invites one to continue tasting it. The fruity notes return in the aftertaste, with predominant spices that, for several seconds, leave a very pleasant memory.

93 points – Guía Vinos Gourmets 2020
92 points – Jeb Dunnuck

---

**SPMG0007-17**

**Rioja Blanco 2017**

**Grape Variety: 90% viura, 10% malvasía and white garnacha**

A lemon-yellow coloured wine with green glints which reveal its youth. On the nose we find a clean, floral wine which is reminiscent of almond blossom, with citrus notes of American lime and faint underlying toasted nuances. On the palate the wine is fresh with very good acidity and a long finish, wrapping the mouth with reminders of white-fleshed Golden Delicious apples. Perfect match for vegetable dishes, rice, fish and shellfish, tapas.

91 points - Vinous
90 points – Tim Atkin
88 – 90 points – Wine Advocate

---

**SPMG0007-18**

**Rioja Blanco 2018**

**Grape Variety: Viura 90%, malvasía and garnacha blanca the remaining 10%**.

Pale yellow in colour with greenish glints denoting its youthfulness and freshness. A clean nose with intense, complex aromas of white blossom, American lime citrus notes and slight toasted nuances coming through from the oak. On the palate, it can be defined as a fresh wine with good acidity, a silky texture and reminders of fruit such as pears. A perfect match for vegetable dishes, rice, fish and tapas.

89 points – Tim Atkin
Rosado 2018

**Grape Variety: 60% Garnacha, 30% Viura, 10% Tempranillo**

A wine which enraptures your eyes with its salmon-pink hues and lovely light, elegant appearance in the glass. It continues to prove captivating on the nose, producing an amalgam of highly elegant fruit aromas with reminders of apricot, strawberries and creamy hints of raspberry yoghurt. In the mouth we find a wine with good acidity, slight citrus fruit notes and a long aftertaste. It pairs well with fish tartar, ceviche, salad, pasta, rice dishes.

92 points – James Suckling  
92 points – Tim Atkin  
90 points – Guia Vinos Gourmets 2020

**SPMG0016-18**  
Flor De Muga Rose 2018  

**Grape Variety: 100% Garnacha**

A very pale pink rosé with violet glints, which looks lovely in the glass with dense “legs”. Elegant and fresh on the nose, at the same time delicate and complex, with reminders of red fruit such as strawberries, peaches and white blossom. A supple, smooth mouth feel, filling your mouth with fruity nuances which recall the sensations experienced on the nose. A long, fine, elegant wine. Can be paired with tuna tartar, oysters, ceviche, rice and pasta dishes.

93 points – James Suckling  
93 points – Guia Vinos Gourmets 2020  
92 points – Jeb Dunnuck  
90 points – Tim Atkin  
No. 1 – Rose Category in Guia Vinos Gourmets 2020

**SPMG0208-15**  
Rioja Reserva 2015 375ml  

**Grape Variety: Tempranillo 70%, Garnacha 20%, Mazuelo and Graciano 10%**

Ruby-red with glints of brick-red and a medium-high depth of colour. Dense legs which provide you with a sequence of patterns around the sides of the glass. Initially you can find notes of red fruit aromas such as blackberries and reminders of spices. This is all well balanced by smoked aromas from its time in wood which had received a light-to-medium toasting. A subtle vanilla pod aroma coming through with roast coffee nuances. A smooth, mellow attack, with tannins wrapping the sides of the mouth with hints of menthol. In the finish the interesting lingering persistence is worthy of note.

94 points – James Suckling  
94 points – Jeb Dunnuck  
93 points – Tim Atkin  
93 points – Guia Vinos Gourmets 2020  
92 points – Wine Advocate
Grape Variety: Tempranillo 70%, Garnacha 20%, Mazuelo and Graciano 10%

This wine is ruby-red with glints of brick-red and a medium-high depth of colour. Dense legs which provide you with a sequence of patterns around the sides of the glass. Initially you can find notes of red fruit aromas such as blackberries and reminders of spices. This is all well balanced by smoked aromas from its time in wood which had received a light-to-medium toasting. A subtle vanilla pod aroma coming through with roast coffee nuances. A smooth, mellow attack, with tannins wrapping the sides of the mouth with hints of menthol. In the finish the interesting lingering persistence is worthy of note.

94 points – Tim Atkin

---

Grape Variety: 70% Tempranillo, 20% Garnacha, 7% Mazuelo and 3% Graciano

A deep, very dense black-cherry colour. The nose reveals ripe, red berry fruit aromas together with notes of spices (pepper) and forest floor against a backdrop of coffee variations, such as milk coffee toffee and roasted coffee beans mingling with subtle well-integrated oak. Silky on the palate with tannins showing through, indicating the wine’s youth and good ageing potential and providing an elegant and balanced structure.

96 points – Guía Vinos Gourmets 2020
95 points – Jeb Dunnuck
94 points – Wine Advocate

---

Grape Variety: 80% Tempranillo, 20% Garnacha, Mazuelo and Graciano

Classic wine. Ruby red, medium-high opacity. Medium intensity on the nose with notes of toast, leather, a hint of animal fur and reminiscent of red fruit liqueur. Good acidity, tasty and persistent.

93 points – Wine Advocate
93 points – James Suckling
SPMG0004-95
Prado Enea Gran Reserva 1995

**Grape Variety: 80% Tempranillo, 20% Garnacha, Mazuelo and Graciano**

Medium brick-edged red. Incredibly complex, ethereal aromas of raspberry, currant, tobacco, tar and smoke, with an element of dried fruits. Like an essence of Rioja in the mouth: suave, complex and gripping. Dried berry and plum flavors complemented by smoke and coconut from the oak. Reminded me of a Lopez de Heredia wine but with more body. The wine’s firm structure is perfectly buffered by flesh. Very ripe and very long on the aftertaste.

94 points – Stephen Tanzer
94 points – Wine Advocate
90 points – Wine Enthusiast

SPMG0004-00
Prado Enea Gran Reserva 2000

**Grape Variety: 80% Tempranillo, 20% Garnacha, Mazuelo and Graciano**

Sensationally subtle, silky, ethereal, exquisite wine. Sweet vanilla and strawberry aromas but not a hint of excess on the sweetness. Incredibly fine tannins, deliciously delicate and gentle on the palate, gorgeously generous finish of figs and cinnamon and forest fruits, with possibly just a hint of tobacco.

91 points – Stephen Tanzer
89 points – Wine Advocate

SPMG0004-01
Prado Enea Gran Reserva 2001

**Grape Variety: 80% Tempranillo, 20% Garnacha, Mazuelo and Graciano**

It’s not easy to find mature Rioja from a great winery and a great year. This is all that; it smells of tobacco, earth and dried fruits. The palate is lively and not dying, while the flavors of cherry, raisin and marzipan are spot on. Compact and long on the finish, indicating that it still has another 10–15 years in it.

93 points – Wine Advocate
93 points – Stephen Tanzer
93 points – Wine Enthusiast

SPMG0004-04
Prado Enea Gran Reserva 2004

**Grape Variety: 80% Tempranillo, 20% Garnacha, Mazuelo and Graciano**

Exemplary Gran Reserva Rioja blending modernity with the best traditions of this famed region. Perfumed, lush and complex to start, then vibrant in the mouth, with excellent integration of flavors, acidity and tannins. Tastes of fine tobacco, mulled blackberry, chocolate and dry spices.

96 points – Wine Advocate
94 points – Stephen Tanzer
94 points – Wine Enthusiast
92 points – James Suckling
SPMG0604-10
Prado Enea Gran Reserva 2010 1500ml $ 250.00

Grape Variety: 80% Tempranillo, 20% Garnacha, Mazuelo and Graciano
Ripe, chunky and slightly static is how to describe the nose on this prime gran reserva from a benchmark year. A flush lush palate shows no gaps and is full from side to side. Baked plum and berry flavors are ripe to the max without tasting sweet, while this darkens up and tastes more savory on the finish. Drink from 2020–2035. MICHAEL SCHACHNER
99 points – James Suckling
98 points – Tim Atkin
97 points – Wine Advocate
95 points – Vinous
94 points – Wine Enthusiast
Best Red in Show Champion – Wines from Spain Awards

SPMG0604-11
Prado Enea Gran Reserva 2011 $ 140.00

Grape Variety: 80% Tempranillo, 20% Garnacha, Mazuelo and Graciano
Black-cherry coloured wine with medium depth and a deep robe. It is delicate and fresh on the nose, with an initial impression of red-berried fruit (such as blackberries), spicy notes such as cinnamon, and a touch of toasted nuances from the cask recalling cedar wood, vanilla pods and autumn leaves.
99 points – James Suckling
96 points – Wine Advocate
95 points – Jeb Dunnuck
“Third Best Wine in the World” – James Suckling

SPMG0013-14
Torre Muga 2014 $ 160.00
Limited Quantity!

Grape Variety: 75% Tempranillo, 15% Mazuelo, 10% Graciano
Good glyceric density, running gently down the sides of the glass, shows great volume. On the nose we have aromas of ripe, dark fruit, spicy aromas of black pepper, mineral hints of graphite, and very fresh reminders of thick undergrowth which make the pituitary gland fall in love with it so that they wrap themselves around us. Then mentholated nuances, rosemary and some smokiness from the ageing in finest quality oak appear. On the palate it reveals smooth, soft tannin, elegant with very good acidity which gives it balance. Hints of liquorice appear and pepper is again present. A very long, elegant wine, with an up-front character and easy-to-drink. You can pair this wine with strong red meat or game, or failing that enjoy it on its own.
96 points – James Suckling
96 points – Tim Atkin
94 points – Wine Advocate
94 points - Vinous
SPMG0013-15
Torre Muga 2015

**Grape Variety:** 75% Tempranillo, 15% Mazuelo, 10% Graciano

The dense legs that this wine reveals are a sign of its enormous elegance. The purple-coloured hues around the rim reflect its youth. On the nose you find black fruit aromas at the peak of ripeness, spicy black pepper aromas and wood-land herbs. Balsamic herb nuances appear with rosemary and some smoky notes from the ageing in top class oak casks, creating a harmony and balance which cannot be matched. In the mouth we can find the juicy, elegant tannins with a nice sharp acidity to balance the palate. Hints of liquorice and the pepper return. A very persistent, elegant, enjoyable and approachable wine.

*98 points – Jeb Dunnuck
94 points – Tim Atkin*

---

SPMG0013-16
Torre Muga 2016

**Grape Variety:** 75% Tempranillo, 15% Mazuelo, 10% Graciano

The dense legs that this wine reveals are a sign of its enormous elegance. The purple-coloured hues around the rim reflect its youth. On the nose you find black fruit aromas at the peak of ripeness, spicy black pepper aromas and wood-land herbs. Balsamic herb nuances appear with rosemary and some smoky notes from the ageing in top class oak casks, creating a harmony and balance which cannot be matched. In the mouth we can find the juicy, elegant tannins with a nice sharp acidity to balance the palate. Hints of liquorice and the pepper return. A very persistent, elegant, enjoyable and approachable wine.

---

SPMG0001-15
Aro 2015

**Grape Variety:** 70% Tempranillo and 30% Graciano

Very intense, black-cherry colour almost opaque, dense robe and purple hues. It looks very young with little sign of evolution. Sensations of concentration and depth, with loads of nuances which will be heightened by the bottle ageing, and which will become more marked with the passing of time. Sensations of fruit to the fore, recalling red fruit and small, very ripe wild berries (blackberries, redcurrants, wild strawberries…), floral (violet petals) and mineral (graphite, iron) notes. Spicy hints of cinnamon and black pepper from the ageing. With the oak very well integrated which displays the high quality of the selected wood. Potent structure on the palate, full-bodied with firm tannins of great elegance and quality, balanced by splendid acidity. It gives a sense of solidity with no cracks or sharp edges, hearty, with great balance and a sensation of freshness. Full of flavour, supple and broad ranging reminders of fruit, minerals and spices in the mouth aromas. The sensations on the nose are reproduced, but perhaps sharper and better defined. A long, full, elegant aftertaste.

*100 points – Jeb Dunnuck
99 points – James Suckling
97 points – Tim Atkin
No. 1 Spot - Top 100 Spanish Wines 2018 by James Suckling*
SPMG0001-16
Aro 2016

Grape Variety: 70% Tempranillo and 30% Graciano
Very intense, black-cherry colour almost opaque, dense robe and purple hues. It looks very young with little sign of evolution. Sensations of concentration and depth, with loads of nuances which will be heightened by the bottle ageing, and which will become more marked with the passing of time. Sensations of fruit to the fore, recalling red fruit and small, very ripe wild berries (blackberries, redcurrants, wild strawberries...), floral (violet petals) and mineral (graphite, iron) notes. Spicy hints of cinnamon and black pepper from the ageing. With the oak very well integrated which displays the high quality of the selected wood. Potent structure on the palate, full-bodied with firm tannins of great elegance and quality, balanced by splendid acidity. It gives a sense of solidity with no cracks or sharp edges, hearty, with great balance and a sensation of freshness. Full of flavour, supple and broad ranging reminders of fruit, minerals and spices in the mouth aromas. The sensations on the nose are reproduced, but perhaps sharper and better defined. A long, full, elegant aftertaste
Established 1890  Vineyards  75 Ha  Production  37,500 cases

On July 10, 1890, five Basque and Rioja-based vine growers created “Sociedad Vinicola De La Rioja Alta” in what is known as the Haro Station District. This was the beginning of a fascinating business venture in which the only dream of the five founders was to craft and age high quality wines. The European spirit which is so popular today was present in La Rioja and in the winery from the very beginning. The company changed its name to “LA RIOJA ALTA” in 1891.

The company continues to defend the initial idea from back in 1890, which is still present in the wineries, fostering the creative and entrepreneurial spirit of the founders, enormous respect for its history and the original philosophy. This is evident not only in how La Rioja Alta wines are made, but also in the brands, and constant dynamism.

WINERY AWARDS

“Empresa Social 2017 award ”
by Fundación Mundo Ciudad in the ‘Best CSR Winery Project’ category.

SPLR0004-14
Vina Alberdi Reserva 2014  $ 59.00

Grape Variety: 100% Tempranillo
Lively, medium depth, garnet-red with an intense pink rim. High aromatic intensity with dominating ripe fruit: raspberries, red cherries, wild strawberries and red currants set out against a balsamic background of vanilla, toasted caramel, biscuits, coffee and sweet mints. In the mouth, you can enjoy good acidity, great freshness and balance and mild, friendly tannins. Aromatic harmony persists through the aftertaste, with notes of red fruit jam, prunes, coffee, vanilla and caramel.
93 points – Penin
92 points – James Suckling
90 points – Wine Advocate

SPLR0206-09
Vina Ardanza Reserva 2009  375ml  $ 45.00
SPLR0006-09
Vina Ardanza Reserva 2009  $ 80.00

Grape Variety: 80% Tempranillo , 20% Garnacha
Medium-intensity, dark cherry-red; clean and bright. it stands out for its fresh, spicy character, with hints of sweet cherries and blackcurrant chocolate, assembled with notes of black pepper, tobacco, nutmeg, coffee, mocha and cinnamon. Pleasant and well-balanced. Tasty, with a soft freshness, nice structure, and delicately elegant tannins. Silky finish, with a lovely aftertaste, where liqueur-like notes of cherries and blackcurrants intermingle with toasty notes and sweet spices turning this especial edition of Viña Ardanza into a fine, elegant wine.
95 points – Tim Atkin
93+ points – Wine Advocate

Effective March 2020
**Vina Ardananza Seleccion Especial Reserva 2010**

**Grape Variety:** 80% Tempranillo, 20% Garnacha

Medium-high intensity, garnet-red with a cherry rim. The nose stands out for its fresh, spicy character, with hints of sweet cherries, redcurrants and ripe strawberries assembled with notes of black pepper, sweet liquorice, nutmeg, coffee, mocha and cinnamon. Intense and well-balanced in the mouth, with a soft freshness, nice structure, and delicately elegant tannins. Silky finish, with a good aftertaste, where sweet red fruit and balsamic notes give it a broad ending.

96 points – James Suckling  
95 points – Wine Advocate  
95 points – Tim Atkin  
94 points – Wine Spectator  
94 points - Penin

---

**Vina Arana Gran Reserva 2012**

**Grape Variety:** a blend of Tempranillo (95%) and 5% Graciano

Dark-cherry red with a garnet-red rim. High aromatic intensity, with outstanding notes of ripe red fruit, red berries, wild strawberries and plum jam, leading to tertiary aromas from meticulous aging in oak: vanilla, cedar, tobacco, coffee, caramel and sweet patisserie notes. In the mouth, its initial freshness and structure, typical of this brand, predominate. Balanced, with soft, flavoursome tannins. Elegant, complex finish, where the ripe red fruit and balsamic notes provide a splendid end.

97 points – Decanter  
95 points – James Suckling  
91+ points – Wine Advocate

---

**Gran Reserva 904 1997**

**Grape Variety:** 90% Tempranillo, 10% Graciano

Typical red colour, with brick tones on the edge of the glass. Medium robe, clear and brilliant. Long, penetrating and complex bouquet, with hints of spices, balsam and old leather against a background of ripe fruit. Well-structured to the palate, with silky, rich tannins, ending with some acidity so this wine will keep well. Excellent aftertaste, with persistent balsamic and spicy hints. Excellent with main dishes and chocolate desserts.

97 points – James Suckling  
95 points - Wine Advocate  
92 points - Stephen Tanzer’s International Wine Cellar  
No.1 – Wine Enthusiast. List of Top Wines in the World

---

**Gran Reserva 904 2009 1500ml**

**Grape Variety:** Tempranillo 90% and Graciano 10%

Reflecting the excellence of the vintage, as well as its power, this is the latest in a superb run of 904 Gran Reservas. Combining Tempranillo with 10% Graciano for added backbone and grip, it’s a wine that is (as ever) supremely drinkable on release, but will reward further cellaring. Spicy, aromatic and enticing, with the vanilla sweetness of American oak, savoury tannins and a core of stylish, balsamic-edged fruit. Traditional Rioja with a modern accent.

97 points – James Suckling  
96 points - Penin  
96 points – Tim Atkin  
95+ points – Wine Advocate  
Top 100 Wines of 2019 – Wine & Spirits
Gran Reserva 904 2010  $136.00
Gran Reserva 904 2010 1500ml  $278.00

Grape Variety: Tempranillo 90% and Graciano 10%
Medium-high depth, cherry-red with a garnet rim. Very intense in aromas. Complex, with notes of plums and ripe grapes, jam of blackberries and red raspberries that give way to spicy and balsamic notes of tobacco leaves, cedar, liquorice, vanilla, chocolate and ground coffee. Good entry. Fresh and balanced in the mouth, with polished, silky tannins and a gentle, delicate finish. Very long aftertaste, with balsamic notes of coffee and toasted caramel, candied fruits and liquorice dominating these pleasant sensations.
98 points – James Suckling
97 points – Tim Atkin
96+ points – Wine Advocate

Gran Reserva 904 2011

Grape Variety: Tempranillo 90% and Graciano 10%
Medium-high depth, cherry-red with a garnet rim. Very intense in aromas. Complex, with notes of plums and ripe grapes, jam of blackberries and red raspberries that give way to spicy and balsamic notes of tobacco leaves, cedar, liquorice, vanilla, chocolate and ground coffee. Good entry. Fresh and balanced in the mouth, with polished, silky tannins and a gentle, delicate finish. Very long aftertaste, with balsamic notes of coffee and toasted caramel, candied fruits and liquorice dominating these pleasant sensations.

Gran Reserva 890 2004 1500ml  $498.00

Grape Variety: 95% Tempranillo, 3% Graciano, 2% Mazuelo
Medium-depth cherry-red with a pale pink rim. Very intense, clean aromas, with dominating balsamic and spicy notes —vanilla, caramel, chocolate mint and spices against a fruity background of prunes and dried apricots. Well balanced in the mouth, with an elegant acidity, good structure, round, polished tannins and an oily finish. The aftertaste is ample and very long, with notes of sweet fruit and marked liquorice. A wine that represents the elegance and classicism of Rioja Gran Reservas.
96 points – Wine Enthusiast
95 points – Wine Advocate
94 points – James Suckling
94 points – Decanter World Wine Awards
94 points – Wine Spectator

Gran Reserva 890 2005  $270.00

Grape Variety: 95% Tempranillo, 3% Graciano, 2% Mazuelo
Ruby-red with an incipient brick rim. Classic aroma. Intense, with notes of cured leather, stewed plums and raisins, tobacco and sweet spices, vanilla and dark chocolate. Elegant, mature, complex mouthfeel. Outstanding structure and well-balanced acidity with silky tannins. Its classic Rioja bouquet stands out, big, complex and round, with an elegant finish..
98 points – Penin
98 points – James Suckling
98 points – Tim Atkin
95 points – Wine Spectator
95 points – Wine Advocate
Top #4 wine of 2018 – Wine Spectator
After twenty years studying the vineyard and intensive oenological work, Torre de Oña presents its most innovative and expressive estate wine.

The Torre de Oña winery, part of Grupo La Rioja Alta, S.A., has launched the first vintage (2012) of the Martelo Reserva, its new Rioja Alavesa wine.

Idyllic surroundings. A silent sea of vineyards. An allegorical setting. The Torre de Oña winery is located in one of the most exclusive and privileged regions of the Rioja Alavesa subzone, part of the Rioja D.O.Ca., where the best wineries and vineyards of this recognised winemaking area are located.

The particular geographical characteristics of the area are worth noting. Our vineyards are watched over by the Cantabria Range which acts as a protective barrier in the path of wind and the cold from the north, 630 meters above sea level. This is almost at the altitude limit for growing grapevines in this geographical area, which in good years produces a level of quality that is sublime.

A very special ‘Martelo vineyard’ which is also difficult to manage, as the quality of the cultivated grapes depends largely on weather conditions throughout the growth cycle. Thus, we will only produce Martelo with Very Good or Excellent years; those that we internally identify as ‘Martelo Vintages’.

**Grape Variety:** 95% Tempranillo, 5% Mazuelo, Garnacha and even Viura

It stands out for its ruby-red intensity. Clean and bright, it shows a marked garnet-red rim. The nose reveals very intense red fruit, raspberries, cherries and cranberries, enveloping balsamic and spicy aging notes: vanilla, liquorice, dark chocolate and cloves. Outstanding freshness and balance in the mouth, coupling a pleasant acidity with silky, fatty tannins that give it a good structure and a pleasant mouthfeel. Long, well-balanced aftertaste, promising great persistence over time as it ages in the bottle.

94 points – *Wine Advocate*
92 points – *James Suckling*
Established 1957  Winemaker Marcos Eguren  Vineyards 100 Ha  Production 700,000 cases

Founded in 1957 by Guillermo Eguren, Sierra Cantabria is nestled in the heart of San Vicente de la Sonsierra, a town of great winemaking tradition, situated in a unique location between the River Ebro and the Sierra Cantabria mountain range.

The Sierra Cantabria mountain range (1,200 m of altitude) and the river Ebro (350m), created a special microclimate with Mediterranean and Continental characteristic, providing mild winters and gentle summers, unique for vine cultivation.

On the other hand, the summer thermal jump (intense heat during the day with fresh night temperatures) creates an increase in the level of polyphenols, normally associated with excellent quality wines.

### SPSC0008-18
**Tinto Selección 2018**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Tempranillo  
Color: intense ruby red, medium-high layer and slight iridescence. Aroma: Expressive, with a good presence of red fruits (plum), intense and well assembled with the aromas of spicy oak and vanilla. On the palate: slightly tannic, fresh, medium-bodied and well-balanced, with the fruit well integrated with the notes of oak, vanilla and light roasted (chocolate and coffee).

![Image of Tinto Selección 2018](image1.png)

**Price:** $42.00

### SPSC0003-14
**Crianza 2014**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Tempranillo  
Much more fruit than in previous harvests and a more elegant barrel. Roasted aging aromas and notes of blueberries and tobacco. In the mouth it is fresh and with silky and sweet tannins. Very balanced. A classic La Rioja complex that has reinvented itself. Spectacular purchase. Ideal to accompany red and white meats, cooked and legumes. Castilian roasts, stews, game of hair and feather, cheeses and pates.

89 points – Wine Advocate  
89 points – Wine Spectator

![Image of Crianza 2014](image2.png)

**Price:** $53.00  
*Limited Quantity!*

### SPSC0003-16
**Crianza 2016**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Tempranillo  
Intense Cherry. Fine toasted notes (cocoa and coffee) and ripe fruit with definite expression. Powerful palate, smoky with well balanced toasty notes of oak and fruit.

92 points – Proensa  
90 points – Wine Spectator  
90 points - Proensa  
89 points – Wine Advocate

![Image of Crianza 2016](image3.png)

Effective March 2020
SPSC0006-13
Reserva 2013    $ 63.00

Grape Variety: 98% Tempranillo, 2% Graciano
Bright ruby red color and good layer. Intense, complex and warm nose aroma, with
elegant aging bouquet and wide range of sensations well combined, perceiving
the notes of fresh and ripe fruit combined with hints of spices, vanilla and roasted in
complex and full mouth. Good structure and tannic balance, powerful and
elegant. In the aftertaste the notes of roasted, vanilla and light balsamic touches
are highlighted with a strong feeling of red fruits. Long and persistent end.

93 points – Penin Guide
93 points – Wine Enthusiast
93 points - Poensa
92 points – Wine Advocate

SPSC0005-08
Gran Reserva 2008    $ 78.00

Grape Variety: 97% Tempranillo, 3% Graciano
Nose is a delight of aromas of ripe fruit and spices with creamy notes of coffee and
leather goods provided by the wood. In the mouth it is powerful and with much
flavor, leaving us touches toasted. Its acidity is very well integrated and its ripe
tannins are very polished. Long end.

93 points – James Suckling
92 points - Wine Advocate

SPSC0005-09
Gran Reserva 2009    $ 78.00

Grape Variety: 97% Tempranillo, 3% Graciano
Garnet red cherry. Intense aroma, fragrant, complex with aromatic notes, mature
red fruits, balsamic, truffle, vanilla and toast. On the palate it is vigorous, fresh, silky
with a good presence of mature tannins and a development of complex aromas.
Red fruits perfectly integrated with touches of balsamic, coffee and oak. Long
lasting finish with hints of fruit, spice and cocoa.

95 points - Proensa
92 points – Wine Advocate
91 points – Wine Spectator

SPSC0002-14
Colección Privada 2014    TBA

Grape Variety: 100% Tempranillo
Intense cherry. Delicate nose, elegant with definite fruity expression, spice and
subtle notes of petals and creamy traces of oak well integrated. Powerful palate,
warm, complex, succulent, rich expression of toasty notes of oak and black fruit,
coffee and chocolates.

98 points – Proensa
94 points – Wine Spectator
93 points – Wine Advocate

Effective March 2020
Founded in 1998 by the Eguren family, the objective of this cellar, carved in the cold rock, in the very depths of the vineyards, is to produce great wines that represent the intrinsic characteristics and personality that the union of climate, soil and grapevine varieties determines. Viñedos de Páganos is a modern winery located in the medieval village of Laguardia, which arises in the Rioja Alavesa subarea, close to 600 meters in altitude, an environment surrounded by dolmens, archaeological sites, chapels and ancient medieval churches.

The cellar is surrounded by the vineyards of El Puntido, a tenuoust slope of 25 hectares oriented toward the south, trellised on espalier planted in 1975 with Tempranillo variety on a clay-loam soil with a subsoil of sandstone. Thanks to a limited yield and a careful artisan harvest El Puntido wine is produced. La Nieta is very near, a small plot of 1.75 hectares in a loamy and shallow soil in which the Tempranillo variety is also planted. It has a poorer soil quality than in El Puntido and a totally different microclimate. In this plot after forcing the vine to a low vigour and a natural production, fruit of a high quality is obtained, with which the wine La Nieta will be produced.

**SPPN0001-16**

**El Puntido 2016**

**Grape Variety: 100% Tempranillo**


97 points - Proensa
95 points – Guia Penin
94 points – Tim Atkin

**SPPN0002-17**

**La Nieta 2017**

**Grape Variety: 100% Tempranillo**

Monstrously dense and full of flavors, layer after layer covers the palate: currants, blueberries, graphite, liquorice and chocolate until they drop. Despite these extremes, it is characterized by a great balance. This wine has what it takes to become one of the few red wine legends in Spain.

99 points – Proensa
97 points – Tim Atkin
Senorio de San Vicente is one of several outstanding estates owned and operated by the Eguren family. The wine is made from 100% Tempranillo Peludo known for its tiny berries and exceptional aromatics. The grapes are sourced from a single vineyard and typically aged for 20 months in new, mostly French oak before bottling without filtration.

**SPSV0001-07**

**San Vicente 2007**

$105.00

**Grape Variety: 100% Tempranillo**

Currant, fig and liquorice flavors are rich and deep in this generous red, offering firm, well-integrated tannins that support a broad texture, with a spicy vanilla and floral finish.

- **92 points - Wine Advocate**
- **92 points - Wine Enthusiast**
- **91 points - Wine Spectator**
- **91 points – Stephen Tanzer**
Established 1988  Production 450,000 bottles

Bodega Fernández Cervera Hermanos SL belonged to a family related to the ship-building business for which wine was more a hobby than a true business venture.

In 1988, La Rioja Alta, S.A. was looking for somewhere to branch out into new wine-making fields in Galicia. It acquired a majority interest in the business, and soon was able to buy the entire company, changing the name to Lagar de Fornelos, S.A.

This is a small but welcoming winery. It has the capacity to process 700,000 kilos of grapes, equivalent to 450,000 bottles per year, 50% of which are exported to the United Kingdom, Mexico, Germany, Switzerland, the United States and other countries such as Japan and Venezuela. Located in the village of Fornelos; its pink ivy-covered facade can be seen from the road. The coziest corner is the dining-tasting room in the old part of the house, with an impressive old stone and wooden wine press. The river Tamuxe flows by the rear of the house and summer days are enhanced by the cries of the local children who come to bathe. There are ducks, trout and minks.

The ancient stone wine press symbolises this winery, an example of the hard work and suffering involved in making wine in the past. Fortunately, it is now a museum piece. But its likeness can be found on our labels and engraved on the bottles.

“Best Seven Spanish White Wines”
by Journalist Jamie Goode

Bright, pure and rich: The 7 best Spanish white wines
“This is a delicious Albariño that’s lively and focused with zesty grapefruit and lemon flavours, a bit of pithiness and a keen citrusy finish.” – Jamie Goode

“The best value for money whites”
by Christelle Guibert

Weekday Wines, Decanter magazine November

“The very fashionable Albariño grape is at the heart of this bright, aromatic white, which has notes of peach, ripe melon and pineapple. Very textbook in style, the characters found on the nose are mirrored on a fairly dense palate. This shows complexity, with a creamy sensation on the finish” – Christelle Guibert

SPLF0001-18
Lagar de Cervera Albarino, Rias Baixas Blanco 2018  $ 54.00

Grape Variety: 100% Albariño
Yellow with green hues; clean and bright. Ample, forthright nose, highlighted by the typical varietal aromas of the Albariño (ripe apples and pears, stone fruit, particularly apricots) and a remarkable citrus background. Lively, fresh and structured in the mouth, with well-integrated acidity. Very persistent aftertaste, where hints of exotic fruit (lychees) make their appearance.

92 points – James Suckling

Effective March 2020
Pago de los Capellanes is located near the village of Pedrosa de Duero, nestled deep in the heart of the Ribera del Duero region of Spain. The name of Pago de los Capellanes means land of the chaplains, which comes from the area where the estate is located. In the past, the estate had a mere thousand vines, grown in the traditional gobelet style. The Rodero-Villa family, complemented by a group of exceptional wine professionals, have followed their personal approach to making wine. This has brought into being today’s Pago de los Capellanes estate, fulfilling a dream that began in 1980. Presently, more than 250 acres of vineyards, grown in the modern style of trained vines, surround the winery. We exclusively work with Tempranillo grape as we think that it shows perfectly the essence of Ribera del Duero. All the wines marketed under the Pago de los Capellanes brand are made with the same care; red wines show their individual character, the result of tranquil aging, care and patience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPPL0002-18</td>
<td>Joven Roble Tinto 2018</td>
<td>$51.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grape Variety: 100% Tempranillo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark black color. Palate is bold rich and really fantastic. Complex and balanced acidity and tannins but this with a bite in the end. Notes of cherry vanilla blackberry leather tobacco red fruit pepper plum chocolate raspberry earthy dark fruit licorice oak.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPPL0601-10</td>
<td>Crianza 2010 1500ml</td>
<td>$159.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grape Variety: 100% Tinto Fino (Tempranillo)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It has a very marked aroma with a good balance of fruit and wood, where tones of vanilla intermingle with well-ripened fruit, black berries and wild fruits. There are also noticeable hints of leather and liquorice, resulting from the mingling of the French oak and the aromas inherent in this variety of grape. In the mouth, the wine has a smooth texture but fills the palate with balanced flavours, including fine tannins, which help extend the life of the wine. The finish and aftertaste are both long and elegant.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91 points - Wine Spectator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91 points – Stephen Tanzer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91 points – Vinous, Antonio Galloni</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88 points - Wine Advocate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPPL0001-17</td>
<td>Crianza 2017</td>
<td>$72.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grape Variety: 100% Tinto Fino (Tempranillo)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wine is just superb, starts with this gorgeous darkest red Ruby color, 100% Tempranillo. Very intense licorice and cloves initially on the nose but then settles down after an hour of decanting process then aromas of black fruits like cherries, subtle spice and oak, mouthfeel is just absolutely a pleasure on the palate with elegant balance of fruit and acidity, full body with round tannins and a long harmonious finish that just can’t put the glass down, well you know the feeling.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effective March 2020
**SPPL0605-09**

**Tinto Reserva 2009 1500ml**

$229.00

**Grape Variety: 100% Tempranillo**

Lively and expressive, this red is bursting with black cherry, licorice, briar and mineral flavors that are fresh and harmonious. The polished texture is supported by well-integrated tannins, with a long and spicy finish.

93 points - Wine Spectator
92 points – Stephen Tanzer
92 points – Vinous, Antonio Galloni

**SPPL0005-14**

**Tinto Reserva 2014**

$100.00

**Grape Variety: 100% Tempranillo**

Cherry color with intense garnet tones on the edge. Complex and spicy with touches of ripe fruit such as cherry and red currant where there are also touches of wood. Balanced, tasty and of good acidity. Mature tannins are appreciated.

91 points – Wine Spectator

**SPPL0005-15**

**Tinto Reserva 2015**

$100.00

**Grape Variety: 100% Tempranillo**

Rich, ruby-red color in the glass! On the nose beguiling bouquet of violets, dark chocolate, cardamom, leather, blackberries and herbs! On the palate noble with creamy texture, elegant tannin structure and excellent balance between wood and fully ripe fruit with a lavish finish!

93 points – Guia Penin
93 points – Tim Atkin
92 points - James Suckling

**SPPL0005-16**

**Tinto Reserva 2016**

TBA

**Grape Variety: 100% Tempranillo**

The vintage started with a winter that had good groundwater reserves. The spring was warm and dry until well into the month of June, when there were intense rainfall at the beginning of the blooming. A summer with some well spread out storms gave way to a very dry autumn. The harvest was slightly ahead of the usual dates, but the analytical and organoleptic features, and the balance of the berries, were ideal. Thus enabled the harvest to take place at the optimal ripening time. The wines from this vintage, which was classified as excellent, have a good colour intensity, significant fruity notes on the nose and a high tannic potential in the mouth, with sweet tannins that indicate the good phenolic ripening of the berries. A vintage reminiscent of the exceptional 2005 vintage.

Effective March 2020
**SPPL0003-15**  
**El Nogal 2015**  
$116.00

**Grape Variety:** 100% *Tinto Fino*

An intense Cardinal purple colour with a great garnet-coloured rim. It exhibits the rich depth typical of Tinto Fino grapes and dense, abundant tears. The aromas of flowers and fresh fruits fill the senses, later giving away to tones of vanilla, cocoa, roast and new leather. Hints of sandalwood, spices, tobacco and liquorice create a lasting and persistent memory. The wine enters the mouth elegantly, with body, filling the palate with freshness. As it moves forward, it is powerful and complex and leaves a long, intense aftertaste of very ripe grape and round, noble tannins.

---

**SPPL0004-12**  
**EL Picon 2012**  
$330.00

**Grape Variety:** 100% *Tempranillo / Parcela Wine*

Cherry color, shows a wide intensity that allows us to predict the long life that augurs. The first balsamic aromas, the blackberries and understory characteristic of the Ribera, with spicy touches (traditional in French oak) are detected, such as cinnamon, leather, tobacco, truffle, and black liquorice. The entrance to the mouth is complex, with sweet tannins that wrap the palate and cover it with an exquisite roundness. Long and persistent.  
93 points – James Suckling  
91 points – Wine Advocate

---

**SPPL0004-14**  
**EL Picon 2014**  
$330.00

**Grape Variety:** 100% *Tempranillo*

Pago de los Capellanes Finca El Picón 2014 is a single-plot red wine that is powerful and expressive. On the nose it evokes blackberries and balsamic notes, with touches of cinnamon, leather and black liquorice. The palate is intense and round, with a mid-palate of sweet and elegant tannins and an exquisite finish.  
95 points – Decanter  
93 points - Penin
Alejandro Fernández is the living image of a self-made man. He had always dreamt of setting up his own winery and making great red wines while he was making a living doing different jobs as a young man. Following on from the family tradition learnt from his father, Alejandro would make wine each year from the grapes of his small vineyards. However, he had to wait until 1972 to have his own real winery. It had a small 16th century winepress where almost the whole process was conducted. Ten years would pass before the Tinto Pesquera winery would look more or less the same as it does today. The ancient winepress, however, still survives to this day.

The first years were not easy. It was common practice at the time to uproot vines and substitute them for irrigated crops like beetroot. However, Alejandro carried on planting vines and was the first to introduce the espalier system (in the “Viña Alta” vineyard) to the area. Some even took him for a madman. But time would put things in their place. More than 200 hectares of beautiful vineyards today supply the winery. Some vines grow on gravel terraces and others on high tablelands (like the “Llano Santiago” vineyard at over 1,000 metres above sea level). All of them provide their nuances to the renowned Pesquera red wines.

WINERY AWARDS

“The World’s Greatest Wines”
by Bettane & Desseauve

“The World’s Greatest Wine Estates”
by Robert Parker

---

**SPPQ0004-16**  
**Tinto Crianza 2016**  
**Grape Variety:** 100% Tempranillo  
Opaque purple with a black center. Wild berries and concentrated plums in the black-berry nose, also dark chocolate and fine cassis flavor behind it, always showing new aromas. Dense flow of the palate with a velvety texture and round tannins, ripe plums and now blackberries, beautiful interplay between mineral and sweetness, enormous fullness and a lot of black fruit until the long aftertaste.  

**SPPQ0005-12**  
**Tinto Reserva 2012**  
**Grape Variety:** 100% Tempranillo  
Nose of ripe blackcurrants, strawberries and raspberries plus mineral undertones. Full to medium on the palate with a fresh red-fruit character, soft tannins and a long and spicy finish. Phenolic tension and style.  
93 points – Wine Spectator  
92 points – James Suckling  
90 points – Wine & Spirits

**SPPQ0006-08**  
**Millenium Reserva 2008**  
**Grape Variety:** 100% Tempranillo  
Intense red, covered with bright burgundy trim. Intense, frank tones, good toasted in balance with the red fruit somewhat candied. Elegant in its passage through the mouth, it is deep, tasty, good toasted, balanced and with final persistence.  
92 points – James Suckling
The prestigious Arzuaga Navarro winery is located in the village of Quintanilla de Onésimo, east of Valladolid, in the western end of Ribera Del Duero. The town of Quintanilla de Onesimo is considered to be Ribera Del Duero’s “Golden Mile”, home to such Spanish wine superstars as Vega Sicilia, Pingus and Viña Mayor. The winery rises near the Duero river, alongside the historical Castilian road which connects Valladolid to Soria. Built completely in stone, solid and rustic, reflecting a monastic spirit in its arches and towers and, in its centre, a bell tower crowned by a weather vane. The reassuring sturdiness of the stone exterior and the warmth of elm wood within provide a welcoming atmosphere to prepare the visitor for the experience of these special wines.

Founded by Florentino Arzuaga in the beginning of the 1990s. Florentino Arzuaga bought the estate first and later acquired the vines, the winery and, finally, the wine. Florentino aims to produce red wines with structure, elegant, assertive and complex at the same time. Florentino Arzuaga has the tenacious spirit of an entrepreneur coupled with an aesthetic and perfectionist sensitivity. He is modest and softly spoken man, yet has been capable, in a very short time, of placing the red that bears his family name on the most sumptuous wine lists.

WINERY AWARDS

“Gold Winner”
by Berlin Wine Competition 2017

SPAZO003-17
Fan D.Oro Blanco 2017

Grape Variety: 100% Chardonnay
Clean and bright, straw yellow with golden trim. High aromatic intensity. Memories of flowers and white fruits, honey, figs and applesauce, combined with aromas of toast and nuts. After a sharp attack due to the freshness that marks its excellent acidity, we find honeyed and unctuous sensations that give a high meatiness. In retronasal there are many floral nuances, giving way to smoky aromatic memories and a great fruit expression.

SPAZO006-18
La Planta 2018

Grape Variety: 100% Tempranillo
Deep purplish red, clean and bright with purple flashes, with a tinted tear, a true reflection of his youth, of a medium-high layer. The range of red fruits, such as raspberry and cherry, predominate with a high aromatic intensity, joining with balsamic and cocoa, coffee and roasted tones. Fresh and elegant wine, with an easy and balanced entry into the mouth, leaving sensations of meatiness and volume in the passage through it.

SPAZO0602-14
Crianza 2014 1500ml

Grape Variety: 100% Tempranillo
Clean and bright, dark cherry and purple flashes. Extraordinary nose, intensely aromatic, dominated by mature forest fruits, purple flowers, balsamic, and caramelized background. Broad and round mouth, with a velvety feeling that gives us a great and smart length. The wine in the mouth is a faithful memory of a nose so complex.

91 points – James Suckling
Gold Bacchus Award – The Bacchus Wine International Competition 2017
Gold – Berliner Wein Trophy
Gold – Mundi Vini
**SPAZ0002-15**
**Crianza 2015**

*Grape Variety: 95% Tempranillo, 5% Cabernet Sauvignon*

Powerful nose, of high aromatic diversity, with a predominance of ripe red fruits, with mineral and balsamic touches, with a toasted finish. Structured, velvety and round, with a very interesting persistence and length.

94 points - Gourmets Wine Guide
90 points – James Suckling
Gold – International Wine Awards

**SPAZ0002-16**
**Crianza 2016**

*Grape Variety: 95% Tempranillo, 5% Cabernet Sauvignon*

Clean and bright, cherry red and violet shades. Powerful nose, high aromatic diversity, with a predominance of ripe red fruits, spicy touches and balsamic notes, with a roasted finish. Large volume in the mouth. Bringing soft and sweet sensations that last over time thanks to its great breadth and length. Wine in the mouth is a faithful memory of such a complex nose. These connotations give elegance and personality to the wine.

Bronze – IWSC

**SPAZ0007-15**
**Reserva 2015**

*Grape Variety: Tinto Fino (95%), and Merlot (3%) and Albillo (2%)*

Excellent wine with character. Red deep brown rim. Intense aromas of ripe black and red fruit, cherry, plum, spices, toasted notes and subtle hints of chocolate. In the mouth firm and elegant tannins, powerful, structured and long aftertaste.

**SPAZ0008-12**
**Reserva Especial 2012**

*Grape Variety: 95% Tempranillo, 5% Albillo*

A high intensity view, cardinal red with intense purple hues. Wider and intense nose where aromas of black fruit compote, mint, cocoa and a light background of roasted and caramelized tones predominate. Very fine and complex aromas that evolve throughout the tasting.

91 points – Penin
90 points – Wine Advocate

**SPAZ0005-11**
**Gran Reserva 2011**

*Grape Variety: Tinto Fino (95 %) Merlot & Cabernet Sauvignon (5%)*

Ruby red color, clean and bright. It is very rich in nuances with a wide range of aromas, of which the mature and compote fruit stands out. All this assembled with spicy aromas such as cinnamon, which makes it a fine, subtle, complex and striking wine. There is a great taste balance, mixing the initial freshness with the untuosity of the end, showing us a silky and pleasant wine. In retronasal we reappear the spicy sensations detected in the nose.
Gran Arzuaga 2011 is a powerful, concentrated and full-bodied red wine. An excellent vintage that displays all the goodness of this wine with finesse. With a refined nose, the tertiary, roasted, tobacco and toffee aromas stand out over a base note of ripe red fruit with a spicy touch. On the palate it is majestic, with a penetrating entry, evolving on the palate with volume and structure, and ending with an unusual freshness that makes it never-ending.

98 Points - Proensa
92 points – Wine Advocate
92 points - Penin
Alejandro Fernández discovered an abandoned hillside on the banks of the River Duero in the mid-1980s that seemed to bring together the ideal conditions to become one of the best vineyards of the region. It had a gentle southern-facing slope that ended in the river and different soils composed of gravel, clay and gypsum that promised to produce the nuances needed to create complex wines from Tempranillo grapes.

**SPCH0002-15**
**Crianza 2015**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Tempranillo

The wines from this vintage, which was classified as excellent, have a good colour intensity, significant fruity notes on the nose and a high tannic potential in the mouth, with sweet tannins that indicate the good phenolic ripening of the berries.

- **93 points** – James Suckling
- **90 points** – Wine Spectator

**SPCH0001-06**
**Alenza Gran Reserva 2006**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Tempranillo


- **96 points** – Decanter Asia Wine Awards
- **92 points** – James Suckling
- “Best Ribera del Duero” – Decanter
- **Platinum Medal** - Decanter

*Effective March 2020*
Cims de Porrera was founded in 1996 with the aim of exploiting the full potential of the vineyards of the village of Porrera in the Priorat Qualified Designation of Origin (QDO). Some of the vineyards are over 100 years old and consist mainly of the Carignan variety, which is highly prized for its color, tannins and excellent coupage. Carignan, along with the light and fruity Garnatxqa variety, constitute the two main native grape varieties of Priorat.

Cims de Porrera and Solanes are made in the old cooperative winery, where the facilities have been modernized to exploit the full potential of the district’s unique vineyards. The grapes from the different plots are vinified separately according to their location and orientation, thus enabling the production of wines of a strong personality which are a testament to the expression and wealth of the Porrera vineyards.

**SPCM0003-15**

**Vi de Vila Porrera 2015**

**Grape Variety:** 85% Carignan, 15% Garnacha

A complex wine, vigorous and genial too, most pleasurable, and not put on the market until it has matured for at least three or four years in bottle and achieved a good integration of that complexity and polished tannins. It is lively and intense in colour, of medium depth, and mature and fresh in aromas, classic in fact, as we pointed out at the beginning. The ripeness of the red fruit and wild berries is accompanied by subtle liquorice notes and touches of dampness, of undergrowth, making it a wonderfully easy wine. Its freshness invites us to take another sip, to discover greater complexity with some interesting black pepper and balsamic notes.

**SPCM0001-11**

**Cims de Porrera Priorat Classic 2011**

**Grape Variety:** a blend of Carignan and Garnacha

The nose is very well-defined with crisp red fruits, raspberry, minerals and just a hint of vanilla from the oak. The palate is full-bodied with firm tannins, notes of crisp blackberry, that leads to a harmonious finish.

*Effective March 2020*
The Eguren family fell in love with this land more than 15 years ago, seduced by its pre-phylloxera vines, deep roots vineyards meticulously chose to translate the minerality of the soils in powerful and elegant reds. And our love for Toro remains unchanged.

Founded in 2007 by the Eguren family, five wines are elaborated in the cellar: Romanico, Almirez, Victorino, Alabaster and Teso La Monja, the most exclusive project that takes the name of the winery. The deep roots of the old vine Tinta de Toro grape translate the pure minerality of the soil into powerful yet elegant red wines.

WINERY AWARDS

“Best Winery of the Year”
by The Guía Peñín 2013

SPTM0002-17
Romanico 2017

Grape Variety: 100% Tinta de Toro (local name for Tempranillo)
Nice surprised. Clear deep ruby. Clean, mid intensity developing aromas, dark fruit, black pepper, herbs and pleasant chocolate. Dry, mid acidity, mid+tannin, mid body sensation with alcohol kick, oak is more evident and a pleasant mid finish.
91 points – Proensa

SPTM0001-17
Almirez 2017

Grape Variety: 100% Tinta de Toro (local name for Tempranillo)
Currants, vanilla and spicy notes. Very fine acidity, tremendously fresh blueberry flavors, which change again to currant flavors.
93 points – James Suckling
93 points – Guía Penín
92 points – Proensa

SPTM0003-15
Victorino 2015

Grape Variety: 100% Tinta de Toro (local name for Tempranillo)
A deep, lusty nose that is packed with a ripe but balanced black-fruit flavor and copious new oak. Hard, pounding tannins are edgy but not jagged, while this tastes of toasty blackberry, cassis and blueberry pie. A warm finish suggests molten chocolate cake. Best from 2020–2026. - MICHAEL SCHACHNER
96 points – Guía Penín
96 points – Guía Proensa
94 points – Wine Enthusiast
93 points – Jeb Dunnuck
**SPTM0003-17**
**Victorino 2017**

*Grape Variety: 100% Tinta de Toro (local name for Tempranillo)*
Black cherries, dark berries, tobacco and floral elements on intense nose. Racy acidity and athletic but rounded tannins with dark berries on palate. Thick and concentrated texture. Full bodied and complex long tobacco finish.

*98 points – Guia Proensa*

---

**SPTM0004-17**
**Alabaster 2017**

*Grape Variety: 100% Tinta de Toro, pre-phylloxera (own rooted Vitis vinifera) and autochthonous*
Dense purple. Dark fruit, Asian spices and liquorice with a background of flowers. Lush, textured fruit, juicy acidity. Well-balanced, powerful yet complex, long finish and persistence.

*99 points – Guia Proensa*
El Vínculo Winery came about to materialize Alejandro Fernández’s dream: to make a great wine in La Mancha. After long journeys across the region, he finally found what he was seeking, that is, good and old Tempranillo vines which were very well adapted to local conditions.

Should the plants be well cared for and selected and vine performance be measured, that great La Mancha wine envisaged by Alejandro might become a reality.

That was the starting point of Alejandro’s last – unless for the time being – remarkable project. A lovely and typical La Mancha building, nearly the Windmills of Campo de Criptana, next to the former train station, has been renovated and reconverted in a modern winery. It was designed to make only limited quantities of top-quality wine. Its name - El Vínculo – is homage to the old family winery located in the Douro area. The first vintage, that of 99, was launched in December 2001, after undergoing malolactic fermentation and ageing 16 months in oak barrel plus 6 more in bottle.

**SPVC0001-09**
**Tinto Crianza 2009**

**Grape Variety: 100% Tempranillo**
The 2009 El Vínculo Crianza bursts with deep, brooding aromas of plums, cherries, blood oranges, vanilla and tobacco. Velvety and supple on the palate, the wine adds nuances of blackberries, dried herbs, dusty soil and dark leather. Fine, buffered tannins emerge on the back-palate and segue it to a long, powerful finish that reprises the wine’s barrel notes of vanilla, tobacco and tar.

**90 points – Stephen Tanzer**
**88 points - Wine Advocate**

**SPVC0001-12**
**Tinto Crianza 2012**

**Grape Variety: 100% Tempranillo**
Ruby red of medium high layer. Fruity aromas, wrapped in a pleasant spicy note reminiscent of vanilla. Complex flavor, well endowed with flavors, balanced in terms of acidity, powerful, tasty and meaty. Rich and dense, showing a clearly ripe character and strong almost sweet oak tones over cherry flavors and dark berry liqueur. Ends with bitter chocolate notes.

Effective March 2020
In 1997, Florentino Arzuaga arrives in Toledo attracted by the olive oil world, which reaches its maximum expression in the Montes de Toledo region. The elaboration of the olive oil started after acquiring 150 Ha olive trees. He arrived in Malagon looking for new lands to add more character and personality to the oil. It was there where he found some suitable lands for the plantation, not for olive trees but for vines. This is the “Finca La Solana”, a one-piece property, in whose center the winery would be located, surrounded by the vines whose production is assigned to Pago Florentino.

**Pago Florentino 2016**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Cencibel (clone of Tempranillo)

Clean, bright ruby red wine, with certain violet nuances. Multitude of different shades, interlacing the ripe red fruit with the aromas of roasted coffee, black and roasted fruits. Silky and friendly mouth, with great intensity and lasting over time; the retronasal reminds us again of the black and roasted fruits perceived in the nose.

*92 points – James Suckling*
Founded by the fourth generation of the Eguren family, Dominio de Eguren was conceived as a project to produce fine wines and offer them to consumers at a reasonable price.

The winery is located in the municipality of Páganos in the province of Alava and uses a total of 15 vineyards spread across domains of Vinos de la Tierra and Vinos de Mesa. This winery owns brands such as Códice, Épico, Protocolo, Torre Abalde and Estratego Real.

**SPER0002-18**  
Protocolo Blanco 2018 (Screwcap)  
$ 34.00  

**Grape Variety:** 50% Airén and 50% Macabeo  
Through the careful selection of specific vineyards and controlling yields, the Eguren family delved into this project with the philosophy of creating exceptional quality, every day wines at affordable prices. Bright, clean, refreshing, fruit forward. Light bodied white you could drink all day by the pool. Apple and pear dominate.

**SPER0004-17**  
Protocolo Tinto 2017 (Screwcap)  
$ 34.00  

**Grape Variety:** 100% Tempranillo  
Beautiful ruby color, a whiff of cedar in the nose. Dry & juicy simultaneously, a blackberry fruit impact.
Six generations devoted to caring for wine, love of work well done, and close monitoring of the vineyard. A long history for the oldest Rueda winery that has successfully adapted to new times while respecting the legacy of over a century of experience. Wine is created in the vineyard. It is the grape that marks the splendour of a Vinos Sanz wine. It is good care and prayers, the patient wait for the vine to sprout and land that is hale and hearty but hard on the vine which makes the difference. Terroir wine shaped by climate, soil and man that makes for elegant drinking.

In the 21st century, faced with new challenges such as the steady increase of our winery’s international presence, to address these challenges, Vinos Sanz is preparing an architectural project to build a new winery in the heart of Rueda. This project will combine their traditional tastes with cutting edge architecture, technology and amenities. Vinos Sanz has always played a leading role in the national and international promotion of Spain’s great white wines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPVS0001-14</td>
<td>Sanz Classico 2014</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>$36.00</td>
<td>Limited Quantity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grape Variety: 70% Verdejo, 30% Viura</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A young, dry, aromatic and lively wine with a perfect alcohol-acid balance. Particularly long on the palate with lasting, big flavours that you will want to savour.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SKU</th>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPVS0002-16</td>
<td>Finca la Colina Verdejo CIEN x CIEN 2016</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>$49.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grape Variety: Verdejo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A beautiful yellow-lemon with bright greenish reflections, very bright. The nose is intense, elegant and perfumed, with pleasant aromas of exotic fruit (pineapple and mango) interspersed with notes of fine herbs, eucalyptus and hay. Later there are pleasant memories of citrus peel and fresh fruit (apple and peach. In the mouth it is very balanced, with a powerful acidity very well integrated that gives it vividness and freshness. It closes with a long and interesting ending with spicy memories.</td>
<td>87 points – Decanter World Wine Awards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Diez Siglos winery is a relatively young project, although it’s also one with extensive background. It was born in 2009 thanks interest from a group of people who love both wine and the land where they live, who have a clear desire to keep alive the ages-old legacy of one of Spain’s most exciting grape varieties: Verdejo. A group of 65 vine growers who know and love the land, and who, day by day, care for it and work to obtain grapes of incredible quality. Moreover, they’ve brought high-profile experts on board in order to produce high-quality wines, using winery controls and today’s most cutting-edge technology; wines that, over the course of their short lives, are already growing in importance and gaining recognition at both national and international level.

The Rueda Designation of Origin (D.O. Rueda) benefits from natural resources that are very good for producing high-quality wines, and is an area that specialises in the production of white wines that have achieved broad international recognition. Work has been done for several years to recognise and protect the indigenous grape variety Verdejo.

The winery is equipped with the most advanced winemaking technology to produce our wines. However, we always say that there is no reason why technology can’t go hand in hand with our respect for tradition. Inertised stainless steel vats with controlled temperatures where we produce over 3 million litres; fully automated bottling plant, logistics facilities, etc.

Diez Siglos belongs to the Rueda Designation of Origin and meets the regulatory board’s quality requirements as regards the control of vineyard planting, control of yields by plots, harvest control (health, origin and variety), wine yields from each winery, production and ageing methods and times, as well as the qualification of the wines that are going to be bottled.

**SPDS0001-18**

**Verdejo Lees 2018**

$34.00

**Grape Variety: 100% Verdejo**

A young, dry, aromatic and lively wine with a perfect alcohol-acid balance. Particularly long on the palate with lasting, big flavours that you will want to savour.

*Gold – Women’s Wine & Spirits Magazine*

**SPDS0002-18**

**Sauvignon Blanc Fermentado Lees 2018**

$34.00

Limited Quantity!

**Grape Variety: 100% Sauvignon Blanc**

Perfect aromatic expression featuring exotic fruits and fresh cut grass, coming together with a perfect acidity. In the mouth it has a particular freshness, typical of the variety. Persistent and rounded structure. It has been fermented on its lees for 4 months.

**SPDS0002-19**

**Sauvignon Blanc Fermentado Lees 2019**

TBA

**Grape Variety: 100% Sauvignon Blanc**

Perfect aromatic expression featuring exotic fruits and fresh cut grass, coming together with a perfect acidity. In the mouth it has a particular freshness, typical of the variety. Persistent and rounded structure. It has been fermented on its lees for 4 months.

Effective March 2020
SPDS0003-18
Canto Real Verdejo 2018 $ 31.00

Grape Variety: Verdejo
The Canto Real shows everything that has led to the Verdejo grape in recent years to great success. On the nose, apricot and gooseberry, green apple and a little passion fruit spoil, underlaid with the scent of fresh herbs. The combination of a lot of fresh fruit, a pleasantly present acidity and the typical Verdejo tart note make it the ideal summer wine. Incidentally, it goes well with Spanish tapas or a good paella. Or, of course, just want to be enjoyed so much.
Est 2002 Vineyards 62 Ha

One of Spain’s finest estates, the still under-the-radar Bodegas Alto Moncayo is a joint venture of Dan Phillips, Jorge Ordoñez, Chris Ringland, Jose Miguel San Martin, Bodegas Borsao and others. The top wine is their old vine 100% Grenache cuvée called Alto Moncayo. Five generations of vignerons have farmed over 210 acres of primarily old vine Grenache at Alto Moncayo, a wine that is produced from incredibly low yields of 500 grams of grape bunches per vine.

It is located in the town of Bulbuente (Zaragoza) Spain and the Denominacion Campo de Borja. 62 hectares (153.2 acres) of old clone Garnacha vines are planted on the hillside vineyards oriented to the southwest. The winery possesses very unique soils of red clay (indicative of being rich in iron) mixed with red slate. Because of its hillside location the soils are very poor in organic matter and shallow. A few sites have calcareous soil. Night time during the summer brings cool temperatures to moderate the growing season and there is scant rainfall. The youngest vines of Alto Moncayo are 35 years old and the oldest vineyards are over 90 years old. Their focus is exclusively on Garnacha.

**SPAM0001-16**

Veraton Garnacha 2016

Grape Variety: 100% Garnacha

It is a powerful, full-throttle, pedal-to-the-metal red boasting a dense purple color, and a sweet blackcurrant and black cherry fruit, lavender, licorice and earth notes intermixed with a touch of new oak. Stylistically, this is a modern, massively intense, rich wine that over-delivers in many ways.

94 points – James Suckling

Gold – Bruxelles 2019

$ 79.00

**SPAM0001-17**

Veraton Garnacha 2017

Grape Variety: 100% Garnacha

It is a powerful, full-throttle, pedal-to-the-metal red boasting a dense purple color, and a sweet blackcurrant and black cherry fruit, lavender, licorice and earth notes intermixed with a touch of new oak. Stylistically, this is a modern, massively intense, rich wine that over-delivers in many ways.

$ 79.00

**SPAM0002-17**

Alto Moncayo Garnacha 2017

Grape Variety: 100% Garnacha

Medium bodied; medium purple hue. Nose of raspberry sauce, clay pot, and vanilla. Very fruit forward with tastes of fig and plum with some crushed gravel notes. Finish had nicely balanced tannins with a chocolate covered cherry note.

$ 103.00
Aquilon Garnacha 2014

Grape Variety: 100% Garnacha
Alto Moncayo's mega Garnacha is this smoky, roasted smelling monster. Aromas of plum and currant are straight from the smoker, while this feels full and massive but tempered by acidity. Resiny oak flavors of clove and campfire are stronger than the wine’s plum and berry notes, while this tastes savory and extremely woody on the finish. Drink through 2022. MICHAEL SCHACHNER
95 points - Vinous
94 points – Wine Advocate
92 points – Wine Spectator
91 points – Wine Enthusiast
Gold – Grenaches du Monde
Gold – Bruxelles 2019
Bodega Borsao is situated in Borja, in the Northwest of the province of Zaragoza, considered to be a sub-unit with its own characteristics within the region of Moncayo, in the occidental sector of the province. Bodegas Borsao, has been the origin and engine of the D.O. “Campo de Borja”, in Aragón, north-eastern Spain or the wellknown “Empire of Garnacha”. Bodegas Borsao is an internationally recognized wine producer and one of the world’s leading Garnacha producers.

WINERY AWARDS

"My favourite value winery not only in Spain, but in the world, is Bodegas Borsao".
By Robert Parker, Wine Advocate

“The region is the most wonderful source of rich red wine”.
"Borsao Borja co-operative has revolutionized Grenache wines”.
By Jancis Robinson

'Borsao focused on fresh, fruity Garnachas at value prices".
By Wine Spectator

SPBO0001-18
Blanco Selección Chardonnay 2018 $ 38.00
Grape Variety: Macabeo, Chardonnay
Simple floral aromatic from the first, than go into oak notes, but taste is not bad one. Full-bodied, very nice minerals, long aftertaste of cashew nuts and orange peel. Taking into consideration its price - cool just as table wine for everyday.

SPBO0002-17
Tinto Selección Garnacha 2017 $ 38.00
Grape Variety: Grenache, Tempranillo, Syrah
Cherry red with violet nuances. Has a ripe fruit nose with floral tones. Full bodied wine, spicy and with a complex and long aftertaste.
89 points – James Suckling
Gold – Concours Mondial
Oro – Concurso Internacional de Vino Zarcillo
“POSSIBLY THE SINGLE GREATEST DRY RED WINE VALUE IN THE WORLD.” ROBERT PARKER’S WINE ADVOCATE. ISSUE #203.

SPBO0002-18
Tinto Selección Garnacha 2018 TBA
Grape Variety: Grenache, Tempranillo, Syrah
Very intense cherry red colour with tones of purple. Presents in the nose a great concentration of aromas of ripe red fruit with floral nuances. In the mouth it is a well structured rich wine that evokes tastes of blackberry, plum and tones of leather and vanilla, with a soft and silky tannin.
Tres Picos 2017

Grape Variety: Grenache

Very intense cherry red colour with tones of purple. Presents in the nose a great concentration of aromas of ripe red fruit with floral nuances. In the mouth it is a well structured rich wine that evokes tastes of blackberry, plum and tones of leather and vanilla, with a soft and silky tannin.

92 points – James Suckling
91+ points – Guía de Vino
17.5/20 – Jancis Robinson
Gran Oro – Vin España

Zarihs 2015

Grape Variety: Syrah

Intense cherry red colour. Remarkable aromatic complexity with memories of black fruit and balsamic and toasted touches. Warm and gentle in the mouth, with soft but persistent tannins in perfect balance with the alcohol.

93 points – Guía de Vino
92 points – Guía Penin
91 points – Wine Advocate
90 points – James Suckling
90 points – Wines from Spain Awards
Hermann Donnhoff, one of Germany’s top Riesling producers, is located in the commune of Oberhauser in Nahe. The family has been producing wines for more than 200 years. Helmut Donnhoff started his first vintage in 1971 at the age of 22, with 4 hectares of vines, and has grown the estate into a 25-hectare winery today. One of Germany’s most celebrated wine producers, Helmut is without doubt considered a living legend. “Most people in wine today make it for business. I make it for me, myself”, he said.

Donnhoff’s vineyards are planted with 80% Riesling, 20% Pinot Blanc and Pinot Gris, with vines of 15 to 60 years old. Niederhauser Hermannshohle is their most famous vineyard, a site rich in slate and volcanic rock, and wines produced are the equivalence of a Grand Cru. Another famous vineyard is Oberhauser Brucke, also dominated by grey slate, but are more well known for their Riesling Spatlese and Einswein. Other vineyards include Norheim Kirschheck, Norheim Dellchen, Schlossbockelheim Felsenberg and Schlossbockelheim Kupfergrube.

**WINERY AWARDS**

*“The World’s Greatest Wines”*
by Bettane & Desseauve

*“The World’s Greatest Estates”*
by Robert Parker

Voted One of the 50 Most Influential Winemakers
by Wine & Spirits Magazine 2004

---

**GRHD0007-18**
Riesling QBA 2018  
**Grape Variety: 100% Riesling**
A off-dry Riesling wine, very typical of our wine estate. Wonderfully fresh and well defined, elegant with a tingling minerality. A delicious wine for every day with moderate alcohol and very soothing acidity.

---

**GRHD0012-18**
Kreuznacher Krotenpful Riesling Kabinett 2018  
**Grape Variety: 100% Riesling**
Very clear, fresh and flinty on the bright nose. Round, lush and piquant, this is a beautiful Kabinett with juicy fruit, perfect sweetness and frisky acidity.

---

**GRHD0006-17**
Oberhauser Leistenberg Riesling Kabinett 2017  
**Grape Variety: 100% Riesling**
The fine balance of apple and peach fruit and cool minerality speaks of a finesse and true elegance that few wines can match. The wine is concentrated, and very long, and without an ounce of fat. It is so light on its feet that the “Kabinett” label is not misleading, despite the much higher ripeness. Delicious.
**GRHD0006-18**

**Oberhauser Leistenberg Riesling Kabinett 2018**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Riesling

Steep, southeasterly facing slope with grey clay slate soil. The morning sun dries the grapes, keeping them healthy; while the afternoon sun is not so direct, allowing the grapes to ripen for a very long time without becoming overripe. A perfect vineyard for Kabinett wines! Fermented and matured in stainless steel vats and large oak barrels. Riesling wines with well-defined, spicy fruit, very elegant with a wonderful balance between fine fruit sweetness and firm acidity.

**GRHD0014-18**

**Oberhauser Brucke “Monopol” Riesling Spatlese 2018**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Riesling


**GRHD0203-11**

**Oberhauser Brucke Riesling Auslese Goldkapsel 2011 375ml**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Riesling

A rich, heady style, with crisp acidity running underneath the plush, smoke-tinged flavors of tangerine, apple, pear and guava. Displays an elegant spiciness, with an airy texture that lingers with citrus peel notes. Complex.

94 points - Wine Spectator
93 points - Wine Advocate

**GRHD0015-18**

**Niederhauser Klamm Riesling Kabernet 2018**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Riesling

Mineral, floral hints in the nose. On the palate, the Dönnhoff Niederhäuser Klamm Riesling Kabinett is beautifully juicy, revealing aromas of ripe yellow peach, sweet citrus and flint. The wine feels wonderfully harmonious and balanced with all residual sweetness, makes a full-bodied and elegant impression. Very pure and delicate in the long finish. An impressive premiere.

5 grapes - world class - Gault & Millau 2019
5 stars - world class - Eichelmann 2019
5 stars - world class - Falstaff 2019

**GRHD0009-07**

**Niederhauser Hermannshohle Riesling Auslese Goldkapsel 2007**

**Grape Variety:** 100% Riesling

Very minerally, pure and lifted nose, but underneath this very well defined character there is a depth of sweet, dried, slightly candied fruits. The palate is hugely impressive, supple and textured, building through the midpalate, showing great depth. It carries flavours of lime and melon, and it always displays a fresh style and deep mineral core despite the wine’s rich and fleshy substance. Put simply, this is fabulous.

95 points – Wine Advocate
94 points – Stephen Tanzer
93 points – Wine Spectator

**Effective March 2020**
GRHD0009-11
Niederhauser Hermannshohle Riesling Auslese Goldkapsel 2011 $ 188.00

**Grape Variety: 100% Riesling**

Fresh orange with its candied rind; white peach jelly with piquancy of pit fruits; buddleia and lilac; passion fruit, nut pastes and vanilla cream add to the luscious allure of this remarkable libation. A faint aura of truffle and musk emerges with airing – no doubt pointing toward the extremely late picking of by then relatively mature yet still fine botrytis. Dynamically multidimensional, yet sharing with its Brucke counterpart a soothing sense of harmony, this almost endlessly fascinating as well as endlessly lingering wine deserves to be followed for three decades.

97 points – Wine Advocate  
94 points – James Suckling  
93 points – Wine Spectator

---

GRHD0209-17
Niederhauser Hermannshohle Riesling Auslese Goldkapsel 2017 375ml $ 83.00

**Grape Variety: 100% Riesling**

Honeyed apricots and lemon. Rich, mouth-filling sweetness and real purity of fruit and mouth-watering finish. So tangy and long but needs time.

17+ points – Jancis Robinson

---

GRHD0209-18
Niederhauser Hermannshohle Riesling Auslese Goldkapsel 2018 375ml $ 83.00

**Grape Variety: 100% Riesling**

Creamy and rich, with concentrated baked apple and spiced pear flavors that are focused and fresh. Plush with juicy acidity lingering on the peach- and apricot-filled finish.
The winery Dr. Wehrheim has produced high quality dry wines since 1920. Traditional grape varieties which grow on unique sites have been vinified in the cellar of the historic Art Nouveau farmyard for four generations. Karl-Heinz and Franz Wehrheim are known for the development of expressive wines, in which the taste of the distinctive regional features and the Terroir can be experienced with each sip. With their work in the vineyard and the cellar Karl-Heinz and his son Franz strive to highlight the original, natural characteristics of their wines.

The Dr. Wehrheim winery emphasizes the natural features of their wines and thus creates wines with a unique character. The vines benefit from the superb microclimate of Southern Palatinate and thrive on the individual soils of our exceptional vineyards. The Dr. Wehrheim winery uses the benefits of these unique Terroirs in order to grow high quality, award winning wines. Our wines persuade through distinct grape varietal aromas, vivid tataric acidities and outstanding ageing potential. Depending on the grape variety, oak flavors complete the natural aromas. The Dr. Wehrheim winery farms organically and produces mostly dry wines. We focus primarily on Riesling, Weisser Burgunder and Pinot Noir (Spätburgunder) varietals. In addition, our grape variety portfolio includes Pinot Gris, Chardonnay, Silvaner, Muskateller, Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon.

WINERY AWARDS

“4 out of 5 Stars”
by Eichelmann

“The Best German Wineries”
By The German wine magazin “Der Feinschmecker”

“The Dr. Wehrheim is and has been one of the best wineries of the Pfalz and beyond”
by Gault Millau 2014

---

GRDW0002-16
Riesling Buntstück VDP.Gutswein 2016  $ 52.00

Grape Variety: 100% Riesling
Light and refreshing presents the White Burgundy from the winery Dr. med. Wehrheim for enjoyment in the warmer seasons. Like a fresh breeze, the bright yellow drops with the golden reflections offer the connoisseur to unfold the aromas of pears, apples and peaches with sparkling grapefruit. Subsequent harmonious acidity combines with subtle minerality, which gives the flavor the special spice.

GRDW0001-15
Weisser Burgunder Buntstück VDP.Gutswein 2015  $ 48.00

Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Blanc
Elegant fruit aromas, cool climate wine, vivid but well integrated acidity with great minerality with yellow fruit flavours. Recommended to pair with spring and summer wine - fish courses or salads.
GRDW0003-14
Birkweiler Weisser Burgunder Buntsandstein VDP.Ortswein 2014 $ 65.00

Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Blanc
Ripe apple and pear aromas in the nose, very good integrated acidity with powerful body. Best paired with salads with fish, white meat and risotto.

GRDW0006-14
Kastanienbusch Köppel Riesling GG VDP.Grosses 2014 $ 101.00
Limited Quantity!

Grape Variety: 100% Riesling
Cool climate aromas of citrus and lemon grass, fire stone. Full body and very well balanced, a very concentrated wine.
91 points – James Suckling
18.5/20 points - Jancis Robinson

GRDW0005-14
Mandelberg Weisser Burgunder GG VDP.Grosses 2014 $ 113.00
Last 3 bottles!

Grape Variety: 100% Pinot Blanc
The nose of the wine is marked by pure fruit especially Mirabelle and pear are showing strongly. The aroma is complete with smoky and stony smells. On the palate the wine has a lot of power but at the same time appears to be very elegant. The acidity gives the wine structure and a long finish. Best paired with Mediterranean cuisine - fish courses or white meat.
88 points – Vinous Antonio Galloni
18/20 points - Jancis Robinson
TERMS & CONDITIONS OF SALE

• All prices are quoted in Singapore Dollars and in 750ml unless otherwise stated.

• All prices quoted including delivery changes, are subject to the prevailing Government Goods and Services Tax.

• Unless expressly stated otherwise, all goods are offered lying in Singapore.

• This price list supersedes all previous price lists.

• Payment must be made in full upon receipt of invoice, unless the customer has an approved credit account. If so, payment must be made within 30 days of invoice date.

• All goods shall remain the property of Cellarmaster Wines (S) Pte Ltd until paid in full.

• Delivery is free, subject to a minimum purchase of S$ 250. For orders with less than S $ 250 or re-delivery of orders, a shipping charge of $30 will be applicable.

• Surcharge of $50 for any urgent delivery on the same day.

• Normal delivery is within 48 hours. Cut-off time for next day delivery is 5 pm.

• Wines are non-returnable. However, at our discretion, we will replace bottles if they are deemed to be non-drinkable.

• Any special offer, sale or bin end wines are offered on a first come first served basis and are non-returnable/refundable/exchangeable. Wines bought from a sale list or bin end selection will not be eligible for any further case discount other than the initial saving shown.

• You are advised to, and shall be deemed to have inspected all goods upon delivery. Any shortages or damages should be reported immediately (within 48 hours) to Cellarmaster Wines. Once goods are out of our control for any period, any damage or shortfall shall be deemed to have occurred thereafter.

• Cellarmaster Wines shall not be liable for any failure to meet our obligations occasioned by circumstances beyond our control.

• E.&.O.E.